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L E T T E R TO T H E E D I T O R S

-Jigo

Dear Editors!

WE HAVE MAIL, KUPO!
JigoKuu

Joined: Aug 6, 2016

Kuu

I am writing because I wanted to express my thanks for your hard work and
to admire the Mogazine a bit more than I did on the forums. When I joined
this community it became clear to me after only a short period of time that
the members are not only kind and lovely but also super talented in several
ways. To be honest, I didn't see it coming that you would create such a quality
magazine like the Mogazine!
Creating the Mogazine must have taken lots of your time and attention, but it
was totally worth it! The Mogazine is full of wonderful content, it is fun to read
and I learned a lot (still didn't finish reading all the articles in the published
issues, so there is much more to learn from and laugh at!). I actually thought
that I preferred more serious-themed articles, but all those funny articles and
community content made it clear to me that it isn't the case at all.
I can't wait to read the next issue! You are simply one of the coolest and most
determined people I know, so thank you again for your hard work and burning
love! Keep up the good work!
A cheering fangirl,
JigoKuu

DaggerTribal
Joined: May 17, 2019

Hello Timber Maniacs! I’ve been a huge fan of the magazine since I’ve joined
the forums earlier this year. I’m in love with the Mythology Manual articles but
find a special place in my heart for all the artistic content made from the fans,
particularly in Issue 2’s Relm’s Gallery for the FFF Drawing Prompts! If I had to
pick one article that was my favorite, though, I’d say it would be Issue 1’s The
(Not so) Spoony Bard: Shakespeare in Final Fantasy by Dionysos! I love Final
Fantasy IX, and seeing the Shakespearean references written out like that
really made me appreciate this game even more! Loving all the content, blood,
sweat and tears put into the magazine so far, and I’m looking forward to more
in the next issue!
-DaggerTribal
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M Y T H O L O G Y
M A N U A L
By M.J. Gallagher (Guest Writer)

Odin in Final Fantasy
Odin is a recurring character in the Final Fantasy series, typically as a
summoned monster. He first appeared in Final Fantasy III as an optional
boss, offering to lend his services to the player’s party upon his defeat. His
initial design was by franchise artist Yoshitaka Amano, but it has seen many
aesthetic evolutions over the last 30 years. With the exceptions of Final
Fantasies X, XII and XV, Odin has played a role in one form or another in
every main series title. These incarnations have ranged from the historical
commander of Final Fantasy VI to the celestial avatar of Final Fantasy XI to the
shapeshifting automaton of Final Fantasy XIII, but he can always be recruited
to assist in battle. A constant theme along the way has been the direct or
indirect references in the games to the Norse mythology from which Odin is
derived. This article will seek to highlight the most obvious and interesting of
these, as well as shed a little light on some of the more obscure allusions.
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Who was the Allfather of Norse Mythology?

Odin the Wanderer (1886) by Georg von Rosen

Odin was the supreme god and
chief of the Norse pantheon, a figure
heavily associated with death, war,
magic and poetry. He was among
the earliest beings, descended from
the primordial frost giants on one
side, and the first men on the other.
After massacring the frost giants,
he created the known universe,
establishing the heavenly domain of
Asgard at the summit of Yggdrasil
(the World Tree). Asgard included
Odin’s personal hall (Valaskjalf)
as well as the palace of Valhalla,
where most of his business was
conducted. In Viking culture, the
highest honour was reserved for
warriors slain in glorious combat,
but Odin was apathetic when it
came to the wars of men, and
cared little for law or justice; he did
not choose sides. It was believed
that the spirits of half of all such
fighters joined the Allfather’s army
in the afterlife (the Einherjar) to
train and feast with him every day at
Valhalla. The palace itself boasted a
splendid thatched roof made of the
Einherjar’s gold shields, and beneath
it they drank the mead produced by
the sacred goat (Heidrun) that was
served by the Valkyries, the same
maidens who had collected their
souls from battle.
Odin’s physical strength and skill are
undeniable in Norse lore, yet he did
not spend much of his time engaged

Odin and Fenris (1909) by Mabel Dorothy Hardy
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in conflict. Instead, the Allfather
was a practiced sorcerer and
master of rune magic. He had an
unquenchable thirst for knowledge,
and wandered the Nine Worlds
seeking it. So obsessed was Odin
that he hung himself on Yggdrasil,
and sacrificed one of his eyes at
Mimir’s Well to gain secret wisdoms.
He was most often described as an
old, bearded man wearing a widebrimmed hat and a traveller’s cloak,
but he regularly assumed disguises
when interacting with unsuspecting
nobles and heroes. There are,
however, a few specific instances to
the contrary. For example, when he
is preparing for Ragnarok (the Norse
apocalypse) Odin is said to don a
golden helmet and intricate coat of
mail, and wield Gungnir (his dwarfmade spear). Successfully launching
a wooden lance over an enemy
host was considered a favourable
omen by the Vikings; it replicated
the Allfather’s act of initiating war
between the Aesir and Vanir (the
two tribes of gods) early in the myth
cycle. Perhaps more famed than his
weapon, though, was Odin’s eightlegged stallion: Sleipnir, considered
the best of all horses. Odin was
prophesied to meet his doom at
Ragnarok, when the monstrous wolf
Fenrir would swallow him whole
before the Nine Worlds were burned
to ash.

Battle of the Doomed Gods (1882) by Friedrich Wilhelm Heine
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Odin and the Nine Worlds
There are threads of Norse legend
woven into the very fabric of the
Final Fantasy games, a number of
which reference the Allfather’s role
in the origins of the Nine Worlds. An
example is that two of Final Fantasy
VII’s central locations, Midgar and
Nibelheim, are derived from Norse
cosmology, respectively named after
Midgard (the Realm of Men) and
Niflheim (the Realm of Primordial
Mist). Niflheim is attested to have
been the second domain to come
into existence after Muspelheim
(the Realm of Primordial Fire), and
from the chasm between the two
sprang the first of the frost giants. As
Odin himself was a descendant of
these terrible ogres, his association
with Niflheim – and thus Nibelheim
(where the Materia to summon him is
obtained) – is apparent.
While Odin himself is a minor
character, the mythos of Final Fantasy
VIII parallels Norse lore in a number
of ways. The story boasts its very
own creation saga, describing how a
god (or sorcerer) named Hyne slayed
many beasts and shaped the world,
later bringing mankind into existence
to carry out his labour while he sat
on his throne, watching everything.
Likewise, in the Norse tales, Odin
was the supreme god who was said
to have created the universe after he
annihilated the frost giants. Odin also
gave life to mankind, and eventually
settled at his hall of Valaskjalf where
he could observe the Nine Worlds
from his all-seeing throne, Hlidskjalf.
According to the history of Final
Fantasy IX, the Kingdom of Burmecia
is home to a race of rat-like
humanoids who engaged in civil war
hundreds of years ago. A group of
fundamentalists split from the main
populace because they considered
Burmecia to be too war hungry,
establishing the town of Cleyra high
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Midgar(d), the realm of men, is one of the Nine Worlds represented in Final Fantasy VII.

in the branches of an enormous tree.
During the game, Cleyra is attacked
by the Eidolon Odin, who launches
his spear through its trunk, causing a
catastrophic collapse. The sequence
surrounding Cleyra’s demise has
several mythological references,
particularly the similarities between
the Aesir and Vanir, and the
Burmecians’ past. The Allfather’s
hurling of a spear is what initiated
the Aesir-Vanir War, but Gungnir’s
annihilation of Cleyra effectively ends
any chance of resistance. Burmecia
itself is a fortified city-state not
unlike Asgard (home of Odin and the
Aesir) while Cleyra is a settlement
atop a huge tree – a probable nod
to Yggdrasil – where peace and
nature are celebrated, thus creating
a comparison to the heavenly
Vanaheim (home of the Vanir).
Perhaps more curiously is the
addition of the special trial in Final
Fantasy XIV, “Urth’s Fount”, where
adventurers can challenge Odin.
According to the legends, Urth’s

Freya, a Burmecian dragoon, is named after
a Norse goddess of war and love, Freyja, a
member of the Vanir.

Fount (alternatively anglicised
as Urd’s Well) is a spring located
beneath the roots of Yggdrasil,
where the fates of gods and men
are determined by the Norns (three
powerful seeresses). Odin was
believed to hold court there each
day, so its inclusion in Final Fantasy
XIV may allude to the respawning
boss as well as the concept that the
fates of the players’ characters will
be decided in this trial.
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Knight or Nomad?
Concept art of Odin and
Sleipnir from Final Fantasy
VIII by Tetsuya Nomura

God of Death and Magic
Throughout the games, Odin
unleashes his signature attack,
Zantetsuken, both as a boss and as
a summoned monster. When invoked
by the player, the move generally kills
all regular enemies instantly. The
name “Zantetsuken” itself has no
relevance to Norse mythology, and
roughly translates from Japanese
as “iron-cutting sword” or “slashing
steel sword”. However, given Odin
was known as a god of death –
specifically death on the battlefield
– the outcome of Zantetsuken is
appropriate. The success rate of the
attack varies from game to game,
but the indiscrimination of which
enemies it fells may be reminiscent
of Odin’s indifferent attitude to the
wars of men.
The Allfather was also a master of
rune magic, and there are several
references to this across the series.
An early example is the revelation
in Final Fantasy IV that the Eidolon
Odin is actually the form adopted
by the King of Baron following his
murder. The king’s rebirth as a
stronger entity compares to Odin
hanging himself on Yggdrasil so
that he could learn the secrets of
rune magic and emerge even more
powerful. Another example is that
during his summoning in Final
Fantasies V, VII and IX, Odin will

in some cases prefer to hurl his
great lance (Gungnir) at the enemy.
The various tales define Gungnir
as the finest and most powerful of
all spears, with runes carved on its
point so that its aim was magically
enhanced to never miss its target.
Final Fantasy VIII provides
background to the mythical creator,
Hyne, and the significance of
sorceresses. Hyne imbued special
females with his gifts, and from
this the Centra civilisation was
supposedly born. Similarly, Odin
was a creator god who was revered
as an accomplished sorcerer,
mastering a form of magic called
seidr which related to the telling
and shaping of the future. In
Nordic culture, seidr was practiced
almost exclusively by females
considered to be a type of witch.
Interestingly, the concept of time is
hugely important to Final Fantasy
VIII’s plot: the main antagonist,
Ultimecia, is a sorceress from the
future. Another point to note is that
the door code to Odin’s chamber
at the Centra Ruins is revealed by
removing the eye of a gargoyle and
placing it elsewhere. Given that
the Allfather in the legends had to
sacrifice his own eye to learn the
knowledge of Mimir’s Well, this
cannot be a coincidence.

Almost every incarnation of Odin in
the series depicts him as wearing
the black, silver or gilded armour
of a knight (not chainmail, as in the
Ragnarok prophecy) and wielding
an enormous scimitar (not his
commonly-attested spear). More
iconic, perhaps, is his helm in the
earlier games: a golden mask
from which antler-like horns rise.
This appearance is curious as it
reflects modern interpretations
of both Vikings in general and the
Norse god specifically, but varies
quite significantly from the actual
mythology of the elderly, bearded
man in a wide-brimmed hat and
traveller’s cloak.
Strangely, beyond the possible
association with Eikthyrnir (the
sacred stag of Valhalla), there is
also no explanation for the antlers
on his helmet in Amano’s art (the
basis of his design in Final Fantasies
III-VII). However, Odin’s character
design was for the first time given
to Tetsuya Nomura in Final Fantasy
VIII rather than continuing with
the traditional version. Nomura
introduced a different style to
the armour, primarily adopting a
contemporary look, and changing

The original Final Fantasy III Odin design
by Yoshitaka Amano
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the antler-like horns to something
a bit more stereotypically Viking,
albeit resembling those of a ram.
As it happens, this transition ties in
nicely with Norse lore as it was said
that only two sacred animals grazed
on the roof of Valhalla: Eikthyrnir
himself, and Heidrun, a goat.
The Dark Rider’s presence in
Final Fantasy XIV is additionally
worth mentioning; in the stories,
the Allfather spends much of his
time travelling the Nine Worlds
seeking knowledge, so his random
appearance as a FATE in any of the
four areas of the Shroud may allude
to the roaming nature of Odin.

The Many Disguises of Odin
Throughout the Norse tales, Odin
regularly disguises himself as a
way to trick or test individuals.
He is a known shapeshifter and
has taken on various forms, such
as a strong farmhand, a haggard
wayfarer, and even an eagle. The
Final Fantasy games – deliberately
or otherwise – have continued
this trend in refreshing ways.
During Final Fantasy IV, the spirit
of the King of Baron can be found
in the basement of Baron Castle.
It is only after the player visits the
Feymarch and obtains Rydia’s
summoning abilities, however,
that he discloses his true identity:
the Eidolon Odin. While the sprite
in the original version of the title
is pretty basic, the remake for the
Nintendo DS depicts the king as a
bearded old man, which is a far more
accurate portrayal of the Allfather.
In Final Fantasy VI, completing a
minor sub-plot after obtaining the
Odin magicite (used to summon
him as an Esper) will cause it to
upgrade to the Raiden magicite.
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This is considered an evolution and
serves practical uses for the player,
but also relates to his shapeshifting
abilities in Norse legend. Final
Fantasy VII’s Odin appears in battle
in his usual gilded plate armour
and horned mask, but his garb
undergoes a radical modification in
Crisis Core to something more akin
to ō-yoroi (armour historically worn
by Japanese samurai on horseback).
As well as being an example of
Odin’s changing form, it is arguably
a nod to Raiden, who is named
after the Shinto god of storms. Yet
another callback to this “evolution”
occurs in Final Fantasy VIII when,
following his defeat by Seifer at
Lunatic Pandora, Odin is replaced
by Gilgamesh as the Guardian
Force that randomly emerges
to aid Squall’s party in battle.
The Final Fantasy XIII saga is the
first to step away from the “dark
knight” design, instead employing the
inorganic variant of a giant mechanical
Eidolon. Odin transforming into a
robotic stallion may represent him
disguising himself when he travels

The Allfeather: Odin as a chocobo

the worlds, a theme that continues
in both Final Fantasy XIII-2 and
Lightning Returns: Final Fantasy
XIII. Respectively, these are the
hooded and cloaked manifestation
of Twilight Odin (itself a probable
reference to Ragnarok, the “Twilight
of the Gods”) and the Eidolon taking
the form of the white chocobo, the
Angel of Valhalla (whose fabled
presence is comparable to Ragnarok
being heralded by roosters).
Odin returns in Final Fantasy XIV
as the Dark Rider who haunts
the Shroud forest surrounding
the city-state of Gridania. He is
described as a black-clad knight
whose only desire is to do battle
with worthy opponents. While
many believe the Rider to be an
Elder Primal (one of the godlike
beings worshipped by the races of
Eorzea), it is revealed during the
game that his enormous scimitar,
Zantetsuken, is in fact the essence
of Odin; as such, each rider is
simply a mortal manifestation in
the form of the last warrior to fell
him, echoing his use of disguises.
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Misidentified with Thor?
Unlike most supreme deities derived
from Proto-Indo-European cultures
(such as the Ancient Greek Zeus, the
Slavic Perun, or the Vedic Dyaus),
Odin was not considered a sky god.
That honour belonged to his son,
Thor. Stories of Thor commonly
involved him fighting with the Jotnar
(giants who represented the chaos
in nature), and it was believed
thunder rumbled and lightning
struck when he swung his mighty
hammer (Mjölnir). Odin is typically
associated with the element of
death in Final Fantasy, but there are
also several curious links between
him and lightning, not least of all
that his respective animations are
generally accompanied by a storm.
Is this a deliberate reference to Thor?
The tomes in the Eidolon Library
of Final Fantasy IV reveal that Odin
has only tasted defeat once, and it
happened because lightning hit his
blade. This is a hint for the player on
how to overcome him in battle, but
also alludes to two distinct elements
of Norse lore. Firstly, in the Ynglinga
Saga, an alternative account of the
Nordic gods and kings’ lineage is
presented. Odin was said to live
in Midgard, a fearsome general
who had never been conquered.
The second, of course, is his
relationship to Thor.

matches Odin’s appearance in the
games, the underlying mythology is
much closer to Thor.
Odin is the dedicated Eidolon of
Claire “Lightning” Farron in Final
Fantasy XIII (which itself is a
connection). He dwells in Valhalla
(the ghostly city between the mortal
realm and the land of the dead), but
he can be temporarily called into
the real world. Unlike previous titles
in the franchise where he vanishes
after attacking the enemy, Odin
remains in battle when summoned.
He uses a variety of moves
alongside his iconic Zantetsuken
sword strike, a few of which are
derived from Norse sources; one
example is Ullr’s Shield. This relates
to an obscure Nordic god (Ullr)
who was described as the stepson
of Thor, as well as “Ullr’s Shield”
itself being a term for “warrior”. In
the Final Fantasy XIII saga, Odin’s
element is lightning rather than his
traditional association with death.
Given that Thor was a giant-slaying
deity who generated lightning when
he swung his hammer, it’s not difficult
to see how it all ties together.

“In the Final Fantasy XIII saga,
Odin’s element is lightning rather
than his traditional association
with death.”

A transformation into a thunder god. Raiden
artwork by Yoshitaka Amano

In Final Fantasy VI, the Odin
magicite’s transformation into
the Raiden magicite creates ties
between the chief of the Norse
pantheon and the Japanese lord of
thunder and lightning. Raiden is one
of the eldest and most important of
the Shinto deities, often depicted as
a muscular, horned demonic figure
with a hammer and drums from
which to create storms. Strangely,
while this description of Raiden
Background art:
Thor's Fight with the Giants (1872) painting by Mårten Eskil Winge
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Promotional artwork for Final Fantasy XI

The Ride of the Valkyries (1890) by William T. Maud

Valhalla, Valkyries and the Army
of the Afterlife
Though he is included most
consistently, Odin is by no means
the only figure or concept in the
Final Fantasy series derived from
Norse writings. In fact, the belief
system of the Vikings is referenced
repeatedly. They imagined that
the spirits of those killed in battle
would be chosen by the Valkyries
and shepherded to Valhalla to join
the Allfather’s heavenly army, the
Einherjar, to prepare for Ragnarok.
Sound familiar?
Odin makes his inaugural
appearance in the Saronia
Catacombs of Final Fantasy III.
Saronia itself is a fortified city ruled
by King Gorn. When the player’s
party first arrives, they learn the king
has divided his army into two and
ordered the soldiers to fight one
another or face execution. In Norse
mythology, Odin makes the Einherjar
train in the outyards of Valhalla
each day by battling to the death,
only for the slain to be resurrected
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for the nightly feast. It’s thus not
inconceivable that Odin’s presence
in the catacombs is linked to King
Gorn’s actions.

These culminate in access to
Odin’s domain, Valgrind, which
in the Norse tales is the ancient
gateway to Valhalla. The Testing
Grounds themselves are separated
into three wings, each with three
chambers; these are named after
some of the Valkyries (albeit the
modern German versions). During
the final trial in Odin’s Chamber, the
Dark Divinity sequentially summons
these nine Valkyries into the melee
to coincide with his special attacks
of Gagnrath, Valfodr, Ofnir, Yggr,
Geirrothr and Sanngetall, all of which
are pseudonyms adopted by Odin in
the legends.

In Final Fantasy V, Bartz finds a
strange orb containing the spirit of
Odin in the Castle of Bal. Curiously,
the Japanese name for Bal Castle
was retranslated as Val Castle in
the later PlayStation version. It
cannot be a coincidence that it is
here where Odin – the Norse ruler
of Valhalla – resides, far below a
palace whose primary longhall has
a gabled roof oddly reminiscent
of one formed from thousands of
the Einherjar’s golden shields (this
is most clearly seen in the original
1992 release).

One of these pseudonyms is
used again in Final Fantasy XIII-2;
Valfodr, the Arbiter of Time, is an
Eidolon knight who is the keeper
of the Coliseum. “Valfodr” means
“Father of the Slain”, and relates to
Odin commanding the Einherjar.
Like the Einherjar’s training, Valfodr
declares that trials at the Coliseum
will last until the end of time,
located in the “shadow” of Final
Fantasy XIII’s Valhalla.

Upon completion of Final Fantasy
XI’s Treasures of Aht Urhgan
storyline, the player is offered
the opportunity to participate in
the gruelling Einherjar trials at the
Hazhalm Testing Grounds.

“In Norse mythology, Odin makes
the Einherjar train in the outyards
of Valhalla each day by battling to
the death, only for the slain to be
resurrected for the nightly feast.”
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“Sleipnir is also named in Final
Fantasy XIII, but not as a separate
entity: it is instead Odin’s Gestalt
Mode, an equine transformation
which allows Lightning to ride the
giant automaton.”

Viking Age depiction of Odin riding Sleipnir
from the Tjängvide image stone.

Sleipnir, Best of All Horses
Despite Odin appearing on
horseback in Final Fantasies III and
IV, it is not until Final Fantasy V that
he is shown for the first time to be
riding his fabled mount, Sleipnir,
rather than a regular steed. Here, the
stallion is easily identifiable by his
silvery coat and extra pair of hooves.
Though the majority of references to
Sleipnir in Norse lore mention eight
legs, there are a couple where he
is instead described as having six,
so the games’ adaptations are not
without basis.
In Final Fantasy VII, Odin emerges
in the animations atop a mountain
spur. What’s interesting here is that
Sleipnir’s galloping leap from the
peak is an allusion to him being said
to travel great distances in a single
bound. In addition, after the death of
his son Balder, the Allfather has the
god Hermod ride to the underworld
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(Hel) on Sleipnir to bargain for
Balder’s return; the description
of the journey and landscape
invoke the same images as the
summoning animations, particularly
Crisis Core’s. Like its predecessor,
Final Fantasy VIII presents the silver,
six-legged variant of the stallion.
Somewhat morbidly, however, is
that the official ArtFX action figures
of Odin and Sleipnir show that
the horse once had three sets of
forelegs, but all that remains of
one pair are bloody stumps. The
purpose of this has never been
officially clarified. Though the
origins in Norse mythology are
obvious, it’s actually not until Final
Fantasy XI that Odin calls his mount
by name for the first time.
Sleipnir is also named in Final
Fantasy XIII, but not as a separate
entity: it is instead Odin’s Gestalt

Mode, an equine transformation
which allows Lightning to ride the
giant automaton. Incredibly, this
concept is actually drawn directly
from Norse sources. In the tale
that recounts the construction of
the great wall around Asgard, the
Allfather and his fellow divinities
begin to grow anxious when
the builder – an unnamed giant,
accompanied by his horse Svadilfari
– comes close to completing
his work and earning his steep
fee. Rather than honouring their
agreement, the gods devise a plan
to slow his progress. Loki, the
shapeshifting trickster, assumes the
body of a mare, and lures Svadilfari
away. This prevents the giant
finishing his task on time, but at the
expense of Svadilfari forcing himself
upon Loki. The consequence of this
union is, of course, the conception
and birth of the eight-legged Sleipnir.
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Ragnarok: Doom of the Gods

There are a number of references to
Ragnarok throughout the series, but
these rarely relate directly to Odin.
However, one only has to examine
the apocalyptic histories in some
of the Final Fantasy titles to spot
parallels with Norse legend. For
example, upon arrival at the Ancient
Castle in Final Fantasy VI, Terra
mentions a battle that occurred
1,000 years earlier between Odin
and a powerful mage. According
to the tale, as the War of the Magi
reached its climax, enemy forces
stormed the castle but were swiftly
slain by Lord Odin, an injured
defender of the bastion who was
ultimately turned to stone by the
sorcerer. The ruins of the Ancient
Castle depict similar devastation to
Valhalla during Ragnarok, as does
Odin’s death.
Arguably the most interesting of the
mythological connections in Final
Fantasy XI is the cyclical conflict
between Odin and Alexander, two
of the game’s celestial avatars. The
lore of Vana’diel describes how
the duo fought 900 years earlier,
decimating the Alzadaal Empire in
an event known as Ragnarok. It is
said they are destined to repeat the
brutal affair, and whoever emerges
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victorious will set the laws that
will govern the world. Traditionally,
Alexander is a mechanised fortress
associated with the element of Holy,
and Final Fantasy XI’s Avatar of Light
boasts several abilities that invoke
divine intervention or judgment.
After his defeat, fragments of the
original Iron Colossus fell into the
sea, forming the underwater Ruins of
Alzadaal. The Norse Ragnarok is the
prophesied apocalypse where the
enemies of the gods will descend
upon Asgard in retribution of Odin
and the others’ misdeeds, to purge a
universe that has become corrupted
by immoral acts. It is led by Surtr,
a fire giant whose gargantuan
figure and flaming sword will burn
the Nine Worlds asunder, causing
Asgard to sink into the ocean (just
like the Iron Colossus). Though
Surtr was considered a villain by
the Vikings, his onslaught could
be called divine judgment. Despite
its dire devastation, Ragnarok is
not an end to the Nine Worlds, but
rather a rebirth, thus establishing the
cyclical nature of Norse cosmology.
This reflects the ageless struggle
between Odin and Alexander where
the events of the Treasures of Aht
Urhgan expansion narrowly avoid a
second Ragnarok, saving Vana’diel.

In the Final Fantasy XIII saga, the real
Odin resides in Valhalla, a timeless
realm governed by Etro – the
goddess responsible for pairing him
with Lightning – and its existence is
dependent on her holding back the
forces of chaos. Similarly, according
to Norse tales, the Allfather is
the supreme god who rules from
Valhalla. At Ragnarok, the armies
of giants – themselves embodying
chaos in nature – will engage in a
cataclysmic war against the gods,
and the death of Odin will grant Surtr
the opportunity to scorch the Nine
Worlds. As such, Etro’s passing at
the climax of Final Fantasy XIII-2
and the resultant merger of Valhalla
and Gran Pulse into Nova Chrysalia
mirrors the rebirth of the Norse
universe after Ragnarok.

Want to Learn More?
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This article covers a great deal of the Norse mythology that
surrounds Odin’s various inclusions in the Final Fantasy
series, but there are still more obscure connections out
there. M. J. Gallagher continues to explore these in his
online blog, as well as the myriad references in the games
to other Nordic elements such as the Fenrir, Niflheim, the
Midgard Serpent, Yggdrasil, the Kraken, and more. Much
of the content is exclusive to subscribers of his Patreon
account, www.patreon.com/mjgallagher, where you will
also find free downloads to his unofficial Final Fantasy VII
novelisation and original works.

Artwork by: Kayley Henderson
Instagram: @kayleytatts
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A FISTFUL OF GIL

THE

WILDWEST

IN

FINAL FANTASY

BY DIONYSOS
The ‘Western’ is one of popular
culture’s most distinctive genres.
Historically, the American Old West
or Wild West relates to the American
Frontier period (approximately
1865–1900), witnessing expansion
into vast amounts of ‘untamed’
land westward of the Mississippi
River; distanced from civilisation,
authority was difficult to establish
and lawlessness ensued.
Sensationalised, semi-mythical
stories involving gunslingers,
bandits, cowboys (cattle rustlers),
lawmen, miners and gamblers were
actively generated during the period
itself, fortified by popular culture.1
Final Fantasy protagonists often
wrangle with the law. While isolated
from their real-world Frontier
contexts, Square Enix successfully
herds multiple references. So saddle
up as we explore locations and
characters steeped in the West!
1

Final Fantasy’s allusions to Native Americans

deserves a thorough, independent examination which
this article could not accommodate.
For some, see FFF’s Red XIII Mythology Manual article.
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THE GUNFIGHT AT OLD COREL
On Final Fantasy VII’s western
continent the game devotes a
sizeable sideshow indulging in
Wild West-themed plotlines. Barret
Wallace’s hometown, a coal mining
town called Corel, in its heyday
appeared the very image of a small
Frontier town. It was incinerated
before Barret’s eyes by the Shinra
Electric Power Company in order to
‘protect company secrets’ following
an incident at Mt. Corel’s reactor.
Old Corel became a ghost town
resembling numerous abandoned
gold rush boomtowns in the

American West, and converted into
a prison. Nobuo Uematsu’s ‘Sandy
Badlands’, the background music
haunting the ruins, symbolises its
desolation, recalling Western film
soundtracks. Above Old Corel, a
gillionaire, Dio, built a theme park
named the Gold Saucer (itself
a clear allusion to gold panning
during the gold rush), its towering
splendour mocking Corel. The
prisoners beneath are encouraged to
gamble like out West as pardons can
only be attained by winning chocobo
races. The cableway used to ferry
tourists to the theme park was
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possibly converted from ropeways
used to transport mined goods to
Old Corel from the mountains and
railroad; it is here that the displaced
survivors founded a new settlement,
a campsite called North Corel.
Corel’s railroad recalls the vast
tracks laid down in the Old West
and Final Fantasy VII runs with these
themes: the party later struggles to
prevent a runaway coal train from
crashing at high velocity into North
Corel. Barret’s heavy reliance on
train metaphors in his vocabulary
demonstrate his heritage.
The very name ‘Corel’ might be a
playful nod to the famous gunfight
at the O.K. Corral (Tombstone,
Arizona, October 26th, 1881). This
incident epitomises the Wild West
in popular consciousness, seeing
members of a gang of outlaws
(the Cochise County Cowboys)
clash with local lawmen (the
Earp brothers and Doc Holliday)
following a long-simmering
personal feud. The Cowboys were
reluctant to disarm at the request
of the lawmen, not trusting the
lawmen with their guns due to their
frequent fracas. Tensions boiled
over and the two sides opened fire,
leaving three Cowboys dead. The
lawmen were afterwards taken
to court for murder, indicating
how moral lines were blurred; the
Cowboys had many sympathisers,
and even today opinions are divided
on whether the lawmen acted
appropriately during this heated
confrontation. Thus compares Final
Fantasy VII’s siding with Barret
rather than the Shinra authorities.

“The very name ‘Corel’ might be a
playful nod to the famous gunfight
at the O.K. Corral.”
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DID YOU KNOW?
Famed ‘outlaw’ Johnny Ringo (1850–
1882), who was loosely associated
with the gangs in the Tombstone
area, is an ancestor of FFF veteran
Abstract Debauchery/Ringo!
Enduring a tough life from the
outset, while heading West as a
child, Johnny witnessed his father
shoot himself in the head as his
shotgun accidentally discharged
while disembarking from their
wagon. As Johnny was forced to
grow up quickly, he turned to crime.
The face of Ringo's ancestor - Johnny Ringo

The exploits of Johnny Ringo have
been embellished considerably, but
he was known for: possessing a
hot temper, drinking, killing, quoting
Shakespeare and musing about
suicide. Rumours circulate that he
shot a bartender after being served
whiskey rather than beer. As a loner,
while Johnny was involved with
well-known gangs, he did not join
any officially.
Johnny became embroiled in
the feud with the Earps and Doc
Holliday, who would take credit
for killing him (this persisting in
popular culture). Johnny more likely
committed suicide as he was found:

(1850-1882).

propped against a tree, relatively
relaxed, boots off, a bullet wound
in his head, gun hanging from his
finger and his gun-belt upside down.
Even the coroner’s report ruled
suicide.
“An ol' Ringo family legend states
that it was all a clever ruse and
Johnny Ringo changed his name
to John Ring and fled to California!
But... I wouldn't put too much stock
in that. The body that was found near
Chiricahua Peak in Arizona was very
much confirmed to be him.”
-Ringo/Abstract Debauchery, 2019
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THE ONE-ARMED BANDITS
Barret and Dyne are two former coal
miners turned angry terrorists. While
former friends, their fates diverged.
Examining these two prosthetic
gun-arm wielding characters, their
costumes appear inspired by 80s
action heroes, but their weapons
and revenge-lust holler back to the
Wild West.
Dyne’s name might be a contraction
of dynamite: a substance so widely
used as an explosive in the 19th
Century West, it was even adopted
as an outlaw nom-de-guerre for
one ‘Dynamite Dan’ (Dan Clifton
1865–1896). Barret also holds a
weapon-based label as his name
is a Japanese transliteration of
the English word bullet. There also
exists a firearms manufacturer
named Barrett. Considering the
character’s signature weapon, the
name fits like a glove.
On examining Barret’s weapon one
can find further allusions given that
his ‘base’ weapon, Gatling Gun, plays
a memorable role in fictionalised
representations of the Wild West.
Gatling guns (developed in the
1860s by Richard J. Gatling) played
an historical role too but mostly
as a deterrent against outlaws
and natives. In 1879 a Gatling gun
scared off cowboys who were
fixing to shoot up a Nebraskan
courthouse should rancher Ira Olive
be sentenced for murder. Barret’s
use of a gun-arm handily embodies
Final Fantasy VII's Mad Max-esque
steampunk-dystopian twist on
Westerns.
The incident leading to Barret and
Dyne’s maiming is at the root of
their quests for revenge. After
witnessing Shinra’s burning of Corel

from the mountains, they were shot
at by company infantrymen. As
Dyne fell, Barret gripped his best
friend’s hand to save him only for
the gunfire to shoot their enjoined
hands, forcibly separating them as
Dyne plummeted into the chasm
below. A wounded Barret rescued
Dyne’s infant daughter, Marlene,
from the smoldering ashes of Corel.
Adopting her (having lost his own
family), Barret vowed to get revenge
on Shinra.
When the party first ventures into
the Corel region, Barret is soon
suspected of a massacre at the
Gold Saucer. Barret’s off-the-rails
actions, including gunning down
a man hiding behind a couch in
Old Corel, initially support these
accusations until it becomes clear
that Dyne survived his fall and also
wields a gun-arm. A mirror image
of Barret, a psychotically deranged
Dyne now runs the town with fear,
detesting Shinra and non-Shinra
alike (including Barret for previously
supporting Shinra’s reactor). Dyne
represents who Barret could have
become had Marlene not been his
motivating rock. This town ain’t big
enough for two gun-armed pariahs,
so as an insane Dyne threatens

to ‘reunite’ Marlene with her dead
mother, Barret engages in a oneon-one duel with his former friend
much like those depicted in Western
fiction, taking place in a secluded
spot in a graveyard. Defeated, Dyne
regards Barret as a better father
now than him and deliberately falls
backward from a cliff in suicide.
Barret’s outlaw motivations were
never monetary; rather he has
embarked on a Western genreappropriate revenge streak as he
zealously focuses on punishing the
Shinra organisation, even risking
harming the innocent to achieve
these aims. As his arc concludes,
he re-evaluates, deciding that
he fights to keep Marlene safe
(expressing that common Western
trope of protecting young girls).
He’d almost lost his focus; Dyne
helped him re-centre.

Armed
tragic arc
Armed
withwith
love: love:
Dyne’sDyne’s
tragic arc
demonstrates
Marlene
wasone
the
demonstrates
thatthat
Marlene
was the
thing
preventing
Barret’s sanity
fromsanity
bolting.
one
thing preventing
Barret’s
from bolting.
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BELLE OF THE BAR
The Western associations of
Corel travel beyond the region,
even penetrating the neglected
districts of Shinra’s current capital:
Midgar. 7th Heaven (the bar which
Barret makes his headquarters for
AVALANCHE) is a Western-themed
saloon in Midgar’s Sector 7. The
swinging doors promote this image
while a sign reading ‘Texas Cowboy
Club’ risks breaking the fourth wall
in signaling the intended theming.
The fact that Tifa Lockhart works as
a barmaid and manager here (and
is part of the outlaw group) may not
be a coincidence. Lockhart is a reallife city in Texas, and Texan rodeo
shows are particularly popular. While
Tifa’s hometown of Nibelheim is

aesthetically removed from Texas,
these Texan associations were
perhaps developed separately. While
acting as a mountaineering scout
during the Nibelheim incident, Tifa
wore a ten-gallon hat, boots, and a
fringed, buckskin sleeveless jacket
and skirt; these could have scored
her points with Barret when hired. It
is perhaps also appropriate that Tifa
is kidnapped in Midgar in a Frontierthemed chocobo-driven stagecoach
taking her to the lusty Don Corneo,
and the same stagecoach design
traverses the vicinity of Corel
desert. Tifa’s ‘saloon’ is therefore
a perfect retreat for outlaws
committing raids and squaring up
with local authorities.

‘Cowgirl’ Tifa artwork for Crisis Core:
Final Fantasy VII.

“It so happens I'm the number one guide in this town.”
(Tifa during the Nibelheim flashback, Final Fantasy VII)

GUNSLINGER OF GALBADIA

"Thanks for the support, but I never miss my target."
(Irvine, Final Fantasy VIII)
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The stock character of the
‘gunslinger’ is a mainstay of the
American Old West. The term
applies to men employed as hired
guns after gaining fame for being
remarkably skilled or dangerous
with a gun. This romanticised
trope usually involves a maverick
travelling from town to town,
settling local scores.
The Final Fantasy VIII character
Irvine Kinneas fits this archetype
more closely than any other
character in the franchise. With his
black cowboy hat, long buckskin
coat and trousers, boots, and
purple waistcoat, he certainly
dresses the part. Irvine’s coat and
rifle is enough to intimidate people;
in Fisherman’s Horizon a disclaimer
on a monitor warns locals to watch
out for the suspicious stranger.
As a fresh-faced seventeen-yearold, Irvine may shockingly share
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An orphan with a mysterious past… By age seventeen Irvine Kinneas was a gunslinger for

This tintype photograph by Ben Wittick

Garden. His reputation was earned very quickly, just like several historical counterparts.

is the only authenticated image of the
outlaw remembered as Billy the Kid.

experiences with some historical
young-starting gunfighters such
as Henry McCarty (AKA ‘Billy the
Kid’, 1859–1881, who was roughly
the same age as Irvine when he
first killed). Irvine’s name might
relate to the influential landowning
rancher family who gave their
name to the Californian city Irvine.
A student of Galbadia Garden,
Irvine is described as Garden’s best
sharpshooter; the perfect candidate
to be hired for a Garden-sanctioned
secret mission to attempt to
assassinate Sorceress Edea and
end her corrupting influence over
the Galbadian President. Whether
a political assassination would
make Irvine an outlaw depends on
one’s perspective, but historical
gunslingers were sometimes
sanctioned by the law.
Irvine certainly embodies historical
gunslingers living off their
reputations, many not deserving
them as their skills were grossly
exaggerated by contemporary
folklore. In reality, to avoid getting
shot, most gunslingers would
shoot to kill, avoiding pistolbased theatrics, and most would
be involved in only a handful of
altercations which ended quickly
with minimal casualties. Their fame
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and the imagination of those telling
their tales transformed them into
living legends. In Irvine’s case, his
reputation with firearms precedes
him and, like historical gunslingers
(unlike fictional), he turns out to
be a disappointment; when the
moment comes to shoot Edea,
Irvine loses his nerve and can’t
perform. He is later redeemed when
it is revealed why: he recognises
Edea as the orphanage matron
who raised him. With this humbling
moment, Irvine is perhaps a more
grounded gunslinger than one might
expect. Additionally, his weapon
is not a revolver used for fancy
shooting, quick-draws, or theatrical
embellishments, but a more robust
shotgun. By arming the character
with another weapon popular in the
Old West (particularly with guards
on stagecoaches and trains) instead
of making him a hip-shooter and
grossly exaggerating his skills as
a gunman, he becomes a more
realistic character during the game.

fingers imitating a revolver. If Irvine
is in the party while emulating his
historical counterparts by hijacking
a desert train, Irvine will tauntingly
tip his hat in respect towards the
guard comically stumbling to catch
them. When guards attempt to
thwart the party’s escape from the
D-District Prison, Irvine engages in a
Western-style shootout to hold them
off, granting the party some time.
Beneath his bravado, Irvine is also a
reliable guardian capable of putting
his abilities to good use despite
high stakes.
While there is very little in the Final
Fantasy VIII universe to accommodate
Irvine’s character in the Wild West, his
role is used appropriately to match his
Western wardrobe.

Nevertheless, Irvine certainly
doesn’t shy away from showing
off; very much a ladies man, Irvine
uses his lone ranger persona to
his advantage with women. In
introducing himself to the party he
playfully ‘shoots’ a butterfly with his
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As a former train robber and a phantom

“In this world are many like me who've killed their emotions... Don't forget that.”
(Shadow, Final Fantasy VI)

Nightmares haunt shadow;
through optional disjointed
dream sequences the player can
reconstruct Shadow’s former life
as a bandit named Clyde with his
partner Baram. Riding a high after
pulling off a successful train heist
netting them 1 million Gil/GP, they
decided on a catchy outlaw name
to cement their fame: the ‘Shadow
Bandits’. Matching the fates of
many real-life train robbers, their
euphoria was short-lived. Baram
was mortally wounded as they fled
from the authorities, prompting him
to beg Clyde to kill him mercifully
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The masked bandit’s later presence aboard
the Phantom Train may be fate.

THE SHADOW BANDIT
A phantomlike figure who drops in
and out of the party, Shadow from
Final Fantasy VI is perhaps the most
unexpected Western throwback in
the Final Fantasy franchise. Lacking
‘cowboy’ accoutrements, Shadow
dons black ninja garbs complete
with a ‘throw’ ability: surely a
representation of the old East rather
than the Old West. Nonetheless,
as the player becomes better
acquainted with Shadow, the ninja
veneer is peeled, revealing it masked
an outlaw tale.

figure himself, Shadow's past haunts him.

to prevent his present suffering
and torture if captured. Clyde,
however, couldn’t face killing his
best friend and walked away from
Baram amidst heated accusations
of cowardice. Stumbling upon a
new town called Thamasa, Clyde
married and attempted a fresh start
but, burdened by the shadows of his
past, swiftly shed his identity. The
emerging ‘Shadow’ persona is his
atonement: a coping mechanism
preserving the memory of Baram.
As a ninja, metaphorically wrapping
himself up in Baram’s shrouds,
he becomes a cold, wandering
assassin-for-hire who would “slit
his mama’s throat for a nickel”
(in Ted Woolsey’s localisation).
As a morally grey bounty hunter,
Shadow’s role resembles the ‘Man
with No Name’ figure popularised
by Clint Eastwood. By fate, Shadow
repeatedly accepts jobs with the
player party (leaving whenever he
gets paid), eventually including his
daughter, Relm Arrowny, who he
never openly acknowledges. Sadly,
Shadow eventually ‘stops running’
and lets himself die after helping
to save the planet, reuniting with

Baram. Rightly or wrongly, never
wanting to make a scene, he quietly
expires without sharing his pain with
his daughter, though his actions
secured her future.
The names given to the ‘Shadow
Bandits’, Baram and Clyde, may be
a reference to the infamous duo
Bonnie and Clyde. Whereas these
highly romanticised historical
figures were a product of the Great
Depression era rather than the
Old West, they remain exemplary
outlaws. Alternatively, in Japanese
Baram is known as ‘Billy’ and thus
may conjure the infamous ‘Billy the
Kid’. Clyde’s pre-Shadow appearance
in a long-brown coat and boots
make the most of the medievalistic
assets of the sprites to make his
attire as ‘Western’ as possible.
Reilluminating Clyde is Nobuo
Uematsu’s theme for Shadow which
contains clear Ennio Morricone
influences suitable for ‘Spaghetti
Western’ scenes. With distinctive
twangs and whistles, this music
seems an odd choice for a character
who appears presently as an
oriental ninja, but it harmonises
perfectly with his prior train robbing
activities in Final Fantasy VI’s
appropriate steampunk landscape.
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THE TANTALISING SHOWGIRL
From the tapir-faced Baku to the
monkey-tailed Zidane, the Tantalus
Theatre Troupe from Final Fantasy IX
is responsible for unleashing some
of the most eclectic characters
ever found in the FF universe. One
character often overlooked in the
troupe is Ruby, an energetic, young
human lady who is very much a
part of this band of misfits. The
travelling company she is enrolled
with legitimately entertains crowds
though, as thieves, are not shy of
robbing the very people hiring them
to perform. Ruby is a showgirl, a
leading lady in their rendition of the
play ‘I Want to be your Canary’.
While Final Fantasy IX predominantly
favours Renaissance-era rather than
19th Century aesthetics, Ruby’s skirt,
tights, low-cut blouse and bandana
loosely encapsulates saloon

entertainers from the Old West.
The fact that some performers and
dancehall girls (notably Kitty Leroy
and Pearl Hart) brushed shoulders
with outlaws and they themselves
led shady double lives fits Ruby’s
position.
Supporting this interpretation, the
actress’ unique speech patterns
match Western themes, bellowing
phrases such as “This cowgirl’s
wilder than a buckin’ bronco” and “I
reckon you’re more stubborn than
a grumpy mule!” This stereotypical
country-themed parlance (in the
English translation) distinguish her.
The accent is inevitably different in
Japanese, adopting an Osaka-ben
dialect, but it is also used to imply a
talkative, loose manner of speaking
for comical effect.

THIEVES OF THANALAN
Photograph commonly cited to depict Kitty
Leroy (1850-1877) alongside artwork of
Ruby (Final Fantasy IX).

Dead men walking: the refuges which
comprise The Corpse Brigade have it tough
and have turned to crime.
Black Brush Station, Final Fantasy XIV.
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Final Fantasy XIV is a reliable
treasure trove of clever nods
to popular tropes. Some of the
locations in the desert region of
Thanalan can trace their inspiration
to the 19th Century American West
with iron railroads, mines and
refineries. Even some of the location
names such as Copperbell Mines
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and Black Brush Station possess
an American directness, and the
company Amajina & Sons Mineral
Concern possesses a 19th Century
flourish.
Also appropriate for the region are
a number of quests connected with
alternative medicine or snake oil
salesmen, including quests where
the player helps concoct: a miracle
hair regrowth tonic; medicine from
gigantoad secretions; a tonic from
cactuar blood. This recalls the
period’s travelling medicine shows.
Thanalan also has its own Gold
Saucer based on Final Fantasy VII’s
theme park, expanding on the gold
rush connotations as it is owned
by the eccentric goldsmith Godbert
Manderville. The region rightly

attracts those coveting riches.
No ‘Western’ landscape is complete
without bandits, and Thanalan
has multiple factions: The Corpse
Brigade are violent thieves
comprised of handkerchief disguisewearing Ala Mhigan refugees,
while Quiveron Manse is overrun by
lalafell desperados and a group of
Qiqirn have turned to banditry out of
necessity following their expulsion
as merchants from the capital.
An obscure, but deliberate, ‘Western’
reference is found in Thanalan’s
Lichyard of the Church of Saint
Adama Landama where a mission
tasking the player with relocating
remains is titled ‘Bury Me Not on
the Lone Prairie’. It is easy to miss
the reference, but it relates to a
folk song popularly associated

BARBIE BANDITS
Sometimes the references to the
Wild West in Final Fantasy are purely
cosmetic and do not investigate
the wider themes discussed. In
Final Fantasy X-2, Rikku’s Gunner
dressphere includes cowboy-style
chaps and fringed buckskin-based
garments. Similarly, in Lightning

Returns: Final Fantasy XIII the
player can equip Lightning with
a cowboy hat and other Western
paraphernalia. These costumes are
not meant to be taken seriously, nor
are they ‘canon’, but they afford the
player the opportunity to casually
play ‘dress-up’.

“No one's faster with a gun
than an Al Bhed.”
(Rikku as a Gunner, Final Fantasy X-2)

with cowboys and the Old West
concerning the (ignored) dying words
of a man not wanting to be buried
alone in the middle of nowhere.
While in Final Fantasy XIV references
are often mixed with an overcoat of
medieval aesthetics, once these are
dusted off some Western concepts
are exposed.

SQUARING OFF
Since Final Fantasy games are not
set during our own planet’s history,
the franchise isolates the Wild
West from its 19th Century context,
instead exploring its associated
themes: gunslingers, showgirls,
shootouts, bandits, corrupt lawmen,
even the music popularly associated
with the ‘Western’ genre. These are
loose associations which Square
Enix have rounded up, lassoed and
hogtied together alongside other,
unrelated themes. The result is an
inexact exploration, but they do
enough with these references for the
player to recall the Wild West.
We should take our hats off to them.

BEHIND-THE-SCENES VIDEO BY MITSUKI
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The Plight of Mothers
in the video game industry
Let’s have a talk about motherhood
in Final Fantasy and the video
games industry. Thanks to decades
of technical advancement, video
games as an entertainment medium
have progressed to a point where
it can be legitimately considered a
thriving, blossoming art form in its
own right. Art is predominantly a
reflection of a creator’s experiences:
their philosophical outlook, politics,
social interactions, social beliefs and
generally the world of their senses.
Artists’ experiences inform them as
a person, and art is often a means as
a transmitter to convey and express
their own experiences to the viewer.
No art is ever created mechanically in
a vacuum, detached from and bereft
of the social human experience
and the wider world around it.
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by Linnaete

‘Dadification’
God of War (2018) is a notable
modern example of art where a
creative director’s own personal
experience of fatherhood and his
relationship with his son helped to
inform the thematic underpinning of
his project’s narrative. In interviews,
Cory Barlog would often reflect
on the project being his most
personal yet, because he was able to
transpose his own experiences into
crafting a story so crucially centred
around the theme of fatherhood
and the positive potential of a
symbiotic father-son relationship in
facilitating the characters’ personal

growth. Video games are in a unique
position where player interaction
blends with the moment-to-moment
tension. If the young son, Atreus,
is under immediate threat from
one of God of War’s many feral and
fantastical antagonists, the primal,
parental desire to shield one’s child
from harm is reflected in the drama
of the immediate gameplay. This
‘dadification’ of video games, as is
often snarkily termed by observers,
has echoes in other releases
in relatively recent years. John
Marston in Rockstar’s Red Dead
Redemption grows to lament that his
self-doubt led him to exit his son’s
life for much of his formative years.
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“Ahaha, isn't this fun?”
“HEEEEEEEELLLP!”
Part of Marston’s personal
redemption is to provide as normal
a life for his son as possible and
to make up for those regrettable
years of absence. Telltale Games’
beloved first season of The Walking
Dead takes players on an emotional
ride with protagonist Lee Everett’s
bond as a father figure to the young
Clementine. Naughty Dog’s The Last
of Us features an arguably amoral
Joel forging a similar father-child
bond with surrogate daughter figure,
Ellie. In 2010’s Heavy Rain by Quantic
Dream, the pervasive question of
how far a father will go to ensure
the safety of his child is explored
with Ethan Mars. Cinematic video
games of recent years have certainly
not shied from placing fatherhood
under the spotlight and building
visceral interactive experiences
around being an anxious father.
This is certainly a net positive, as
the eschewing of teenage power
fantasies such as the Kratos of
yesteryear in favour of a more
measured, empathetic Kratos with a
child to teach and to defend is a sure
sign of a gradually maturing industry.
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The problem is, there is barely an
equivalent portrayal of motherhood
and any initiative to feature mothers
as major protagonist figures in
video games. That is not to say
the epidemic of invisible and
marginalised mothers is exclusive
to video games, but the criticism
is worth making nonetheless. The
video games industry is no worse
equipped than other media to craft
narratives where mother figures can
play central roles and be genuine
characters as opposed to plot
devices. There may not be as many
mothers in creative director roles in
the industry, but larger studios are
hiring increasingly more female and
diverse staff, and creative heads
are not precluded from garnering
inspiration from any female coworkers willing and content to relay
their own personal experiences of
motherhood. If a creative lead is a
father himself with a wife or partner
who is the mother of their children,
what better opportunity exists
for her own personal experiences
to be reflected and conveyed
somewhat prominently in a project?

Perhaps there are external factors
in play to explain the dearth of
prominent mother characters. The
average gamer is likely still a man
in his twenties or thirties, and for an
increasingly risk-laden and expensive
industry, appealing to this median
audience with characters and
narratives that are statistically most
likely to resonate with them is the
key to keeping one’s head above the
torrential water. After all, the video
games industry is particularly volatile
and there remains a pervasive desire
to pursue the safest options.
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Or perhaps the reason is not as
fundamentally intertwined with
capitalism but is governed by
stereotypes that we are socially
conditioned to accept as being
normal; women in gaming are still
overwhelmingly associated with
relative youth and flawless beauty.
The moment they succumb to the
physical effects of time, they are
often unceremoniously ushered
away from the spotlight over to the
quieter rear seats, divorced from the
main action. Older male characters
can enjoy a minor renaissance,
because for an audience, fatherhood
has natural connotations with
values that can be effectively
transposed into the context of a
video game: strength, devotion,
empathy, care and a drive to resort
to impassioned physical violence
to protect or rescue a vulnerable
child. It is like the equivalent of
Liam Neeson’s character in the
Taken franchise, but flip the genders
around and all of a sudden these
same qualities seem at odds with
our conventional default perception
of motherhood. For example, would
gamers be as receptive towards

a new Tomb Raider instalment
where Lara is a mother whose child
for some inexplicable reason is
accompanying her on one of her
deadly excursions? There would
be protestations from fans that
such a reimagining erodes the
“strong, independent” characteristic
often attributed to heroines such
as Lara, with motherhood little
more than a heavily inconvenient,
intrusive burden. The slight irony of
a drive to encourage more “strong,
independent” female protagonists
is the proclivity to narrow the range
of potentially interesting heroines
and outright exclude mothers.
In occasions where they can
be safely portrayed, there lies a
ubiquitous temptation to portray
mothers as caring but ultimately
benign creatures. She may be
instrumental in influencing the
hero’s motivation to leave home
and embark on a quest, but she
is typically destined never to be a
major part of that narrative conflict
and action. Chances are, the
mother is doomed to die early.

“The slight irony of a
drive to encourage
more “strong,
independent” female
protagonists is
the proclivity to
narrow the range of
potentially interesting
heroines and outright
exclude mothers.”

No matter how you slice it, Sylva didn’t make the cut! The Queen of Tenebrae certainly got the
point. General Glauca gives the Nox Fleuret matriarch much more than just a flesh wound within
a couple of minutes into Kingsglaive, SE’s third stab at making a CG Final Fantasy movie.
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“Don't the developers
know I have a kingdom to
rule? What am I supposed
to do with this child?”

The Tragic Mother
Marginalised mothers come
in various forms and it could
be useful to illustrate a rough
categorisation of how they are
often portrayed in video games:
Firstly, there are the unimportant
long dead mothers. In Final Fantasy
XV, Noctis’s mother is never named,
mentioned or even indicated to have
existed. We simply have to believe
she died shortly after giving birth to
Noctis, presumably because Square
Enix had no inkling of how to make
room for a maternal presence in
the young prince’s formative years.
In essence, these are mothers in
the most cynically invisible form;
we only know they must have
logically existed within their own
in-game universe, because the lead
characters must have emerged from
someone’s womb at some point.
Secondly, there are mothers whose
untimely deaths serve as catalysts
for the plot. In Fallout 3, the player
character’s mother unceremoniously
dies from a cardiac arrest before the
player can even crawl, prompting
the grief-ridden father to waywardly
leave the Vault and gallivant out
into the desolate wilderness. The
entire story of Far Cry 4 takes
place because the protagonist is

honouring his deceased mother’s
final wish for her cremated remains
to be scattered in her war-torn
homeland of Kyrat. In Ni No Kuni:
Wrath of the White Witch, the
sudden death of Oliver’s mother is
the pivotal event that initiates the
game’s story and the protagonist’s
discovery of the titular other world.
The death of Ratonhnhaké:ton’s
mother in Assassin’s Creed III not
only commences his journey to
find the remnants of the colonial
Brotherhood, but also is a narrative
illustration of how there could
never be peace for native tribes.
Thirdly, there are dead mothers
whose absence is simply useful to
serve characterisation. In Persona 5,
Wakaba Isshiki, a diligent researcher
into the enigmatic cognitive world,
is mysteriously murdered before the
events of the game and her death
covered up by corrupt authorities to
resemble a suicide. The weight of
such a harrowing event crushes her
teenage daughter, Futaba, reducing

her to a depressed shut-in who sees
her singular room as a personal
tomb. She erroneously believes
Wakaba’s suicide was driven in
large part by her inability to balance
her work with motherhood – that
motherhood effectively destroyed
her. Futaba’s transition from a
guilt-ridden, depressed shut-in to
a more optimistic, lively member
of the team who wishes to actively
overcome her years of accumulated
agoraphobia is only possible
once she learns the truth about
her mother within her cognitive
dimension. Personally, I believe
Persona 5 missed an opportunity.
Futaba’s belief that her existence
was a hindrance to her mother’s
career and ambitions may have
been inaccurate, but if the game’s
writers genuinely wanted the game
to be a critique of contemporary
culture, it would have been an apt
moment to land a stinging rebuke
of Japan’s crushing work culture
where ‘maternity harassment’ is a
genuine event in the workplace.

Futaba Sakura
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Fourthly, there are mothers who
simply stay at home. We can
comfortably presume this to be
the case with Pokémon games;
the protagonists’ mothers dutifully
stay figuratively shackled to the
serenity of their humble domestic
abode in a meaningless hamlet.
She stays demurely seated at
home, enchanted only by the beauty
that is her interior decorating and
content only to occasionally call her
child on her telephone during their
adventures. You never witness her
exhibit any proactive willingness to
supervise her ten-year old when the
brat gallantly storms into pitch-black
caves and sinister woods with a
team of captured monsters capable
of anything from exhaling fire to
bending the space-time continuum
itself. Even when her child ascends
the gruelling Pokémon League of
that particular region, fells each
member of the Elite Four with nary
a break in between, and narrowly
defeats the scoffing Champion
atop their ivory tower, she still
generally fails to show up to offer
her warmest congratulations and
pride in person. Mother of the year!
When mother figures are a
prominent presence in a game’s
narrative, they often manifest as
side villains whom the child must
reconnect with or be forced to put
down. Matriarch Benezia in the
first Mass Effect spends most of
her appearance indoctrinated by
the main antagonists and it is only
on her deathbed she reconciles
with her daughter, Liara.
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Joyce Price (Life is Strange) is both hardworking and present in
the life of her daughter - a rarity for mothers in video games.

Very rarely do you see depictions
of mothers in video games whose
purpose extend beyond occasional
villainy or dying early to provide a
necessary boost to their children’s
personal motivation and character
development. Joyce Price, mother
of Chloe in Life is Strange is a rare
diamond of a mother character
who, despite her innate fondness
for her daughter and a caring
instinct to provide the best for
her, has a tumultuous relationship
with Chloe. Joyce is a refreshingly
realistic portrayal of a working
mother with a troubled teenage
daughter even if her role and life
ultimately revolve around and are
heavily determined by the concerns
of other characters and their
competing interests. Nevertheless,
at least Joyce is a visible mother
who plentifully interacts with her
daughter and the relationship
can be experienced in the game’s
present day. It is a far cry from the
mothers who can only communicate
with their children posthumously
through notes and journals.

Matriarch Benezia
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Final Fantasy and Mothers
The third part of this discussion
will be a closer look at the Final
Fantasy series’ handling of
mother characters and the theme
of motherhood in general.
Let us firstly name and shame the
mainline entries that do not even
attempt to portray any relevant
mother figure characters. One
could forgive the earliest entries in
the series, namely Final Fantasies
I through to III as players are not
exactly booting up these relics from
the late 1980s to be enamoured with
compelling narratives that hold up
to modern standards. The simplest
way to set up a scenario where a
band of otherwise middle school
teenagers can journey far and wide
across the globe in a bid to prevent
the apocalypse is to say they are
all orphans with deceased parents
– parents who would surely have
something derogatory to say to the
Crystals for sending their fourteen
year olds off to fight behemoths.
Final Fantasy IV is arguably
the series’ first genuine step
forward in crafting sophisticated
narratives, memorable characters
and engrossing interplaying
relationships that the series as
a whole is renowned for. Yet the
only conceivable mother figure I
can think of is Rosa, who is only a
mother to Ceodore in the game’s
sequel, The After Years. As perhaps
the only playable mother character
I can think of in the entire series,
does The After Years make capital
use of the opportunity to develop
Rosa and reinvigorate what was an
otherwise stale slice of white bread
character whose only claim to fame
is Final Fantasy’s answer to Princess
Peach? No, because she is captured
and damselled by Kain yet again
(someone please slap a restraining
order on him!) and she is quickly
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lost amongst a giant ensemble cast.
Nor is Final Fantasy V worth any
focus as all mothers in the game
insist on dying from a variety of
enigmatic illnesses and unfortunate
incidents before their children have
yet to graduate from diapers.
In Kingsglaive, the feature length
movie tie-in to Final Fantasy XV,
the mother of Lunafreya and Ravus
finds herself on the unwelcome
receiving end of an invading army
general’s blade. And thus lies Sylva
Via Fleuret’s only contribution to
the franchise as a character, as
yet another example of the tired,
overplayed trope where a benevolent
woman in a male character’s life is
tragically cut down before his eyes,
serving as an easy excuse to spur
Ravus’s subsequent “manpain” as I
like to call it. Final Fantasy XII on the
other hand somewhat subverts this
trope by incredulously not featuring
or mentioning a single mother. I
personally cannot think of a single
instance where the mother of a
character of any major or minor
importance is ever discussed or
ever makes her presence known.
Perhaps Drace could fit the bill
as a motherly figure to young
Larsa, but she has the survival
chances of an average Game of
Thrones character and dies as an
unfortunate waste of potential.
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In Final Fantasy VI, Terra spends
much of the game terrified of what
she is and whether she is capable of
experiencing empathy and human
emotions. She finds her answer in
Mobliz in the World of Ruin when
she discovers that this natural
motherly instinct within her to
defend and take care of orphaned
children is what essentially
“completes” her quest for humanity.
That she is capable of maternal
love is proof she has always been
just as human as her comrades, but
had simply been obfuscated by her
oppressive self-doubt. It may not be
the most sophisticated exploration
of motherhood, but effective
nonetheless because it rounds out
Terra’s character arc so elegantly.
Final Fantasy VII is awash with
mother figures. They are, however,
mostly very peripheral and limited to
the default form of domestic-ridden,
kind and caring mothers who make
only nominal appearances. That the
only time we see Cloud’s mother is
in flashbacks where her one-track
mind and constant worries about
her son’s chances with women are
mildly amusing, though it may be
difficult to say if Cloud’s memories
of those moments as recalled
are even reliable. Aerith’s second
mother, Elmyra, is quietly remarkable
in her own way as a naturally
benevolent and empathetic woman
who, while somewhat overprotective
of Aerith, behaves as she does with
good reason. Any passive resistance
of Shinra as a Midgar resident is
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certainly a commendable display
of strength. While Aerith’s natural
mother, Ifalna, ultimately ticks the
trope of the virtuous, ever-loving,
self-sacrificing mother whose
demise chiefly illustrates another
character’s villainous streak, I wish
her personal story could have had
more focus so it wouldn’t feel as
hurried and abridged. I would love
to witness a very personal tale of a
desperate mother in Final Fantasy
who does all she possibly can
to prevent her child from falling
into the hands of an exploitative
enemy force. Jenova, by contrast,
is certainly unique. That she is
even a mother figure is because
of Sephiroth’s own demented
projection. Jenova essentially
forming an extension of Sephiroth

is tantamount to the strangest
manifestation of an Oedipus
complex I’ve ever seen, and coupled
with how cellular monstrosities can
be – so to speak – “birthed” from
Jenova’s flesh seem to deliberately
portray this side of motherhood as
something repulsive, tainted, maybe
even unnatural in a Lovecraftian
way. Furthermore, with how perverse
science turns Lucrecia’s otherwise
ordinary unborn baby into what
would later become Sephiroth, Final
Fantasy VII confidently delivers
the message that there is nothing
natural that unethical science
cannot leave unscathed and
uncorrupted, not even something
as seemingly pure as motherhood.
Final Fantasy VIII follows on with
two notable examples of mother
figures. That Edea is able to
raise multiple orphans with love,
diligence and care without the
years of crushing stigma adversely
affecting her psychologically to
the detriment of her motherly
demeanour could be said to be a
testament to the woman she is.
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Given its sharp contrast to her later
murderous possessed self, it is no
wonder Irvine chokes when he is
forced to train his reticule on her.
How do you cognitively wrestle
with the burden that you’re tasked
to kill the very person who raised
you? Admittedly, Final Fantasy VIII
is encumbered by the sillier aspects
of its story, such as a certain
coincidence involving the identity of
the orphans, however the fact Edea
is so integral to the overall story
and in bringing the protagonists
closer together than ever is definitely
worth acknowledging. While Julia
succumbs to the trope of being
killed off to facilitate a father-child
drama dynamic, Raine meanwhile
is sadly underutilised. Final Fantasy
somehow keeps stumbling across
potential ideas for moving personal
stories without actually wanting to
tell them. Laguna is off on the other
side of the world rebuilding a wartorn nation, blissfully unaware that
Raine is pregnant at home, deeply
anxious and wanting him to be there
for her and the baby. Tragically
she dies shortly after Squall’s
birth and we are deprived of the
chance to live her tale through her
eyes – her excitement, trepidation,
anxiety, hopes and desires, etc.
Similarly, Nora Estheim in Final
Fantasy XIII is another instance
where there is ample chance for a
rich and personal tale of the trials
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of a single mother, but the writers
would rather relegate and sideline
it to extraneous, supplementary
material that most players will never
have access to. The line “moms
are tough” may have been a meme
amongst the fandom since 2010,
but she isn’t wrong! You have to
possess a steely fortitude as a
mother, especially with a grumpy,
malcontent fourteen-year old son
who bears an estranged relationship
with a working father who is often
absent in the family’s lives. Nora’s
legacy may just be as another early
victim whose death fuels Hope’s
angst and later development, and
the in-game flashbacks don’t offer
her that much more substantive
screen-time and focus, but there is
a compelling story to tell. Fantasy
fiction can still be art, reflective
of one’s own experiences, so why
not a very relatable, personal tale
of a single mother’s strife?
In Final Fantasy X, we have
Seymour’s mother and Tidus’s
mother. The former paints a
scenario where the game appears to
say that if deprived of the father in
the family’s life and if traumatically
rejected by society, then even the
most benevolent and devoted
mother cannot prevent her son’s
descent to madness. I somewhat
interpret this as a very cynical
outlook; a mother tries her hardest
to fight against a whole societal

system of institutionalised racism
for the sake of her son, only for it
to end badly. Tidus’s mother is a
particularly flawed woman; Jecht
is the anchor for her heart and
when that anchor never returned,
she simply loses the will to live,
even if it would leave little Tidus
behind. Every time young Tidus says
anything derogatory about Jecht, his
mother would exasperatedly react
not because she senses her son is
highly troubled, but as if by shock
that anyone can be so disrespectful
about him. Some people may
sympathise with her more than
others, though I personally believe
this form of selfishness is not
out of malevolence. Humans are
emotionally complex creatures
and I do commend this game for
subverting the usual portrayal
of a compassionate, nurturing
mother in favour of something
more complicated, flawed and
with nuance. Again, I wish this
could have been expounded on.
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Last but not least: Final Fantasy
IX. I consider Brahne to be a
quintessential fallen matriarch
type. It is with her dying breath and
with her daughter by her side that
Brahne’s humanity re-emerges –
the old familial bond Garnet has
memories of springs back if only
for a fleeting brief period. One can
only imagine the flurry of emotions
welling inside Garnet, particularly
to still accept that the dying
woman is still her mother, yet at
the same time consciously aware
said woman had been a tyrannical
despot who ordered massacres
aplenty and personally ordered
her own daughter’s execution.
That Garnet chooses to believe
in that final, emanating spark of
maternal love and humanity and
unconditionally accepts Brahne as
her mother speaks volumes about
her character and the complexity
of the human condition. If Garnet
had done the opposite, I can easily
picture her a more bitter, reticent
queen haunted by phantoms past
and unable to move on. In reality
there would be no shame at all in

disowning a murderous despot
even if they raised you, but Garnet
demonstrates that believing in
the humanity of even the most
tyrannical parent on her deathbed
can still be an admirable virtue.
Motherhood is complex. It is
much more than simply being a
parent by dictionary definition; it is
about the torrential interpersonal
emotions that come with it, affecting
both mother and the child.

“The people will be happier with you on
the throne, but the other kingdoms might

The above discussion on Final
Fantasy illustrates the franchise’s
ability to stumble across a wealth of
fascinating themes and stories to be
told about and from the perspective
of mother characters, but like the
wider video games industry, it does
not capitalise on the potential.
Perhaps that should be remedied.
If video game narratives through a
paternal protagonist’s perspective
can be told, so can a mother’s story.
So let’s give mothers more visibility
and focus. The industry can do
better than keep relegating them to
invisible, sacrificial plot devices.

demand a hefty reparations bill from us, so
our kingdom’s coffers may be empty soon.
Good luck with that, my sweet daughter...”

“Motherhood is
complex. It is much
more than simply being
a parent by dictionary
definition; it is about the
torrential interpersonal
emotions that come
with it, affecting both
mother and the child.”

“Moms are still tooooouuuuuugh!”
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this guy
are sick
Cloud's Appearance Changes Throughout the Years
by Cali Guest Writer

When the first real trailer for the
Final Fantasy VII: Remake was
released during the 2015 PlayStation
Experience I was literally jumping
with joy in my seat, screaming my
head off that this remake was finally
happening. Everything seemed
perfect. Midgar looked exactly as
I always hoped it would in high
definition. The graphics were
just stunning and so immersive,
the character redesigns were the
perfect touch of ‘new’ without being
sacrilegious, and the music - good
God, the music gave me chills.
I felt like a kid again. It was literally
a dream come true - at least for the
first fifty seconds! As I watched the
trailer, something didn’t seem right
but I couldn’t quite place my finger
on what was off. Naturally, being
the Cloud fangirl I am, my mind kept
focusing on the spiky-haired badass
from my childhood. That’s when it hit
me like a freight train. It was Cloud!
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I barely finished the trailer before I
was picking apart every detail about
his redesign. I initially thought that
maybe I was just being extremely
picky or that, perhaps, I had built
up unrealistic expectations. Not so.
There were legitimate flaws in what I
was seeing and no matter how hard
I tried to ignore them, I just couldn’t.
I thought, for sure, that other fans
would be just as displeased as I
was - but the fandom’s reaction to
Cloud’s appearance was probably
the most unexpected shock I have
experienced in the community.
People were actually happy with
what they were seeing; meanwhile,
I was prepared to have a total
meltdown over Cloud’s redesign.
Then it got worse. I had hoped that
this was just a bad first draft and that
by the time the remake was released,
everything would be right as rain.
However, the changes in Cloud’s
design turned out to be deliberate.

In a 2015 issue of Famitsu
magazine, Tetsuya Nomura, the
director of the remake, claimed that
Kazushige Nojima (lead scenario
writer of the series) said, “He [Cloud]
looks sick and I like it” (translation
by Jirokichi). Then, during the Final
Fantasy 30th Anniversary celebration,
Nomura spoke again on Cloud’s
redesign, saying that the current
“visual design reflects Cloud’s
persona” to show that “Cloud was
not a cool guy in the original game”
(translation by hian of thelifestream.
net). Between these two interviews,
fans argued that Cloud was always
supposed to look like this and in
all honesty, it’s hard to refute a
creator’s commentary. However,
this new ‘Cloud’ wasn’t what made
Cloud one of the most iconic video
game characters of all time for me.
Thankfully, the creators now agree.
The E3 2019 trailer shows a healthier
Cloud. This is why it matters.
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a hairy situation
Other than the Buster Sword, Cloud’s
hair is probably the most iconic
thing about his character design.
Just about anyone would be able to
recognize Cloud Strife’s silhouette,
just as we all know Pikachu or
Mickey Mouse’s silhouettes when
we see them. In Final Fantasy
VII Dismantled (the game’s first
Ultimania) Nomura described
Cloud’s hair as the Japanese word
‘‘ツンツン” (pronounced: tsun tsun),
which can mean either ‘cold; aloof’
for personalities or ‘spiky’ for hair.
Knowing that Cloud’s hair was
created to represent part of his
personality makes it an even more
important detail that should not be
altered at all, let alone so drastically.
Looking at Cloud’s original game
art, you can see that to the left,
Cloud’s ‘spikes’ are disheveled and
pushed to one side of his face.
The right side of his hair, however,
is mostly smoothed back excluding
two or three spikes that are pointing
back slightly. Cloud’s asymmetrical
hairstyle remained consistent and
as iconic as ever in early spin-off
appearances. With the release of
Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children,
however, Cloud’s hair had to
undergo some slight alterations
to show his age and to make
sense for real-life visuals. It was
different, but somehow it captured
Cloud’s unique hairdo pretty well.

Cloud’s hair has continued to
alternate between the old-school
style and the ‘realistic’ version
since Advent Children was released
in 2005. However, in 2015’s Final
Fantasy VII: Remake trailer, Cloud’s
hair looks totally different. In general,
it’s too wide off of his skull, and the
spikes that were originally just on
Cloud’s left side are now on both
sides, appearing like a lion’s mane.
The spikes aren’t pointing to the
back but instead feather outward.
The right-side spikes are no longer
slicked back and there are now two
longer ‘bangs’ draping down from
both sides of his face instead of just
one on the left. Instead of looking
like Cloud’s memorable haircut,
it looks entirely different, even
compared to his Advent Children
counterpart. However, this is strange
since Nomura said, during the Final
Fantasy 30th Anniversary Exhibit,
that this ‘new’ version of Cloud is
“the closest one to the original” out
of any depiction we’ve seen so far.
Yet, to me (and quite a few others)
it looks nothing like it, let alone
close. Even looking at the back of
Cloud’s hair, it looks nothing like
his iconic haircut. There’s almost
a sun shape to Cloud’s hair here.
This isn’t usually how Cloud’s hair
looks, not even in Advent Children.

Instead of looking like
Cloud’s memorable
haircut, it looks
entirely different,
even compared to his
Advent Children
counterpart.
left, far left
Cloud’s original hair design by Nomura.
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From doodles to noodles

artistic representations vs reality
As much as I was displeased with Cloud’s hair, there was
something else that I considered to be a bigger offense
— how thin Cloud looked. As I mentioned earlier, a lot
of ffvii fans applauded the skinny change to Cloud’s
appearance and claimed that it was backed up by the
lore of the game. People have even mentioned Cloud’s
‘noodle’ arms in the Tetsuya Nomura artwork as proof
that Cloud was always supposed to be physically thin
and weak. However, this was just Nomura’s art style
for ffvii. If the character wasn’t an animal, wearing
long-sleeved shirts, or a musclehead with a prosthetic
gatling gun, then all of their arms looked nearly identical.
Tifa, the brawler, and Yuffie, the Ninja, look no different
from Aerith, who was the easily-winded flower girl. Just
looking at all three ladies you would never be able to
tell that two of the three are supposed to be physically
strong women. It’s the same for the male characters
too. Vincent and Cid have the same muscle-mass as
Cloud and yet neither underwent any of these alleged
emaciating experiments fans claim Cloud experienced.
Nomura’s unique art style for ffvii can’t be used as
proof for an accurate representation of Cloud’s ‘real’
body anymore than the Final Fantasy VI art can be
used as accurate representations of its characters.
Unless people are going to start arguing that the cast
of Final Fantasy VI is an ensemble of little people,
citing Final Fantasy VII’s artwork as proof for what any
of the characters’ bodies actually look like is just as
much of a stretch. Nomura’s artwork is stylistic and
changes from game to game, ranging from anime to
semi-realism. This is why Nomura’s art for ffvii isn’t an
accurate depiction of the characters’ actual forms.
As for the ‘lore’ of the game supporting this
emaciated Cloud theory, that’s also just another
misconception in my mind. Cloud was not in a
‘coma’ as I believe some mistakenly assume.
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He and Zack were purposely put into a medically
controlled sedated state (similar to cryogenic sleep)
while Hojo conducted Jenova experiments on their
bodies. Players have to remember, Hojo was trying
to create living Jenova puppets that he could use for
the Jenova Reunion. All of his scientific work would
be for nothing if he didn’t ensure that his specimens
could physically remain healthy while undergoing
the experiments. It’s completely reasonable for us to
assume that Hojo had them incubating in some kind
of liquid (mixed with Mako) that allowed their bodies
to maintain top physical health until the experiments
were completed. Otherwise, his Jenova experiments
would be wasted if the specimens’ bodies became
so totally emaciated that they couldn’t physically get
to the Reunion. In order to accomplish his mission
for the Jenova Reunion, Hojo needed to preserve his
specimens’ bodies until the experiments were finished.
While we don’t know what Hojo’s methods were, we
can safely assume that he took all precautions to
properly preserve their bodies. We can look to Zack
as a perfect example: if Zack’s body didn’t deteriorate
by the time he left Hojo’s labs, then nothing suggests
that Cloud’s body would have deteriorated either.

left
Final Fantasy VI art by
Tetsuya Nomura.
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But what did the Jenova experiments do to Cloud’s
body? On page 013 of the Ultimania Omega, it says,
“Hojo injected Cloud with Jenova cells and exposed him
to Mako. This process is no different from how soldiers
are created, and as a result, Cloud’s body gained the
same strength as a soldier, but his mind was unable
to endure the experiment and collapsed” (translation
by AstoryOfALove). In the same book, on page 181, it
says “Cloud, who isn’t really a soldier, is as strong as
a soldier in the beginning of the story” (translation by
AstoryOfALove).The only negative effect is that the
experiments overwhelmed Cloud’s ‘weak’ mind and
made him susceptible to Jenova’s manipulation.
Page 208 of the 20th Anniversary Ultimania also clarifies
that “Only those with strong bodies and minds can endure
the procedure, and there are many cases where the
human body becomes deformed before gaining strength.
Cloud isn’t a soldier, but because the process of creating
Sephiroth clones and soldier are identical, he gained
extraordinary strength” (translation by AstoryOfALove).
Going by the quotes from the Ultimania Omega, we
now know that the experiment Hojo put Cloud through
did two things to Cloud’s body: physically enhance him
and weaken his mind. That’s all the experiments did
to Cloud. This is why it makes absolutely no sense to
me for anyone to argue that Cloud’s ‘coma’ weakened
his body. That was not the purpose of the experiment
and that’s not what the experiment did to him.

Let’s say you’re an ffvii purist (like me) and don’t
want to rely on possible retcons from the later
compilation. Even without the Ultimanias, the original
game still shows that before the Jenova experiments
were ever performed on Cloud, he was able to lift
the Buster Sword and severely wound Sephiroth,
eventually lifting the 6’1” Sephiroth off of the ground
and flinging him over the ledge of a bridge. On top of
this, the original game even shows that after Cloud
underwent the Jenova experiments, he was still able
to lift the Buster Sword above his head immediately
after Zack died. Furthermore, an entire month after
Zack died, Cloud consistently manages to pick up
the Buster Sword all by himself when Tifa finds him
in Midgar. This wouldn’t be possible if Cloud was
left emaciated after the Jenova experiments, which
the original game clearly shows wasn’t an issue.
Even in Before Crisis: Final Fantasy VII, when Cloud
is just 15 years old, he’s capable of lifting a huge
broadsword and decimating avalanche members.
His skills are so impressive that even the Turk,
Shotgun, says his skills are “amazing.” This suggests
that Cloud was strong long before the Jenova clone
experiments were ever performed on him, which
suggests to me that Nomura’s comments about Cloud’s
2015 design reflecting how he wasn’t “strong” may
be inconsistent with previously established lore.

Cloud isn’t a SOLDIER,
but because the process of
creating Sephiroth clones and
SOLDIER are identical, he gained
extraordinary strength.
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Fighting fit

hired muscle
Now, some would argue that just
because Cloud gained physical
strength from the experiments,
that doesn’t mean his physical
appearance changed. However,
while Cloud is not a soldier by
name, he is a soldier by physical
standards. As I previously pointed
out, the Ultimanias state that the
method of making soldiers and the
Jenova copies are “identical” and
will result in the same strength and
enhancements for the specimen
despite not being a soldier.
Looking at all three classes of
soldier, we can see that they all
look equally physically strong.
So if Cloud’s body received the
same soldier enhancements, then
what’s to say his body wouldn’t
look just like theirs as well?

Looking at all three
classes of soldier,
we can see that they
all look equally
physically strong.
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Another thing people have to
consider is why would Barret use his
money, that he was saving for his
daughter’s education, to hire some
‘muscle’ who lacked any muscle?
I mean, if you were the leader of
an underground resistance group
going up against the most powerful
organization on the planet, would
you hire someone that looked like
he couldn’t lift himself out of bed?
No, you wouldn’t. And neither would
Barret. Barret needed the baddest
of the baddest to help him with
his cause, and he wasn’t going to
waste his hard-earned cash on
anyone that couldn’t physically rain
hellfire down on Shinra. That’s why
we see Barret acting so irritated
towards Cloud in the beginning of
the game; he can’t stand Cloud’s
attitude but puts up with him
because Cloud can physically
dominate just about anyone.

Just think of who makes up the
avalanche team and what their
purposes were: Biggs, Jessie and
Wedge act as the tech-experts
in avalanche, Tifa supplies the
hideout, Barret has the knowledge
and is the leader, whereas Cloud
is supposed to bring the muscle
to the team. It also appears that
even Barret admits this after the
first bombing mission. On page 139
of Dismantled, Barret specifically
says that the mission’s success
is “all thanks to some strong son
of a [@*&#!] from soldier”. Barret
even admits that if Cloud leaves
avalanche, the next mission will be
a failure. Going by what that piece
of monologue says, Barret was so
desperate for Cloud’s assistance
and confident of his abilities that he
not only decided to use his child’s
school funds, he was also willing to
go hungry in order to pay Cloud.
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dressing to impress
While some might argue that some monologue from
Dismantled doesn’t matter, there’s even more in-game
proof to show that Cloud wasn’t some fragile guy.
During the Wall Market mission, Don Corneo will say
that Cloud is “healthy looking” in the official English
translation, but in the original Japanese script, Don says
Cloud is 「この骨太のおなごだ！」which translates
as ‘big boned’ or ‘stout’. In other words, Don is calling
Cloud stocky. For Don to say Cloud’s muscles made
him look stocky means that Cloud’s physique wasn’t
‘slender’ or ‘frail’ like so many claim it was. Adding to
this, while Cloud is fully decked out in his ugly gown,
one of Don’s henchmen will compliment his body
with the word “gacchiri/がっちり” meaning ‘solid,
robust or well-built’. This npc is saying that Cloud
(who he assumes is a woman) is strongly built.
Another npc outside the Honeybee Inn will say to
Cloud in the English script: “Mmmm? Pretty hard.
You work out?” Notice how neither npc nor Don has
described Cloud as ‘frail’ or ‘thin’ - pretty odd if Cloud
is supposed to look deathly thin at this point in the
game. They’re not the only npcs to comment on Cloud’s
appearance though. The dressmaker in the slums even
says “What!? A tough lookin’ guy like that?” after Aerith
says Cloud has always wanted to dress up as a girl.
Furthermore, while Don and the npcs refer to Cloud
as stout, well-built, tough, and strong, Don Corneo uses
other words to describe the women that accompany
Cloud to Don’s mansion. Depending on who is chosen
by Don, he will call Tifa “元気/genki” which means
‘healthy or fit’, and if Aerith is chosen, he will refer to
Aerith as “ほそっこい/hosokkoi”, which means ‘thin,
slender or dainty’. The noun and adjective he used
to describe Tifa and Aerith are even more proof that
Cloud’s body is that of a healthy, strong, young man in
comparison to the slender Aerith and healthy Tifa.
Even in the mobile game Final Fantasy Record
Keeper, during the Record Dungeons, Wedge says
that Cloud “still looks like a dude” even after wearing
makeup and the gown. Even Aerith remarks how
unconvincing Cloud looks, saying “this disguise
is a little rough, to be honest...” And yes, Don still
refers to Cloud as “healthy”, not weak or fragile.

was cloud under the weather?
Now, people have brought up Barret calling Cloud a
“skinny ass”. However, Barret doesn’t actually call
Cloud a “skinny ass” in the Japanese script. There is no
discussion on Cloud being skinny. In reality, Barret says
Cloud is “強い/tsuyoi” which means ‘strong, powerful
or mighty’ and then Barret accuses Cloud of wanting to
stay with Shinra. That’s all that happens.
Another piece of dialogue that people have used
to justify their argument that Cloud was thin happens
during Disc 2. After Cloud hands over the Black
Materia to Sephiroth, Tifa has a flashback dream
of when she first found Cloud. After witnessing
the symptoms of his mental breakdown due to the
experiments, Tifa asks Cloud “What happened to you?
You don’t look well.” In Japanese she says,
「でも、どうしたの？具合悪そうだったけど」
“But... what happened? It looked like you were feeling sick.”
Tifa only assumes that Cloud was sick because of how
he was acting not because of how he looked. As Cloud
lay there against the train station steps, he was thrashing
about, mumbling nonsense, and was unresponsive to
people around him. That behavior falls into the category
of ‘sick’. So this moment can’t really be used as evidence
that Cloud looked frail because Tifa only assumed he
was unwell based on how he was behaving. The original
game demonstrates that Cloud was not just physically
strong but that his appearance reflected that strength
too. I therefore consider that there is nothing to support
this portrayal of Cloud in the entire compilation.

Cloud’s body is that of a healthy,
strong, young man in comparison to
the slender Aerith and healthy Tifa.
left
Artwork of Cloud, Aerith and Tifa at Wall Market by Nomura.
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in cloud-cuckoo-land

Re-hatching Cloud’s identity
While my hopes for a muscular Cloud were growing
after his appearances in Super Smash Bros, his Play
Arts Kai figure, and the Final Fantasy VII: Remake x
Final Fantasy Mobius event, they were dashed after
the FF30th Anniversary Exhibition. Nomura claims that
this new ‘Cloud’ is the most accurate portrayal they’ve
ever been able to create. He said that Cloud’s new
design reflects how “weak” and “uncool” Cloud was in
the original game. It’s true. Cloud was a shy, awkward
guy; he wasn’t confident like Zack, and he had real
self-esteem issues. However, Cloud is what I call the
accidental badass. He doesn’t set out to do something
cool like nailing a backflip. Through his own trials and
hardships, he does actually end up being ‘cool’.
Defending people on a motorcycle during a high speed
chase, killing Sephiroth with a single hit as some 16 year
old kid - c’mon, that stuff is badass! That was all Cloud.
The original game and the Ultimanias both indicate this.
On page 180 of the Ultimania Omega, it says “the
part of him that is cool and keeps his distance from
others and says “not interested”, are unrelated to
Jenova’s influence and belong to the real Cloud”
(translated by AstoryOfALove). The quote says Cloud’s
introverted and cool personality belong to the “real”
Cloud. Despite Cloud forming his new personality
based on Zack’s, he didn’t adopt Zack’s cheerfulness
but instead kept his own authentic ‘cool’ personality.

above
Cloud and Zack in Nibelheim, Crisis Core: Final Fantasy VII.

Page 41 of the 10th Anniversary Ultimania also says
“[Cloud] begins to act like himself, but he still doesn’t
show his emotions very much.” The Ultimania Omega
(page 11) states, “In fact, the real him has no actual
training to be a soldier, and the cool attitude put on
by Cloud is to hide the loneliness caused by his earlier
social failures.” The FF30th Anniversary Celebration
even elaborated on Cloud’s personality, saying, “While
on-mission, Cloud encounters a girl named Aerith
inside a church in the Midgar slums. Aerith is under
surveillance by the Shinra Company, and so Cloud
joins her as her bodyguard. Gradually, Aerith’s warm
cheer begins to melt Cloud’s frosty exterior.”
Contrary to what Crisis Core showed us, I believe
Cloud wasn’t some soft-spoken wallflower as a kid,
and he wasn’t this pure cinnamon bun, either. During
the Lifestream scene, the player learns that Cloud
was ostracized from Tifa’s group of friends as a child,
and in order to cope with that kind of loneliness and
rejection, he started to believe that he was more mature
and different from the other kids. Becoming the town’s
blacksheep after Tifa’s coma, coupled with Cloud feeling
like it was his fault, caused Cloud to start physically
lashing out at people around him as a way to try and
make up for his ‘weaknesses’. Cloud confesses to Tifa
in the Lifestream: “I got out of control... I’d get into fights
not even caring who it was.” This kind of attitude Cloud
had in order to not let others around him know how badly
he was hurting is the type of ‘cool’ that ‘real’ Cloud was.

Despite Cloud forming his new
personality based on Zack’s, he
didn’t adopt Zack’s cheerfulness
but instead kept his own
authentic ‘cool’ personality.
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head in the clouds
You might be wondering what
definition of ‘cool’ is being applied
to Cloud. The Japanese word that
is used to call Cloud ‘cool’ in the
aforementioned quotes is “クー
ル / kuuru”. LinguaJunkie defines
it as a word to describe “someone
you think is ‘calm and collected’.
Someone you think that exudes
coolness by not showing much
emotion.” Many trusted Japanese
dictionaries agree with this
definition. As dictionary.goo points
out, ‘kuuru’ is the type of ‘cool and
collected’ similar to the word
‘冷ややか / hiyayaka’ which
means ‘cold attitude; indifferent.’
Adding to this, these ‘kuuru’ uses
were further validated during
the FF30th Anniversary Exhibit in
which Cloud was described as
“冷たい / tsumetai” a word which
means ‘coldhearted, unfeeling,
indifferent, unfriendly, unloving, no
kindness, no compassion.’ All of
these words aren’t just applicable
to Cloud as an adult, but they reflect
who Cloud was as a child as well.
Earlier we saw how Nomura
described Cloud’s hair as
“tsun-tsun” (‘spiky’, but meaning
‘cold’ in other contexts). This word
can be traced to another Japanese
word: ‘tsundere / ツンデレ’, which
means “a person who is initially cold
before gradually showing a warmer,
friendlier side over time.” The dual
hairstyle itself is also a sign of
Cloud’s ‘cold-to-warm’ personality.

To the left side of Cloud’s hair
we see disheveled spikes that
represents Cloud’s ‘tsun-tsun /
ツンツン; cold’ personality. Whereas
to the right side of his hair, we see
it is more tamed and smoothed
back, this side acts as the ‘dere
dere / デレデレ; warm’ side of
Cloud. Whether consciously done
or not, the combination of the two
doesn’t just make for a badass
hairstyle, but it’s also a huge
indicator that Cloud falls into the
‘tsundere’ type. Perhaps it physically
embodies that he’s not just this
“Not interested”, money driven kind
of guy, and underneath all of those
spiky, gold locks lies a person with
insecurities and a caring side.
So, yeah, Nomura’s right. Cloud
wasn’t ‘cool’ in the sense that Cloud
purposely acted to look cool. But
Cloud was ‘cool’ in the sense that
he’s aloof, icy and stoic (the bad
kind of ‘cool’). He’s not the good
boy ‘cool’ in the same sense as
Zack or Tidus (overly confident and
successful with women), or even
Sephiroth (who’s loved by many for
his military accomplishments and
strength). Cloud is a ‘tsundere’ and
‘tsumetai’ kind of ‘cool’ nonetheless.
While ‘real’ Cloud didn’t actively
set out to look cool, he did actually
do cool things in the end, which is
why Nomura’s words, and 2015’s
sudden change in Cloud’s physical
appearance made no sense to me.

The dual hairstyle
itself is also a
sign of Cloud’s
‘cold-to-warm’
personality.
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conclusion
What people have to remember is
that part of what made Cloud such
a successful and memorable hero
was how extraordinary he was.
However, as we played the game,
we learned that deep down Cloud
was introverted and shy. He became
aloof to cover up how ashamed
he was for being an outcast as a
child and for his ‘failures’. That’s
exactly what made the Lifestream
event such an amazing twist in the
game. Going by how Cloud looked
and how he acted, we had no idea
he was hiding such insecurities.
So for Nomura to redesign Cloud
so that he physically represents
how ‘weak’ and ‘uncool’ he was,
I feel could’ve ruined the shockvalue of the plot-twist and makes
no sense with the previously
established story. If Cloud’s
physical appearance matches
someone that is ‘weak’, players
will start questioning the
legitimacy of Cloud’s story before
the game can even properly set
it up as a major plot-point.
This very nearly could have
been just one more of Square
Enix’s retcons to Final Fantasy VII’s
story. Regardless of whatever the
Final Fantasy VII:Remake does
to Cloud’s character, I believe
that the evidence I’ve provided
in this article are valid points to
strongly suggest that Cloud was
never supposed to be emaciated
or ‘weak’ in the original game.
Cloud was, is, and will
forever be, a badass.

To view and follow Cali’s content,
check out the link below!
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FFF CHOICE

L I N D B L U M

BEST
FF LO CAT IO N
Concept artwork of Lindblum by Kusanagi Studio

Location designs are crucial opportunities for game franchises to sell their
universes to the player through convincing us that we could be enjoying a
tangible and immersive world.
Final Fantasy has presented some of the most iconic visual environments
of any game over the years. That’s why we bugged the FFF community to
reveal what they believed to be the Final Fantasy franchise’s ultimate locale.
Our results demonstrate that the location favoured by our community is
Lindblum (Final Fantasy IX), followed by Besaid Island (Final Fantasy X), and
then Cosmo Canyon (Final Fantasy VII) in third place.
Lindblum's industrial steampunk-fantasy theming and renaissance-esque
endorsement of the arts make it a cultured choice. Blooming with creativity,
with its gorgeous architecture capped with greenery, it is no wonder people
want to swallow it up! Despite Lindblum hopping to a clear victory, we have
decided to feature all three Final Fantasy sites by following the repeated real
estate mantra: location, location, location.

“The result was a little unexpected.
Cosmo was winning the poll until the
final week or so but, all of a sudden,
people apparently awoke one day and
collectively thought ‘You know, I've
always wanted to live in Lindblum...
That place where they close off the
streets once a year for a dangerous
monster hunt, the castle guardsmen
resemble Klansmen with hammers and
they are ruled by an oglop/frog... Get
me an airship to Lindblum right away!’”

Let's hear what Final Fantasy Forums had to chirp about it!

Dionysos, 2019
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C O M M E N T S

L I N D B L U M
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Vivi-Gamer
“I voted for Lindblum. Reflecting on
it, the place is actually quite large in
scale! I love how you have multiple
districts and traverse within the
Taxis. The place also just has such a
community to it and it's heartwarming
to see while even pushed to the
brink of destruction through war the
community remains strong in putting
all their efforts into re-building. I love
the introductory shot where you see
all the airships floating around this
fortress and being so giddy to explore.

ZaXo Ken’Ichi
“Lindblum, both because I think it'd
be super rad to live there, but also
because it's one of the most cohesive
areas in the series considering its size.
There's something really 'tangible' and
'lived in' about it, and the fact that you
can travel freely between the districts
rather than moving between them
linearly gives a sense of freedom that
other similarly large areas like Midgar
don't really offer.”

Also, I love the Cid's Theme which
plays out in the castle.

Bandokanon
“When it comes to locations in ffix,
it's easy to tell that a lot of work was
put into making the impression that
there's a whole world beyond the
confines of the screen, and we're
just experiencing one aspect of it
from a specific angle. Part of what
I've always loved about pre-rendered
backgrounds is how the limitations of
the medium welcome fans to exercise
their own imagination by interpreting
the things they see while keeping the
story on track.

Storywise it holds so many great
moments within the game itself from
the Festival Hunt, to meeting Freya in
the bar. I just had a really nice time
visiting and exploring each district.”

Mitsuki
“While I adore Black Mage Village (and
the concept of living there), the hustle
and bustle of Lindblum city drew me
in. It isn’t your typical city due to the
time period, and I’ve always adored
the art, environment, the grand castle,
the cobblestone streets, buildings
and cottages lined up along the roads.
Some areas reminds me a bit of
Thomas Kincade’s paintings, except
less on nature imagery.
I’m not too fond of city-type locations
(I prefer the small quaint villages and
towns), but this is probably the only
city that has captivated me due to its
Final Fantasy theme. Its charming
look and non-stressful navigation in
the game makes me wish that I’m
in a different time period. It’s almost
poetic, really.”

I guess Lindblum is a great example
of this, since so much character has
been put into every building, little
details and wandering NPCs and
even distant inaccessible parts of the
background add to the sense of scale
without actually having to make the
map unnecessarily enormous.”

GothicSyn
“I was always a sucker for the setting
in ffix, and so Lindblum will be my
choice. Plus it kinda looks like the
kind of city I can get anything I need at
any hour, so never a chance I'm going
to be caught short.”
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R E C O G N I T I O N S
Paddy McGee
“Out straight lads, it has to BE SAID:
Besaid is a paradise island where
people wear dresses made of belts,
leather and FUR. If that's not so silly
it's amazing, I don't know what is.”

PeaceLoveArt
“This was a tough one between
Balamb Garden and Besaid Island. I
love them both but I would pick Besaid
Island. The atmosphere and music for
that place was amazing.
Okay. I love the design and environment of Besaid Island. The design
of the island was beautiful to me. I
especially love the design of the
beach. The beach design gave the
island a peaceful and relaxing vibe to
Besaid Island. The environment of the
island was one of the reasons I chose
Besaid Island. The environment was
peaceful yet interesting to me. The
music, people, and the town gave a
peaceful vibe to the Besaid Island.
However Besaid Island was always
interesting to me because I often
wondered what other mysteries are
in this Island that we don’t know.”

Setzer Gabbiani
“It was a very hard choice for me to pick
one place since there are two places
that I like that are on the poll. These two
places were Black Mage Village and
Besaid Island. After a long thinking, I
decided to go with Besaid Island. I
find this place to be very relaxing
and peaceful. I think it is the perfect
choice for the FFF Magazine since
that location seems the best place for
starting a conversation and meet new
people, just like you do in a forum. That
is why I voted for it.”
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Rey
“I voted for Besaid Island because it is
the most tropical and peaceful place
and I would love to live there.
That music just screams paradise and
it's beautiful to boot. Besaid Island is
also one of my favourite locations in
any FF game and if I had to pick one
to live in it would probably be there.
The music also sets the mood and is
downright amazing.”

B E S A I D

I S L A N D

charmy
“It was hard to pick one, but I went
with Besaid Island. While I do like
Balamb Garden and Cosmo Canyon
(especially the music!), I think overall
I enjoyed Besaid Island the most
because the landscapes were so
beautiful—you have the beach, the
waterfall, lots of green...it would be a
nice place to be.”

Roko Zaper
“Never has a location in Final Fantasy had such an effect on me and appeared
at such a time to shape my life. Final Fantasy X begins very confusingly and
otherworldy. One minute you're in a futuristic city at the start of an apocalypse,
the other you're investigating underwater ruins in God only knows what planet.
Then you see the sun shine bright, feel the azure waters and hear a voice you'll
never forget. You're in Besaid and that's your bro for life Wakka! The genius of
Besaid at this point in the game cannot be underestimated. You're in paradise
and yet Tidus carries a sadness and heaviness within him throughout these
scenes. Yet like the player the warmth of the sun and the people he meets starts
to calm his soul and he finds himself almost being happy. The way people live
on this island also contrasts with Tidus' modern thrills per second lifestyle. The
palms slowly sway and everything is simple, defined by belief and character
rather than money or fame.
I can honestly say Besaid Island was crucial in myself embracing the ocean
and deciding what kind of life I wanted to live. I had always liked the seaside
but Besaid made me see the simple majesty of it all, an eternal being that has
always given to humans. I felt that if I could stay on the island like Tidus I would
be truly happy. It also changed what I started to eat as I became more and more
interested in Pacific and Asian cuisine. Having moved to Sydney a few years ago
I like to think I am in a town like Luca now, where the sea excites people everyday
and I can see islands stretching out in the distance. Besaid is still elusive but it’s
always there like a signpost that determines what I want out of life.”
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R E C O G N I T I O N S
Six
“Let me start by saying the Cosmo
Canyon theme that comes in when
you enter the village is amazing, it
really sets the mood. Aside from
that it just seems like such a "strong"
place. I actually shed a tear with the
Seto scene as well. Bugenhagen's
'little' observatory, galaxies, the
Cosmo flame... yeah... Amazing place.
Nominated Cosmo Canyon, and I'm
voting Cosmo Canyon for the same
reasons I nominated it!”

C O S M O

C A N Y O N

Duhemsounds
“There are so many great places in
the Final Fantasy universe, that it's
very hard to pick only one. If I have to
choose, I'll say Cosmo Canyon. It has
that warm friendly central place at the
camp fire and also this opened eyes to
the beauty and mystery of the universe
with Bugenhagen's observatory.”

Real Red XIII
“Cosmo Canyon, one of the greatest,
most significant locations in the world
of Final Fantasy VII. It's here where, as
a player, you learn to truly understand
the meaning of the planet and its
Lifestream and why the residents,
and the party, must fight to protect it.
Thanks to Bugenhagen and his
observatory, we gain vital info to the
story, and a great tale of a hero, who
sacrificed himself to protect the land.
Cosmo canyon is certainly a land to
be saved also, as it is given a beautiful
orange red backdrop of canyon cliffs
and formations, followed up by the
biggest campfire around (which
legend says, never goes out). It truly
lends itself to the native American
theme, and accentuates Nanaki's
character perfectly. Cosmo Canyon
will forever remain my favourite
location of the series... I mean... it's
my home after all...”
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Do you agree with FFF’s choices? Let us know!
Check out the poll results here!

FFX

Besaid Island
8 votes

FFIX

Lindblum
12 votes

FFVII

Cosmo Canyon
6 votes
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interview with

SUSAN CALLOWAY
Talk Free, Believe...

As an award winning singer-songwriter, pianist and guitarist, with a wide
musical range, Susan Calloway (from Detroit, Michigan), demonstrates
myriad talents. Her contributions to the Final Fantasy franchise are
universally admired. Working as the featured soloist singer for the
phenomenally successful Distant Worlds concerts, Susan’s stellar
performances of classic Final Fantasy vocal songs have resonated with
packed audiences in some of the most prestigious venues in the world.
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The Final Fantasy community
has been particularly enraptured
by her soulful vocals in various
main themes composed by Nobuo
Uematsu for Final Fantasy XIV
and its expansions: Answers (from
FFXIV + FFXIV: A Realm Reborn),
Dragonsong (from Heavensward),
and Revolutions (from Stormblood).
Susan’s emotive, powerful and
sometimes haunting vocals are the
perfect match for the folktale-style
ballads of FFXIV.
People sing her praises for good
reason. In addition to her impressive
talent and drive, Susan’s passion for
engaging with her fans makes her an
approachable ambassador for her
profession and an asset to the world
of Final Fantasy.
As testament to this, she kindly
agreed to an exclusive interview
with Final Fantasy Forums.

A N S W E R S
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"As artists, we don’t really
see ourselves clearly
sometimes. It is so hard to
establish your career in the
sea of musicians out there."

All stories have a beginning. What
first sparked your passion for
singing and music?
When I was a kid, I always loved
music. My parents took me to see a
Peter Pan musical when I was four
or so and I wore green tights and
shorts for weeks after. I wanted to
be Peter Pan. It was so magical to
see and hear the performers and be
so moved by the story. I was hooked.
I used to go in my room and shut the
door and sing along to records for
hours on end when I was only five.
I started taking piano lessons that
same year. Music has always been
my first language. I feel like it chose
me more than I chose it. Singing is
like breathing to me... and playing
piano just as natural.
What are your musical inspirations?
Do you have any particular role
models?
I love a lot of different music for
different reasons—I love the Rolling
Stones for showing us what a rock
band sounds like, Karla Bonoff—
amazing singer songwriter... U2 for
their creativity, intensity, incredible
lyrics. I’m always looking for new
inspiration too—I love The Fray, The
Script. Florence and the Machine is
one of my current favs. I like great
vocal performers and songs that say
something! I hate dribble...
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The Final Fantasy franchise has
long been admired for its incredible
and emotive music, which your
voice enhances wonderfully. How
did you first get involved in the
world of Final Fantasy?
I first got involved through Arnie
Roth. He and Nobuo were looking for
a singer for an audio CD they were
working on. I had done some work
with Arnie for some other projects
so he suggested me to Nobuosan. Nobuo really loved my voice.
Everything grew from there.
Final Fantasy XIV reaches a
worldwide audience and your
work for this game has attracted a
considerable fan base. How has this
experience been for you?
It has been amazing! The fans from
this game are SO nice. I am excited
to share more of my own music with
them too. I hope our relationship

grows even more this next year. I
treasure them and appreciate them
a ton.
Out of the Final Fantasy songs,
which one do you most enjoy
performing?
Probably Answers as it is sort of
my big “hit” with Final Fantasy XIV.
But I also really like to sing Kiss me
Goodbye... as it is more of a pop
song than some of the others.
How has your work with Final
Fantasy XIV affected and influenced
your career since?
It has reminded me the power
of a strong voice. As artists, we
don’t really see ourselves clearly
sometimes. It is so hard to establish
your career in the sea of musicians
out there. This project has reminded
me that nothing can take the place
of a passionate vocal performance.
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It’s ok to keep it simple. Tell the story
and be sincere. When you connect
with the audience emotionally... that
is what it’s all about.
How do you balance the dual
commitments of Final Fantasy XIV
and other musical endeavours?
Very carefully! Haha. The hardest
thing is the jet lag sometimes. You
really need a few days to recover
from the travel. I have to learn to
pace myself. It is hard to be creative
when you are really exhausted... so
that is the hardest part.
You attended the first ever KupoCon
event (in Newark, New Jersey,
2017) as a special guest. How was
that experience for you?
I loved it! It was so nice to connect
more personally with the fans.
Your vocal talents have received
wide acclaim. How do you keep your
voice in prime condition?
I have to take really good care of
myself—sleep, eating right, working
out… it’s all important. Your body is
your instrument so you have to treat
it as such. Water is important too—I
always forget to drink enough water!
SO important.
What advice can you give to people
wishing to become professional
performers?
Work hard and study your craft.
Listen to people who are farther
along than you. Don’t be a know it
all. :) Haha. Also, have a really good
reason to do this. It is a hard, hard
job. Yes it is rewarding but it takes
a LONG time to be successful... and
without a good reason to do it, you
will most likely want to quit. For me,
I want to do this because I have a
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message for the world—I want to
use my gifts to make a difference
and inspire people. We need that so
much right now. There is so much
anger and hate out there. That’s my
Susan Why.
Do you have a favorite motivational
maxim that you live by?
Well, I have a really strong faith in
God. I start every day in prayer. I
ask for help, for wisdom, for peace.
This can be a high stress business
so it can be hard sometimes. I also
read lots of inspiration/devotional
type books. It really helps me focus
my soul. Everything we do and say
comes out of what is happening in
our heart and soul. When we get that
stuff right, the rest of the day goes a
whole lot better.
In your musical career in its entirety,
what are you most proud of so far?
I am certainly proud of my success
with Final Fantasy. I am also proud
of my success as a songwriter too.
I have really grown as a writer and
singer over the years. I am so proud
to be in this business and to be able
to do something I love for my job. But
even more than proud, I am grateful.
There are so many great artists.
Just to get a chance to have this
platform... that is a huge blessing.
Looking ahead, what are you most
excited about in your plans for the
future?
I have some BIG plans for social
media this year. I have new Susan
music for everyone AND some
new collaborations in the works...
I’m SUPER excited. I am most of
all excited to build an even closer
connection to the FF fanbase. I hope
they will love some of this new stuff
I’m doing.

Want more from Susan? Listen to her
brilliant non-FF work.

We are very excited for more Susan!
If you’d like to follow Susan, or book
on one of her tours, see:
susancalloway.com/tour
susancalloway.com/about

Have a listen!

Like and Follow Susan on Social Media!

"For me, I want to do this because
I have a message for the world—I
want to use my gifts to make a
difference and inspire people. We
need that so much right now."
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A New World

Intimate Music from Final Fantasy

A Memorable Experience

By Mitsuki

Final Fantasy music has been ingrained in my life since I
was twelve years old. I have attended the orchestra concert
Distant Worlds a couple times now and I can’t begin to
put into words how much I appreciate the performance.
The people who give life to these instruments, the mixed
ensemble of chorus and vocals… each play a role to create
feelings of nostalgia. The performance shook me to the
core and awakened memories, as the thrill of live, familiar
music washed over me. Distant Worlds is an electrifying
experience I could never forget. I never thought anything
could match it until A New World, and I don’t say this lightly.
When I heard about A New World: Intimate Music from
Final Fantasy in 2018, I was immediately intrigued. I found
out not long after that a chamber orchestra would be
held on February 23, 2019 at The Colburn School in Los
Angeles. I bought tickets right away, excited to see what
A New World has to offer and how different it would be
from Distant Worlds. The venue was rather small but not
uncomfortable in any way, while the ambiance lighting
provided the “intimate” atmosphere that enhanced the
entire space. It was exquisitely one of the most relaxing
environments I’ve been in for a long time.
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“A New World still played the same
iconic music that I grew up to, albeit
emerging differently in a beautiful way.”
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A Place
to Call Home
FINAL FANTASY FORUMS / SUMMER 2019

So let’s dive into that night! The theme from Final Fantasy
IX’s “A Place to Call Home” was a heartwarming entry, so
fitting and pivotal that I found myself humming along in my
mind. The sudden transition and increased tempo of the
drumroll paved its way for Final Fantasy VIII’s “Force Your
Way”—it was exhilarating, with glimpses of playfulness
from the percussionist. That was delightful to see. From
the brilliant tone of the trumpet to the vigorous but
controlled playing of violins, the dynamics of these eleven
musicians recreating the same sounds and rhythm in new
arrangements was intensely powerful and emotional.
They took me to a place I once called home.
Being a lifelong fan of Final Fantasy, I have forever admired
the compositions of Nobuo Uematsu in particular. Many
of his tracks mean far more to me than being excellently
written pieces of music. Rather, they also bring back
memories of particular scenes in the games, both pleasant
and sad. A New World did justice in their deliverance of
these compositions.
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There were also new experiences worth mentioning.
“Chaos Shrine” from Final Fantasy I haunted me as I've
never heard it before... but boy did it haunt me beautifully!
Just like that, it easily became one of my favorite musical
pieces from Final Fantasy. There was no doubt in my mind
that the musicians were incredibly talented. In fact, the
“intimate” setting of the chamber orchestra easily let me
see how music was created from each instrument to the
next. Their collaborative skills were dynamite! Compared
to Distant Worlds, I had a clear and eye-opening view of
the whole stage in front of me, my eyes followed every
fluid move that each musician made.

Conducting the whole performance was Eric Roth and
he made it particularly enjoyable to watch. I was really
able to appreciate the art-form of conducting in a way I
don’t usually get to experience. There were many special
moments that night. The Final Fantasy-infused themes
uplifted my spirits, and I thoroughly enjoyed every second
of it. A New World is composed of a new narrative, one
that is as brilliant and magnificent as Distant Worlds. I
highly recommend this not only to the Final Fantasy fans
but to anyone who has an ear for timeless music.

There was something contemporary about the whole
arrangement yet still the same striking scores brought to
life. Perhaps the guitar factored in quite a bit, or the piano
solo from Benyamin Nuss really hit home. Final Fantasy
VII’s “Gold Saucer” theme was unexpected, but that’s what
I love about this—the element of surprise.
A New World still played the same iconic music that I grew
up to, albeit emerging differently in a beautiful way. They
played music that surprised me pleasantly, like “Danger
in the Forest” from Final Fantasy IX. Popular hits such as
“To Zanarkand”, “One Winged Angel”, and the “Chocobo
Theme” were built up to the very end—except I didn’t really
want it to end.

Since Final Fantasy VIII won the ‘Favourite FF Soundtrack Poll’ (FFF
Choice) for our 2nd magazine issue, it was only appropriate to
purchase the original soundtrack to honor the result. Distant Worlds IV
and A New World were a bonus treat!

Want to visit A New World?
ffnewworld.com
twitter.com/ffnewworld
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BENYAMIN NUSS
Fantasy Worlds

Benyamin Nuss is a talented pianist-composer based in Essen, Germany. He has
experienced an active life in music ever since beginning to play the piano as a
young child. Being the son of acclaimed Jazz trombonist Ludwig Nuss, he has
been influenced by a multitude of musical genres. His musical abilities provided
an outlet for another lifelong passion of his: video games. Attracting the attention
of Masashi Hamauzu and Nobuo Uematsu, Benyamin has created albums in
tribute to these and has performed in renowned venues for Final Fantasy concerts
such as Distant Worlds, Symphonic Fantasies and Final Fantasy XIV Fanfests.
Final Fantasy Forums Admin and Timber Maniac’s Lead Designer, Mitsuki, saw
him perform first-hand at A New World: Intimate Music from Final Fantasy at the
Colburn School, Los Angeles. What she saw had her spellbound.
On February 22nd 2019 Benyamin Nuss released his new album, Fantasy Worlds,
as a tribute to Final Fantasy and the composers who have scored the beloved
franchise over its three decade span.

ALBUM REVIEW BY THE TIMBER MANIACS TEAM
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We eagerly await his next project!
You can hear Benyamin here:

Neue Meister
Benyamin Nuss

Benyamin offers a healthy balance in his selection of
tracks. Featured are a wide variety of Final Fantasy covers
selected from across the whole breadth of the franchise.
Consequently, there is something for all generations of
fans to connect with, including a mixture of some of the
franchise’s most recognisable melodies: Eyes on Me
(from Final Fantasy VIII); Theme of Love (from Final
Fantasy IV); and Somnus (from Final Fantasy XV). These
share a platform with a number of less obvious, though
equally well-loved, tracks such as: Eruyt Village, Giza Plains
(from Final Fantasy XII); and Run! (from Final Fantasy IX).
There are even some tracks chosen which would not be
known to many, notably Hauyn’s Theme (World of Final
Fantasy), which is a brave but beautifully performed
addition to the tracklist. All of these choices invite us to
close our eyes and allow Benyamin to transport us into the
Final Fantasy worlds. Judging by the title of the album, it
clearly achieves what it set out to do. The other tracks on
the album are original compositions by Benyamin written
in honour of the various musicians at the heart of the
Final Fantasy series which he covers (Hitoshi Sakimoto,
Masayoshi Soken, Yoko Shimomura, Masashi Hamauzu
and Nobuo Uematsu). These melodies are very touching,
personal means of thanking the composers who imbued
the franchise with its unique soul.
There has been a long tradition of Final Fantasy fans
possessing a passion for piano arrangements of tracks
from their favourite video games (the Piano Collections
album series has been going strong since the release of
Final Fantasy IV). Onto this stage, Benyamin Nuss steps
and introduces his own style.

“Judging by the title of
the album, it clearly
achieves what it set
out to do.”

There's something very particular in the way Benyamin
Nuss plays the piano, and his extraordinary talent carries
these emotions. We can practically hear the distinct
bounce in the movement of his fingers, his notes so
incredibly rich and powerful that we're able to pick up
the controlled amount of weight in each key. Through
calculated improvisations, Benyamin brings tracks
to life in unique ways. While listening to Run! you can
almost imagine the plant monsters from Final Fantasy
IX becoming animated and scuttling towards you as his
fingers hit the keys; the chaos of this iconic, petrifying
scene is well-captured. Benyamin's overall prowess on the
piano is absolutely mesmerising. We highly recommend
this incredible talent!

Photo Credit: Manuel Chillagano
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MELODIES OF LIFE
YOU'RE NOT ALONE

VERSE 1
Dark and sleepless nights,
Untold stories within your eyes,
Deep in every tear,
Shines a soul, so troubled with fear.

LYRICS BY MITSUKI
MODIFIED BY LUCAS CHASTEEN

Lyrics for You're Not Alone (from Final Fantasy IX) were
written in 2013 by Mitsuki during a Final Fantasy event
held in Final Fantasy Forums. In 2015, she requested that
Lucas Chasteen (AuronX) provide his amazing vocals after
hearing some of his covers. After a few slight revisions to
the lyrics, Luke delivered a powerful punch to one of the
greatest Final Fantasy tracks composed by the legendary
Nobuo Uematsu.
While the lyrics were written with Final Fantasy IX in mind,
a lot of the inspiration came from the veterans who bravely
fought for their countries and families, especially ones
who never made it back home to their loved ones.
Have you ever put words to FF tracks? Let us know!
Check out the discussion on Final Fantasy Forums!

Hearts of stone will break,
Shattered, glistening in your wake,
Remnants of the past,
Torn and lost in shadows cast.
VERSE 2
Listen to the drums,
Sounds of silence and rhythmic hum,
Warrior of the night,
Come and claim this flickering light.
Guard your fading heart,
Tear the beckoning gloom apart,
Through the mist you'll find,
Strength, your soul no more to hide.
CHORUS
Close your eyes and dream of the shores that you long to see,
Waiting for your return!
Winds will blow away all your tears, troubles, deepest ache,
Rise, for you’re not alone!
Share the distant cries of a memory that’s left behind,
Time is your way back home!
Let the sound of waves,
Crush your foes and with all your strength,
Onward and onward, go!
VERSE 3
Home and free at last,
Worn and weary of battles past,
See beyond the night,
Golden clouds with luminous light!

Credit: Six

Strength. Courage. Live.
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Birds of paradise,
Bear the soul of this valiant life,
Spread your wings apart,
Homeward bound for a brand new start!
(REPEAT CHORUS)
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KUPOCON
Artwork by Wavechan /Wave’s Art Stuff

Tales from two sides of the Atlantic
For the title of the most welcoming and engaging Final Fantasy fan
experience around, nothing rivals KupoCon. Not only can you enjoy panels,
special guests, cosplayers and merchandise stalls filled with high-quality fanmade art and goods, KupoCon also offers activities for all of its attendees.
These range from TriPom (KupoCon’s collectible card game based on Final
Fantasy VIII’s Triple Triad) to attempting Cloud’s squat challenges. Through
this and more, attendee interaction is warmly encouraged. Even those of a
shy disposition can meet others and enjoy the safe space of being with likeminded fans.
The networking potential of KupoCon is enormous! Several articles in the
Timber Maniacs magazines could not have been possible without the
connections forged with various individuals through KupoCon. For that, Final
Fantasy Forums is eternally grateful.
KupoCon have made Titan-sized shockwaves with their events hosted all over
the world. We asked a couple of FFF members from both sides of the Atlantic
‘pond’ for their perspectives.
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Micah Rodney / Jason Tandro
The Big Pom (Newark, New Jersey, January 29th, 2017):
KupoCon’s first event!
I don’t know how I can describe the original KupoCon in my own words,
because the feelings are fairly universal. It is unlike anything I could have
expected. The convention was truly “by fans, for fans”. There was always
something going on, and it was possible to see almost everything because of
how perfectly scheduled it was. They included just enough free time between
the major attractions to go shopping or sneak in a card game.

Perhaps the easiest way to begin
would be to say that I am not really
a “convention” type of person. I had
never been to one before KupoCon,
haven’t since. My streak would
have remained unbroken were it
not for Alan [Community Manager].
KupoCon was holding a fanfiction
and fanart contest, and Alan wanted
me to be one of the judges (I’d been
a fanfiction author for years). I was
given the unique honor of joining
Licoriceallsorts in judging around
fifteen entries by various authors,
from which we were tasked with
selecting three winners. WaveChan
and Flare were the judges for the art
contest. All of these entries can be
found in the original Record Keeper
Journal. As payment for my services
as judge, Alan hooked me up with a
Premium Ticket to the The Big Pom,
as well as hosting one of my short
stories in the book.
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TriPom was absolutely the king of that event and has remained a fan favorite
ever since. The original batch was 50 cards, and they were one-sided as
opposed to the double-sided sets that would follow after. I think everyone
in attendance had it in their head that collecting these cards was the prime
objective here. It was brilliantly facilitated by the KupoCon staff. Some
uniques were awarded by attending events, which would be stamped in your
Quest Log. Five rares were only available to Premium ticket holders. But the
rest were meant to be acquired by trade. Our starting booster packs from our
swag bag held several copies. The intent became clear right away: we had to
go interact with people and trade. This also encouraged us to open up and
meet people. I remember waiting for the opening speech and buzzing about
the ballroom trying to trade a whole set.
It was clear that they wanted the event to be an adventure unlike any other.
There were speeches from the guests: Ray Chase, Susan Calloway, Mr.
Happy and Nerdstrodamus. Live music was provided by the Videri String
Quartet. Hilarious games and “FATEs” took place all throughout the day.
Tons of cosplayers were in attendance. And, of course, there were shops and
exhibitions galore. But that day was so much more than just the best Final
Fantasy party I’d ever attended. It was the first time I met my online friends in
real life. And it was the beginning of several new friendships that I forged just
from waiting in line with some awesome people.
I recently had the opportunity to return to New Jersey, to attend The Bigger
Pom. My thoughts on this could span another 500 words, but I’ll leave at this:
It has come a long way, but it’s still home.
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Scenes from KupoCon as seen by
attendees.
Photograph credit: Kelly Owen,
WhiteMageWonder, Micah Rodney, and
Toneagraphy

The best parties are Final Fantasy parties!
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Kelly Owen / Bambi
Pomathon (Birmingham, UK, September 8th, 2018)
The Wee Pom (Glasgow, UK, January 26th, 2019)
I also attended Glasgow, where I saw an old forum regular, Lewis (Big Casino
on FFF), for the first time in ten years which was absolutely one of the main
highlights for me. We have got old, haha. I made my cosplay from scratch this
time round. Siren, from Final Fantasy VIII. I never want to see another feather
ever again. Several burns and many hours later though I did have an outfit I
was very proud of, though during the day I was losing an alarming amount of
feathers and had to swap my feather bottoms for my PJ bottoms.

Photo credit: Toneagraphy

I first heard of KupoCon when
it was originally just a concept,
but was unable to make my first
convention until Birmingham, 2018.
I had followed all the posts from
previous cons, so I knew what to
expect, though it was so much more
amazing to finally attend! I decided
I was cosplaying so grabbed a
dressphere ticket, fully intending to
make something. I ended up panic
buying a fem-Auron from China,
which was a bit sketchy, but it did
the job. Ha. I had so much fun with
the quest log and made a tonne of
gil gathering wanted posters, which
I then spent on lots of posters from
the merch desk. I found KupoCon
so much more involved than any
regular con I had been to.

The evenings were fantastic, I especially enjoyed Deal or No Deal in
Glasgow... Twenty minutes it was supposed to last—hahaha, it was a riot. I
gave Alex (KupoCon’s lead organiser) a little makeover with my blue lipstick
and he was being fed shot after shot of all sorts. It was great, hahaha.
Naturally I got absolutely smashed on both occasions and had the most
appalling journeys home. I was definitely still drunk on my way home from
Glasgow, the hangover hit me about half an hour before my train pulled into
Manchester and I just wanted to die, hahaha.
One of the best parts of KupoCon though, is the community. I have met so
many friends through it already and I've only been to two cons so far. Though,
I already knew a few people already from FFF such as Ami, Char and Dan.
Cannot wait for Pomex!

Photo credit: Toneagraphy

Photo credit: Kelly (bottom)
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KupoCon’s special guests
are known to enjoy
themselves just as much as
their fans! Their enthusiastic
engagement with attendees
deserves praise.

Teasing Jon Campling.
Photograph credit: Kelly Owen

Previous Final Fantasy stars
at KupoCon include:
• Susan Calloway: singer-songwriter and musician
known for various songs for Final Fantasy XIV and
Distant Worlds performances.
• Ray Chase: voice actor of Noctis Lucis Caelum, Final
Fantasy XV, and Edgar Figaro, World of Final Fantasy.
• Quinton Flynn: voice actor of Axel, Kingdom Hearts,
Reno, Final Fantasy VII Compilation, and Isaaru, Final
Fantasy X.
• Liam Mulvey: voice, likeness, and motion capture
of Libertus Ostium, Kingsglaive, Final Fantasy XV:
Comrades, and motion capture for Clarus Amicitia,
Kingsglaive.
• Jon Campling: likeness of King Regis and motion
capture of King Regis and motion capture of Ardyn
Izunia, Kingsglaive.
• Adam Croasdell: voice actor of Ignis Scientia, Final
Fantasy XV.
• Robbie Daymond: voice actor of Prompto Argentum,
Final Fantasy XV.
• Amy Shiels: voice actress of Lunafreya Nox Fleuret,
Final Fantasy XV.

ON THEIR WAY
...to Pomex, London
(September 21st 2019)
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• Adrian Bouchet: voice, likeness, and motion capture
of Drautos / General Glauca, Kingsglaive.
• Will Bowden: motion capture and voice of Pruvia
Colpus, and motion capture of Pelna Khara, among
many others, Kingsglaive.
• Julia McIlvaine: assorted voices in Lightning
Returns: Final Fantasy XIII and Garuda, Final
Fantasy XV.
• Neo Liu: musician and singer behind ‘Calling for
Rain’, Kingsglaive.
• Maiko Horisawa: singer, Kingsglaive.
• Koyo Sonae: musician, score producer / composer
agent, Kingsglaive.
• Dan Seto: former Square Enix Community Manager.
• M.J. Gallagher: author of popular fan Final Fantasy
VII novelisation and also The Nibelheim Incident with
illustrators AJ Hateley and Crimson Sun.
• Pontus Hultgren: the composer of KupoCon's
exclusive Mogzart series of Final Fantasy cover EPs.
• Joined by several celebrated community guests
(including artists and streamers)

• George Newbern: voice actor of Sephiroth, Final Fantasy VII Compilation, and
Nooj, Final Fantasy X-2. Coming to Pomex, London (September 21st 2019).
• Ali Hillis: voice actress of Lightning, Final Fantasy XIII. Coming to Pomex,
London (September 21st 2019).
• Nicholas Boulton: voice actor for Raubahn, Final Fantasy XIV.
• Artists Fiveonthe, Crimson Sun and Wavechan shall also be joining
musician Pontus Hultgren and authors M.J. Gallagher and Micah Rodney
as community guests at Pomex, London (September 21st 2019).
• Quinton, Ray, Liam, Adrian, Will, and Dan shall also be returning!
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For further information on KupoCon,
please visit their website and follow
them on social media!

UPCOMING EVENTS
KupoCon makes its followers berserk with anticipation through regularly
teasing us with updates. Here are some events to watch out for:
Pomex: London UK event set for September 21st, 2019.
Location: Novotel London West, London.
Port Pom: Canadian event set for November 16th, 2019.
Location: Pinnacle Hotel Harbourfront, Vancouver, Canada.
Freepom: Scottish event set for February 15th, 2020.
Location: Hilton Glasgow, Glasgow, Scotland.

FFF MEMBERS

TAKE NOTE

KupoCon have given FFF
members special discounts due
to our affiliation. Simply use the
code ‘FFF’ while purchasing a
KupoCon ticket and you shall get
12% off your purchase.

Le Pom: Upcoming Canadian event, 2020.
Location: Montreal, Quebec.
Pomza: Melbourne set for October 17th, 2020.
Location: Bayview Eden Melbourne.
Project Junon Path: Japan event planned for 2021/2022.
Location: To be confirmed.
FFVII Remake!
To celebrate the launch of part one of the Final Fantasy VII Remake,
KupoCon organisers are also hosting two launch parties!
North America: Toronto, Canada, February 19th 2020.
Europe: London, United Kingdom, March 2nd 2020.

WILL WE SEE YOU THERE?
Special thanks to Toneagraphy.
Photo credit: Toneagraphy (top & bottom)
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Entering the dreams of

Roko Zaper
Interviewing the creator of
Lost Dreams of the Unicorn
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To sate our curiosity, Roko enchants us
with his tale…

We thoroughly enjoyed Volume 1 and eagerly anticipate
the release of Volume 2. What can you tell us about
Volume 2 so far?

Not many possess the ability to shape a creative work
from the fleeting visions of our dreams, but that’s
exactly what Roko Zaper has done with his original
graphic novel, Lost Dreams of the Unicorn.
Being both artist and author, Roko (AKA redcloud9 on
FFF) delivers a compelling adventure. In populating
his universe with knights, princesses, alchemists
and centaurs, Roko blends classical mythology with
medieval high-fantasy and then introduces an eerie
cosmic threat into the mix.
With ‘Dark Stars’ (indescribable otherworldly organisms)
infiltrating his home, Gali is forced to flee for Ardia
Tower. Here, he meets Serena, a young princess who
has been regularly receiving cryptically portentous
dreams of a unicorn which nudge her onwards. Their
fates entwined, the two youths seek answers on how to
thwart the cosmic menace.
Roko’s distinctive style creates a landscape sharing in
the qualities of classical Final Fantasy games, making
this of great interest for all Final Fantasy fans.
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Volume 2 is a direct continuation of the story, although
the main characters, Gali and Serena, will not be
its prime focus. It took almost a year to outline it
because I had a very clear vision where I wanted to
take the story and knew that Volume 2 was absolutely
crucial to putting all the pieces together. It had to
connect everything the readers had read and would
read in the future. It will also be a darker story than
the first one, and I had to get more into the minds
of the characters and their inner conflicts. Funnily
enough, after I named the volume I realized both
Star Wars and Lord of the Rings trilogies had two
articles in their titles (The Empire Strikes Back and
the The Two Towers) but I took it as a good sign...
If you could summarise Volume 2 in one word, what
would that be?
Regret.
The upcoming second volume’s title is The Knight and
the Centaur. What are you able to tell us about these title
characters?
The characters in the title are both very different and
similar to each other. They were both introduced in
Volume I but did not have a big role to play. The key
word that binds them is 'honor', they both have a fixed
outlook on the universe and their role in it. Lots of RPGs
are about honorable warriors and I wanted to delve into
the psyche of these characters: where they get their
convictions from and what kind of doubts they carry.
While Lashan's [the knight’s] sense of honor firmly
resides in the European medieval tradition, for Makya [the
centaur] I considered Native American warriors and their
relationship with fighting and nature. Being a centaur,
Ancient Greek centaurs were naturally an inspiration and
their duality of being both wise and wild. But more than
being a clash of these two worlds I wanted to focus on
the individual burdens and regret of these characters.
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We understand Lost Dreams of the Unicorn was partly
inspired by an epiphany dream of a unicorn you
experienced in your youth. What can you tell us about
this dream?
I think it was both very quick and vivid. I knew the unicorn
was in a white space, kind of like in his own living dream.
He felt powerful but also very vulnerable. He was a god
one moment and desperately sad the next. I knew around
those days I was thinking of the next Final Fantasy and
what kind of theme or symbol it would have. I kind of
took that dream as the answer to my question, but I
couldn't just wait for something like that to happen so I
started to create my own story around the unicorn.
You didn’t happen to have any nightmares about cosmic
horrors too, did you? The mysterious Dark Stars from
your stories are suitably terrifying!
I have a strange relationship with horror. I was always
very terrified of it and then increasingly drawn to it. These
days I often think of something in a horror movie to fall
asleep to and it really helps me! The Dark Stars represent
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something menacing with no clear intent. I think as
humans we always want to know the reason behind
something and what it means. A killer on the loose has
to have a motive, right? Or a grand villain especially. But
what if something doesn't follow this logic? Like a black
hole in space we know nothing about. That's what I
wanted the Dark Stars to be in this.
What do you like about unicorns? What makes the
unicorn central to your fantasy universe?
Strangely enough, I never had any particular fondness
for unicorns. Although, I always admired the nature
of horses and tried to weave that in the story. When I
create characters I always try to do it for the sake of
the story. I think the unicorn is a great symbol for the
purity many strive for, but I wanted to create a unicorn
that was not just a godly creature who could do no
wrong but something closer to human nature. We
often attribute godly characteristics to things we don't
properly understand, and I wanted to imagine a fabled
creature who himself was regretful and vulnerable.
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What is your favourite Final Fantasy game and why? In
what ways has the franchise inspired you?
Now that's a really tough question for me! Let me put it
this way. Final Fantasy VII was the Final Fantasy game
I first fell in love with, Final Fantasy VIII was the game I
wanted to be my favorite and Final Fantasy X was the
game that became my favorite with appreciation for its
art, scenario and music. So yeah, let the adult me say
Final Fantasy X then. The franchise really defined the way
I think about imaginary worlds; each character, location
and piece of music was part of a well known tapestry. It
transcended what games could be. For example, Shinra
wasn't just a military organization in a video game—
it was Shinra! And chocobos were not just another cute
made-up animal you would see in a game or a cartoon...
Aside from Final Fantasy, what are your other major
influences for the world and landscape?
Definitely medieval art and manuscripts. I thought it was a
pity that we don't see a lot of 2D art these days even though
it is the oldest form of communication in existence. There
are so many bits and pieces of inspiration and intentionally
so, I wanted to create the world in a more organic way,
and I think that is why it took so long. Many particular
locations inspired me; some in old National Geographic
issues and some I visited in real life. For example, medieval
towns like Sienna in Italy were inspiration for the look
of the Kingdom of Sana, while Kazstan's ranch was
inspired by all the ranches I visited in RPGs over the years.
Classical music pieces also played a big role, particularly
Cavalleria Rusticana. The beautiful yet sad sound of that
piece really came to define the mood of the whole story.
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“The franchise really defined the
way I think about imaginary worlds;
each character, location and piece
of music was part of a well known
tapestry. It transcended what
games could be.”

We’ve learned that you created a prototype version of
part of the project which became Lost Dreams of the
Unicorn on RPG Maker. What was this like and how
much has your vision altered since?
That project really served as the basis for my graphic novel
and not much changed in fact. I actually think that doing
such projects can bring a wealth of ideas to the table.
The fact you are limited to certain sprites and graphics
can be a blessing. For example, I needed some sort of
way for characters to get a key that became 'stuck' due to
programming, so I got a little baby dragon to fetch it for
them. This is where the water dragons in the graphic novel
came from. Although I really enjoyed the programming and
sprite drawing, Lost Dreams was a very personal idea and
I wanted it to take on an original form. I didn't want people
to say, ‘that's a great story but it’s made on RPG Maker’...
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Your concept art is absolutely beautiful. Can you explain
some of the creative processes behind the artworks?
Thanks! It's really nice to hear that. I usually start off with
some very rough sketches but most of the imagining
happens in my head. I also like spontaneity when I start
to draw. This takes me back to the rationale behind my
art style. A lot of people want to have a clear vision of
a scene before doing the final work, but I feel that hurts
the initial idea. Just have a look at some movie or video
game backgrounds; they might not be refined enough
for the final product, but they are great in their own right.
I guess I draw in a way to prevent my work becoming
predictable and lifeless.
What are your key art inspirations?
I think it's hard for an artist to say what his main
inspirations are. There are those that are more evident
and some that are not. I spent years reading numerous
comics such as The Adventures of Tintin and Asterix
and watching cartoons of all kind, from Disney to anime.
Some immediately say I have an 'anime' style, but I don't
look at my drawings that way—just what I think is more
attractive for me to draw. The Japanese manga influence
is definitely there but so are many others. I always find
new things to inspire me; sometimes I play games just
for this reason. I often look at the background art more
than actually playing!
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Have you produced many artworks which haven’t
made it into your graphic novels for one reason or
another? If so, what informs your decision to cut them
and what do you do with them afterwards?
Not a whole lot of artwork was cut. I guess ultimately
you have to be satisfied with the work and 'live with
it'. Sometimes I think I can do better, but I don't want
everything to be 'perfect' as much as I did before.
I think that comes with maturity and knowing if
something is worthwhile to keep in or not.
We are impressed with how you are able to find a healthy
balance between text and illustration and don’t overload
the panels. Can you tell us a bit about your writing style
and how this may be different from other writers?
I think I imagine scenes playing out as in a movie; you
can never have too much dialogue, and it needs to
complement what is being seen. There has to be a flow
to it. It's really like a symphony—you need everything
working together. I even imagine music, even though
there is none. It helps me to pace things and find
crescendos in the story. For example, moments when
you should just be feeling things and not having a story
which always spells everything out.
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You are very talented both as a storyteller and an artist.
Which do you prefer: writing or drawing?

We understand you plan for 3 volumes. Do you have any
plans yet for what’s next after Lost Dreams?

For me they are kind of indivisible from each other. When
I draw I always think of dialogue which might accompany
the drawing and when I write I get images coming into
my mind. I guess I am lucky that way—for doing graphic
novels, that is!

For now, Lost Dreams will be just a trilogy. I am really
not a fan of these never-ending universes. Apart from
the commercial incentive I think they really hurt stories.
It was actually great to have so many different worlds
created through Final Fantasy and kind of sad that
that idea has taken a backseat as with so many other
franchises. I have ideas for both a horror and a comedic
story I wish to work on. Although a huge change of pace,
both will be based on historical legends with a touch of
fantasy. I want to challenge myself and present other
sides of my creativity...

How would you describe the reception of your project
so far?
I was very pleased with the response I received so far,
especially from people who normally don't read fantasy
stories or graphic novels. My aim was always for people
who have a love of older RPGs to read my story and
become immersed in it. I think that is a great many
people, and I really hope I can continue to reach more
and more people who will know where I am coming from.

Check out Lost Dreams of
the Unicorn on Facebook!
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Want to join the dream?
You can find Roko Zaper's work at:
www.zaperart.com
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RELM'S GALLERY
featuring

QUICK LINKS:
▶ Website
▶ Comics
▶ Tumblr
▶ Twitter
▶ Ko-fi

This gifted artist
is right up our alley!
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BANDOKANON

Known as Bandokanon on Final Fantasy Forums, she
is a new member who has recently migrated to our
community, stunning us with her artistic talents. She is
a freelance artist who enjoys creating both individual
art pieces and serial webcomics. We welcome her with
open arms!
Bandokanon has been drawing since she was a child,
probably originating from sibling rivalry as she vowed to
outdraw her big sister. Bandokanon’s distinctive artistic
style is loosely influenced by a mix of Toshiyuki Itahana
(chibi-style artist for various Final Fantasy games,
including Final Fantasy IX), sci-fi and fantasy anime of
the 80s and 90s, and the fantasy illustrator Brian Froud.
Her drawing style has developed considerably over the
years, but her initial inspirations continue to stimulate
her creativity.
Video games, particularly JRPGs, and specifically
Final Fantasy IX are an important aspect of her life.
Bandokanon has nurtured her passion for Final Fantasy
IX since its original release in 2001, and even a cursory
glance at her portfolio reveals that this game holds a
special place in her heart.
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A unique quality in Bandokanon’s work is the attention
she gives to underappreciated, understated, or ‘minor’
characters from the rich universe of Final Fantasy
IX. They are finally given justice through her work.
Alleyway Jack (AKA Gilgamesh), the four-armed
pickpocket, is Bandokanon’s favourite character. As
a running joke she loves to have him cheekily sneak
into various artworks. Being the skilful thief he is, he
consistently steals the show!

Solo Artwork

In her individual artworks, Bandokanon displays a
variety of different styles and subject matter (including
individual characters both from the main cast and minor
characters, complex scenes, and landscape drawings of
Final Fantasy IX locations).
In addition to Final Fantaxy IX artwork, Bandokanon
has recently finished a remarkable Kefka (a rare
foray into Final Fantasy VI), and she also deserves
recognition for her variety of original pieces. An earlier
interest of hers was to create original ‘headcanon’
characters and imagine them in the Final Fantasy
universe, evolving from game to game. We particularly
love Kure the moogle!
After FFF member Six challenged Bandokanon to draw Blank, she
swiftly obliged. It transpires that Blank actually used to be her
favourite character before Jack, so she welcomed the challenge. She
couldn’t resist sharing the space with Jack though!
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Final Fantasy IX: Gaiden

The idea for Bandokanon’s webcomic series, Final
Fantasy IX: Gaiden, has been germinating in her mind for
nearly five years.
The comic follows the story of Alleyway Jack /
Gilgamesh in a heartfelt, exciting coming-of-age story
set before, during and after the events of Final Fantasy
IX. A very innovative premise, it is refreshing to see a
completely new side to Gaia from the perspective of
minor and original characters, adding new depth to an
already rich world, and allowing for a development of
character that was not possible in the original game
with its focus on the main cast. It invites us to imagine
what other lives might have been like, so witnessing
Bandokanon bringing them to life visually is a wonderful
thing to behold.
For the past 18 months Bandokanon has managed to
update the comic every Monday with a new page of
excellent artwork which perfectly channel Jack’s story.

Bandokanon is a treasure worth seeking!

Follow these links to check out her hub and portfolio:
bandokanon.tumblr.com
deathbyneutronstar.neocities.org
ffixgaiden.webcomic.ws/comics/first
Twitter: @BD_bandkanon

If you think she’s certainly worth a few Gil, you can support her on Ko-fi!
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Kiss Me Goodbye:

How Final Fantasy made the unlikely jump to PC
By Lucas Chasteen
Ah, the PC: a glorious device to
many, and the stuff of nightmares
to some. While today it's arguable
that PC gaming is more convenient
than owning a console, that's
quite a recent convention.
There's no denying that the beige
boxes of decades past were
positively inelegant machines,
with Frankenstein-like hardware
assemblies and software that was
about as stable and user-friendly
as a fast-food employee at that
pizza place you always used to
order from. (Side note: contrary
to popular belief, we did eat other
things in the '90s, I swear. Like
Reese's Pieces. But I digress.)

Minimum Culture Requirements
To understand Japanese PC ports,
you have to understand Japan's
relationship with the PC in general.
Despite appearances of being a
prevailingly tech-savvy country, the
chunky desktop computer never
made it very far out of the Japanese
office. To this day, even the sleekest
of laptops is primarily a tool for
getting work done, not gaming. Make
no mistake: Japan is one of the
foremost consumers and producers
of modern technology in the world,
but for a variety of cultural and
practical reasons, more portable,
approachable devices are a much
better fit for most people's lives.

Still, that hasn't prevented the PC
from playing an important role in
Japanese gaming history. From
the 1980s to mid-'90s Japan
enjoyed a wide variety of niche
home computers, and the software
boom that followed can still be felt
today. Hideo Kojima's Metal Gear
somewhat famously began life on
Microsoft's msx2 home computer
in 1987. In the same year, Falcom
released Ys I: Ancient Ys Vanished
on the PC-88, to be followed by
Dragon Slayer: The Legend of Heroes
in 1989—both series which are
still active today. The visual novel
genre that only recently overtook
Steam owes its entire existence to

Despite its flaws, the PC has always
been a place of wonder where
anything seemed possible. Better
graphics, mods, peripherals for
any control scheme imaginable,
and an endless stream of infinitely
backwards-compatible games of
all genres... except, of course, the
Japanese role-playing game.
Clearly that's no longer the case,
with almost the entire Final Fantasy
series available on Steam, joining
the ranks of other jrpg series' from
studios such as Capcom, Bandai
Namco, Falcom, and Sega, to name
a few. In 2019, it's safe to say Japan
has embraced the PC—for western
audiences, at least. But that wasn't
always the case, and this change of
heart didn't happen overnight.
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“Despite its
flaws, the PC has
always been a
place of wonder
where anything
seemed possible.”
PC Game 80 Chronicles was a popular Japanese magazine
dedicated to home computer games.
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the Japanese PC, largely driven by
independent developers without
the means to publish their works
on consoles.
These were titles made by Japan for
Japan, and contrary to what western
gamers might think, most Japanese
game developers never considered
that a western audience might exist
for their games at all. But in 1997, all
that began to change.

Thank Nintendo 64

Final Fantasy VII may not have been
the first Final Fantasy game, but it was
a game of many firsts nonetheless.
Historically, developer SquareSoft
primarily focused their efforts
on Nintendo consoles, namely
the nes and snes (also known
as the Famicom in Japan). But
in the mid-'90s, with production
challenges on other titles pushing
back development on Final Fantasy
VII, the team feared another 2D
entry would arrive too late into the
burgeoning era of 3D to garner
sufficient attraction. Although
tests were done on pre-release
Nintendo 64 hardware, early results
weren't promising. Working within
the Nintendo 64's limits proved a
significant challenge, to the point
that a game with the scope of a
full-blown jrpg would've required
the use of an add-on disk drive
peripheral, the Nintendo 64dd. To
make matters worse, the n64 simply
couldn't keep up with the number of
polygons the team wanted to render
detailed monsters in battle scenes
like those in the final game.

An early demo on pre-release Nintendo 64 hardware made to test how Final Fantasy battles
might work in 3D.

As it turns out, the n64dd sold so
poorly it was never released outside
Japan, so we can all be grateful
SquareSoft looked elsewhere. But
that's not to say settling on an
alternative platform was easy. While
3D was clearly the future, it was still
a highly uncertain one at this point,
and that meant for the first time in
Square's history the door was wide
open to new possibilities. Even
PlayStation was not an obvious first
choice. Many in the broader gaming
community and within Square itself
doubted a Sony console could
compete with established brands
like Nintendo and Sega. Meanwhile,
although the PC mostly lacked a
common set of hardware standards
at the time, 3D games like Doom,
Quake, and Tomb Raider were
finding success on the platform
regardless—a fact that did not
escape Square's attention, even if it
was a mostly western phenomenon.

The n64dd was a failed hard drive addon that
never made it beyond the Japanese market.

“As it turns out, the
N64DD sold so poorly
it was never released
outside Japan, so we can
all be grateful SquareSoft
looked elsewhere.”

A $10,000 SGI workstation like those used to render
backgrounds and FMVs for Final Fantasy VII.
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In the end, PlayStation was selected
for its spacious cd-rom storage
and financial incentives from Sony.
But even then, success was far
from guaranteed. Costly computer
workstations were required to create
Final Fantasy VII's countless prerendered scenes and full-motion
videos, making it far and away the
most expensive video game ever
made (and still roughly the 3rd most
expensive to this day, adjusted for
inflation). While Square's partnership
with Sony essentially guaranteed the
game would release on PlayStation
first, there was nothing preventing
Final Fantasy VII from arriving on
other platforms, and Square knew
this would likely be necessary to
recoup such a massive budget.
For an entire decade SquareSoft
had found safety within the confines
of Nintendo, but now they were set
free, and there was no looking back.

The Rise and Fall of the PC JRPG
When Final Fantasy VII released on
PlayStation to critical acclaim, it
didn't take long for Square to begin
experimenting with bringing the
game to PC for the west. Console
adoption in the late '90s was still

relatively low in the US and Europe,
so it was believed that a PC port
could reach an entirely new audience
that might never have experienced
a jrpg before—let alone one like
Final Fantasy VII. Of course, this also
introduced some degree of risk:
would PC players even be interested
in such an unfamiliar experience?
To combat this uncertainty, Square
sought to work with an experienced
PC publisher, and by an interesting
twist of fate, Eidos answered the
call—the same Eidos that Square
would later acquire as Square Enix
some years later. With the success
of Tomb Raider in 1996, Eidos
skyrocketed to become the #2
games publisher in the entire world,
topped only by Electronic Arts. While
EA and others hesitated to place their
bets on Final Fantasy VII, Eidos was
eager to take on the challenge. A
publishing deal was made to the tune
of nearly $2 million—double what
Eidos had invested in Tomb Raider.
Final Fantasy VII wasn't the first
jrpg on PC, but it's fair to say this is
when the PC jrpg was born. Never
before had so much been invested
in bringing a Japanese game to

SquareSoft promoted the switch from Nintendo with both TV and print ads.
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the PC outside its home country,
and by doing so, Eidos legitimized
the genre as a whole. And more
importantly, it paid off.
Getting a PlayStation game running
on a late '90s PC was no easy
feat, requiring significant rewrites
to replicate the visuals and game
systems on a range of hardware
that had little in common with the
Sony console. But thanks to Eidos's
efforts, the initial predicted run of
100,000 units quickly grew to nearly
one million (remember when PC
games shipped on CD?). The game
sold so well, in fact, that when
Square received its first check from
Eidos, they sent it back, believing
the royalties to be in error. But they
weren't. And as you can imagine,
other publishers took notice.
By 1998, work was already underway
on Final Fantasy VIII, and there
was no question about whether it
would be released on PC. Naturally,
everyone expected Eidos to make
the port. But EA had other ideas.
Seeing SquareSoft's success in
the west, EA pressed hard to form
a joint publishing venture, Square
Electronic Arts, which would see
each company's titles published
in the other's territories. While
not everyone was in favor, upper
management at Square agreed, and
Square EA was formed. Realistically,
the demand for EA's titles in Japan
wasn't great. But the demand for
Final Fantasy VIII in the US was, and
EA knew it.
The game performed strongly
under EA's management, pushing
over 700,000 units on PC when it
launched in 1999. But relations in
Square EA were tense, and Square
as a company was changing.
Ambitions were running high—so
high that some aspired to build
it into a media empire on the
same scale as Disney. With this in
mind, Final Fantasy series creator
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A small sampling of titles published under the Square EA deal, most of which would never
arrive on PC. Credit: Jonathan Castillo

Hironobu Sakaguchi departed
Square's main office to open a new
studio in Hawaii. This studio, Square
Pictures, would produce feature
films using the same rendering
technology originally developed
for Final Fantasy. Meanwhile, Final
Fantasy IX's development team
moved with him, allowing Sakaguchi
to continue investing in game
production simultaneously. Early
work on Final Fantasy X and Final
Fantasy XI soon began as well, with
the workload split between offices.
Unfortunately, things were about to
take a sobering turn for the worse.
With Sony's PlayStation 2 right
around the corner and Final Fantasy
IX being a stark thematic departure
from Final Fantasy VII and Final
Fantasy VIII, game sales declined
significantly in 2000. Square
Pictures' first film, Final Fantasy: The
Spirits Within ballooned to a budget
of $140 million—$100 million over
its original estimate—of which it
only recouped $85 million at the box
office in 2001.

A Pastime of the Past

The 2000s were a tough decade for
PC gamers. Following a season of
underperforming titles, Final Fantasy
X released to critical acclaim on the
shiny new PlayStation 2 and singlehandedly corrected a downward
trend for SquareSoft. But despite its
success, no PC port was in sight.
And it wasn't alone. PlayStation 2 was
an instant hit, and widened the gap
between console and PC technology
in a way that made the notion of
console exclusives not only viable, but
the norm for many publishers.
And no wonder: PlayStation 2 was
an absolute powerhouse for its time,
featuring a complex architecture
of processors and coprocessors

that enabled it to punch well above
its weight class. But it was still
a fixed-function machine—every
visual feature was pre-programmed
directly into the hardware, which
developers could access through
a special graphics application
programming interface, or API. On
the other hand, numerous graphics
APIs had competed for dominance
on the PC throughout the '90s, but by
the turn of the millennium, DirectX
and OpenGL reigned supreme—both
very different from PS2's API. PC
graphics card manufacturers were
already transitioning from fixedfunction hardware into a new era of
programmable shaders. Allowing
developers to program the GPU for
themselves would eventually prove
revolutionary, but growing pains for
the technology were intense. Despite
being more capable, early shader
model GPUs were often slower
than the more limited, but more
efficient PlayStation 2. Adoption
of new graphics cards didn't
happen overnight either, leaving

Disappointed by these and other
efforts from SquareSoft, EA quickly
lost confidence in the viability of
Japanese media in the US. While the
Square EA deal persisted until the
merger with Enix in 2003, no further
PC ports were produced. EA simply
wasn't interested in the risk.
An early demo from nvidia showcasing programmable shader effects on the GeForce 2 GPU.
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an abundance of PC gamers on
last-gen fixed-function hardware—
without many of the functions that
made PS2 so powerful.
As a result, many PC ports of the
decade were lackluster, often
looking and playing worse than
their console counterparts—if they
existed on PC at all. As console
adoption skyrocketed, the value of
PC ports plummeted. There was
no central PC games licensor like
Sony, no standardized controller
like the Dualshock, and virtually no
protection against piracy, which was
rampant at the time. The perception
among many publishers was that
no one bought PC games anymore,
which itself led to low-effort ports
that no one wanted to buy. Such was
the vicious cycle.
That's not to say there were no
games on PC, of course. Far from
it. They were simply of a different
vein, by and large. PC became the
platform for first-person shooters
and online multiplayer—genres not
well-suited to the consoles of the
day. Blizzard's World of Warcraft,
and Valve's Half-Life and multiplayer
spinoff Counter-Strike redefined
the PC gaming community into
something more exclusive, yet more
mainstream in its own right.
And then, there was a little game
called Final Fantasy XI.

Final Fantasy XI was the first game in the series to be ported in-house to PC.

Ahead of its Time

Two years before World of Warcraft,
Final Fantasy XI took to the net as
SquareSoft's first mmorpg, and one
of the first games on PlayStation
2 to support online gameplay at
all. The requirements were steep:
in addition to the game itself (a
monthly subscription, mind you)
players had to purchase a network
adapter and hard disk drive add-on
for the console, not to mention have
access to a capable internet service
provider, which couldn't be taken for
granted in 2002.
It's worth noting that previous
attempts at such console addons had been made and largely
failed. (Remember the Nintendo
64dd?) Sega had also tried to bring
MMORPGs to the living room with
Phantasy Star Online on the Sega
Dreamcast in 2000, and while that
game was mostly successful in
itself, it couldn't save the console,
and Dreamcast was discontinued
only a year prior to Final Fantasy
XI's debut. And indeed, many
predicted a similar fate for an mmo
posing as a mainline entry to the
Final Fantasy series.
But Final Fantasy XI was a product
of Square's ambition before the
reality checks of Final Fantasy X

and The Spirits Within. And this
time, that ambition didn't stop
with PlayStation. In a stroke of
Final Fantasy VII déjà vu, Sony was
eager to push Final Fantasy XI as
a way of promoting PlayStation
2's hardware add-ons and online
capabilities, but Square recognized
the importance of reaching a second
audience on PC. Unlike consoles,
PCs already had hard drives and
networking capabilities, and
more easily facilitated player chat
features and other perks as well.
For once, consoles were the more
cumbersome, complex machines by
comparison.
Unlike previous games in the series,
Square developed the PC version of
Final Fantasy XI in-house. Not for a
lack of willing PC games publishers,
mind you. Final Fantasy XI would
also be one of the first games to
allow cross-play between console
and PC, and that meant maintaining
parity between versions at all times.
Square took the job seriously and
developed the game on some of the
highest-end consumer PC hardware
available at the time, aiming to take
full advantage of the platform. And
by most accounts, they succeeded.
While it wouldn't turn a profit for
nearly two years after its release, by
2012 it would go on to become the

(Left): PS2 required a bulky hard drive and network adapter addon to run Final Fantasy XI.
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most financially successful Final
Fantasy game ever made, even
eclipsing newer titles that arrived
in the meantime. At its peak, Final
Fantasy XI boasted roughly 300,000
simultaneous players around the
globe—a significant percentage of
them on PC.
And now, exclusively on PC. In
2016, Final Fantasy XI shut down
on consoles for good, but the game
still lives on today. With an active
subscription, PC players can still
jump in to explore the vast world
of Vana'diel in 2019, which still
receives regular "quality-of-life"
updates from the developer. It's
a huge testament not only to the
convenience of PC gaming, but also
its longevity. Whereas consoles
age and are quickly replaced by
new generations, PC thrives on a
steady stream of smaller upgrades
that make long-term support much
more feasible.

was more connected than ever, to the
point that the notion of online gaming
no longer seemed cumbersome or
extravagant at all.
And at an ever-increasing pace, online
gaming meant digital distribution
too. While MMOs weren't the first to
explore the idea, they were among
the first to popularize it. After all, if
you had to be online to play and use
a launcher for regular updates, why
bother with installing from a CD in the
first place? As internet speeds and
hard drive capacities increased, the
answer became increasingly obvious.
It didn't take long for developers of
other genres to catch on, either. In
2003, independent game developer
Valve released Steam as a platform
for distributing automatic updates
for games like Counter-Strike, and
four short years later, it had already
grown into a full-fledged storefront.
Forward-thinking publishers were

eager to participate in Valve's
experiment with their own titles, and
Valve was eager to add value to their
platform. But the Steam of 2007 was
a very different place than the Steam
of 2019. Getting a product on the
store required the direct cooperation
of Valve itself, not unlike traditional
publishing deals. What's more, many
users were still wary of purchasing
single-player games digitally for fear
of losing access to their purchases.
It's unsurprising, then, that Steam
did not immediately appeal to
Japanese developers. For one, credit
cards were and still are an unpopular
method of payment, meaning
digital purchases in Japan typically
require a physical trip to the nearest
convenience store to exchange
cash for codes. For another, Valve
was an independent company
circumventing the established
system. Gaining that same system's
trust would not come easily.

But perhaps the greatest
achievement of Final Fantasy XI
wasn't about hard drives, cross-play,
or sales figures. Instead, the one
feature that would go on to have
the greatest impact of all slipped in
right under our noses.

A New Beginning

While Final Fantasy XI charted its
steady rise to the top, the world was
rapidly changing. Square broke off
its publishing deal with EA to merge
with Enix Co. in 2003, becoming
the Square Enix we know and love
today. In 2006, Microsoft's Xbox
360 and Sony's PlayStation 3 ended
the era of fixed-function hardware
for good. Social media was on the
rise, with YouTube and Facebook
revolutionizing the way humans
interact. In 2007, Apple produced
what most would consider the first
modern-day smartphone. The world
Though not the first, Steam marked the
dawn of digital distribution as we know
it today.
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Of course, that's not to say no one
in Japan was sympathetic to Valve's
cause. Though less prominent
than in the west, Japan has long
fostered an indie games culture
of its own, often seen at local pop
culture conventions like Comiket.
For many such dōjin developers,
even domestic publishing is out of
reach, let alone publishing overseas.
But with Steam, all that began to
change. In 2010, Recettear: An Item
Shop's Tale debuted as the first jrpg
to grace the platform, developed
by a team of four and translated to
English by a pair of friends living
on opposite ends of the US. But
Recettear's unlikely origins didn't
stop it from taking the internet
by storm. Although the game's
translators expected no more than
10,000 sales in total, more than
26,000 preorders rolled in during
the month before release, followed
by another 100,000 throughout the
following year.
While those numbers might not
be as big as Final Fantasy VII,
Recettear's performance on Steam
sent shockwaves throughout the
entire industry. The demand for
Japanese games on the platform
caught everyone by surprise—Valve
and Japanese game developers
most of all. It was an eye-opening
moment for both. As a result, Valve
would go on to relax its policies on
what games to admit onto the store,
and Japanese game developers
would have a low-cost, high-return
pathway into foreign markets that
didn't require a physical publisher.
Steam's value was proven, and
suddenly everyone wanted a piece
of the pie.
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Recettear's surprise success inspired more Japanese content to be sold on Steam.

It might be a port of a port of a remake, but you can play Final Fantasy IV on PC.

A Brave New World

Square Enix was no stranger to
Steam when Recettear burst onto
the scene, but it was only after
that the growing publisher started
taking it seriously. First, properties
like Tomb Raider and Just Cause
started appearing on the store—
series that already existed on PC,
just not on Steam. With Tomb Raider
in particular, Square Enix also proved
the market for re-releases of old
games in digital format. With this in
mind, Final Fantasy XI became the
first series title to hit Steam in early

2013, followed shortly by updated
versions of the same Final Fantasy
VII and Final Fantasy VIII PC ports
from the late '90s. Final Fantasy XIV,
the series' second mmorpg, also
received a Steam client following
a successful re-launch as A Realm
Reborn. Then came remakes of older
titles like Final Fantasy III and Final
Fantasy IV formerly released on
Nintendo DS and smartphones.
None of these rereleases were
especially high-effort, especially
among older titles. Keyboard
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Community fixes like GeDoSaTo by Durante pushed
Final Fantasy XIII beyond its original capabilities.

controls were awkward, controller
support was often lacking if not
absent entirely, and rather than rebalance game difficulty for modern
audiences, built-in "boosters" (read:
cheats) were simply added to grant
instant items and character stats
on a whim. But it didn't matter.
The mere existence of more Final
Fantasy on PC was enough to
inspire the support of western
gamers, and in October 2014, Square
Enix acquiesced with an unlikely gift:
Final Fantasy XIII launched on PC as
a Steam exclusive, with a promise
that its sequels, Final Fantasy XIII2 and Lightning Returns, would
follow suit in the coming months.
The news was met with instant
social and gaming media buzz: in
many ways, a formerly consoleexclusive jrpg arriving on Steam
held the same significance as Final
Fantasy VII releasing on PC CD-ROM.
Unfortunately, critical reception was
nowhere close to the same. Final
Fantasy XIII's PC port was riddled
with bugs and leftover console
limitations, many of which persist to
this day. Others, such as running at a
locked 720p resolution, were quickly
patched by enthusiastic modders in
the Steam community.

However, releasing Final Fantasy
XIII in such a broken state proved
to be a blessing in disguise:
the fact that the game's players
were apparently more capable of
producing a competent port than
Square Enix itself immediately drew
the publisher's attention, and by
consequence, the port's Japanese
developers suddenly became acutely
aware of the unique demands of PC
gamers. Features like customizable
screen resolution might seem like
obvious inclusions on PC, but in the
world of consoles, it was practically
unheard of at the time.
Square Enix vowed to do better, and
did, but improvements came slowly.
Patches added basic graphical
options to Final Fantasy XIII, which

were duplicated in Final Fantasy XIII2 and Lightning Returns. Between
them came Final Fantasy Type-0 HD
in late 2015, which provided a much
more extensive set of options, but
also a fair share of bugs of its own.
However, Type-0 HD was significant
in that it released only five months
after its console counterparts—one
of the fastest conversions to date,
and a clear sign that Square Enix
was well on its way to adopting PC
as a primary platform for the series.
And indeed, the floodgates hadn't
closed yet: following Type-0 HD,
Final Fantasy V and Final Fantasy VI
were remade using higher-resolution
2D sprites, and in 2016, Final Fantasy
IX finally got its long-overdue PC
port in the form of a surprising

A fresh coat of paint was put on older releases like Final Fantasy V, though some did not
appreciate the softer-looking sprites.
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conversion to the Unity game
engine. But despite the show of
dedication, all three games retained
limitations of the older technologies
they were based on, even Final
Fantasy IX. While character models
and other 3D assets could be
remade, recreating pre-rendered
backgrounds and FMVs is not so
easily achieved. By consequence,
Final Fantasy IX retained its original
4:3 aspect ratio and blocky imagery
despite an otherwise hefty upgrade.
Thankfully, things took a turn for the
better with the next stunning port
for the series. Like its predecessor,
Final Fantasy X & Final Fantasy X-2
HD was given new life through a
conversion to a new engine—Sony's
PhyreEngine, to be exact—when
it released on PlayStation 3 and
Vita in 2014, and PlayStation 4 in
2015. It was little surprise to see
the collection running on multiple
Sony consoles while using Sony
tech, but the ps4 port was a clear
signal to many that Square Enix
intended to do more. After all,
considering PlayStation 4 uses the
same computing architecture as
a standard PC, if the X collection
ran on ps4 it could run on PC too.
Sure enough, Final Fantasy X & Final
Fantasy X-2 HD arrived on Steam in
May of 2016, and unlike previous
ports, the collection featured a full
in-game menu of graphics options
to boot. Everything from screen
resolution to different methods
of antialiasing, texture filtering,
shadows, post-processing effects,
and beyond were all there, taking
visual fidelity far above and beyond
any previous console's capabilities.
The shift to outsourced engine
technology was a big step for
Square Enix, and the trend continued
into series spinoffs as well. In 2017,
Mobius Final Fantasy made the jump
from smartphone to PC as the first
Final Fantasy built from the ground
up in the Unity engine. World of Final
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Bringing Final Fantasy IX to PC required a complete conversion to the Unity engine.

Fantasy joined it later that year as
the first series title built on Silicon
Studio's Orochi 3. In 2018, Final
Fantasy XII: The Zodiac Age took X's
implementation in PhyreEngine and
added support for higher framerates
than either the ps2 or ps4 versions
of the game before it.
Then came the big one: Final
Fantasy XV. While it's fair to say
Square Enix was playing "catch-up"
with re-releases of older titles, Final
Fantasy XV was a different beast.
A PC version was discussed from
early on in its development, and this
time, it wouldn't be a "port". Square
Enix aimed to take everything they'd
learned from previous PC titles and
pour it all into Final Fantasy XV,

and while it took two years to fully
realize, Square Enix delivered. To
date, Final Fantasy XV is one of the
most challenging games to run on
high-end PCs, and for good reason:
it supports virtually every bell and
whistle a gamer could ask for,
bringing the final install size well
over 100 gigabytes with all of them
enabled. To avoid over-burdening
more modestly-spec'd machines, a
large percentage of that data was
spun off into a separate download
package of 4K assets exclusively
for the fastest hardware. And
that's not all: for the first time,
users could create their own
downloadable content too using an
official mod tool and catalog built
right into Steam.

At last, Final Fantasy X introduced proper system settings on PC.
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Final Fantasy XV not only allows, but enables users to mod the game on PC.

Far from resisting the demands and
openness of the platform that so
many Japanese publishers formerly
feared, Square Enix had finally
embraced them all, and in doing
so, shifted from creating merely
passable adaptations to definitive
editions of JRPGs on the PC.

The same addictive role-playing
formulas that first enticed players
decades ago are still just as
intoxicating today, and though
console generations come and go,
games that might have been lost to
time remain steadfastly available on
PC—in all their 4K, 60 FPS glory.

The Best is Yet to Come
Right Here

Now, please excuse me while I add
Final Fantasy Dissidia NT to my
Steam library…

While getting there was quite the
journey, in 2019, there's no doubt
about it: PC not only has JRPGs, but
is actually one of the best places
to play them. As game engines
standardize and improve, platform
exclusivity is no longer a necessity.
And with digital distribution now the
standard, reaching players all over
the world is a dream near fully-realized
for developers both large and small.

Sources:
• PC Game 80 Chronicles
Magazine
• PCGamer - "How Japan learned
to love PC gaming again"
• Polygon - "Final Fantasy VII: An
Oral History"
• Fandom - VGSales
• Steam
CHECK OUT LUCAS' WEBSITE:

lucasc.me
ko-fi

“While getting there was quite the journey, in 2019, there's no doubt about it: PC
not only has JRPGs, but is actually one of the best places to play them.”
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ASSASSIN'S CREED ODYSSEY:

GAME REVIEW

GI F T FROM TH E G O D S

FINAL FANTASY FORUMS / SUMMER 2019

BY DIO NYSO S
Media produces myriad interpretations of Greek mythology,
yet scarcely any (serious) mainstream depictions of
ancient Greek history.
This is why Ubisoft's Assassin's Creed Odyssey is such
an important game for those enamoured by the Greek
world. Set during 431–421 BC, the first phase of the
Peloponnesian War, Odyssey gives people a chance to
explore a datable historical period instead of the timeless
mythological landscape which Greece often receives.
People have waited as patiently as Penelope for the arrival
of this opportunity!
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Arguments over the best protagonists can be asinine; both Alexios and
Kassandra kick ass.

THE MISTHIOS

For the first time in the franchise’s history you can choose
your character’s gender by selecting to play permanently as
one of two siblings: Alexios or Kassandra. Both characters
are native Spartans raised in exile. Whoever you pick will
become the Misthios (meaning hired, though in Odyssey’s
context meaning mercenary) while the sibling will become
‘Deimos’, a weapon of the Cult of Kosmos (precursors to
the franchise’s primary antagonists, the Templars).
The chance to decide your own destiny was a focal point
of the game's marketing and is where the conversation
rests for some players. Despite shared marketing,
Kassandra is favoured by many critics and is the ‘canon’
character in the novelisation. Assassin’s Creed Wiki even
neglects to promote Alexios’ potential protagonist status.
Prospective players might feel discouraged from picking
Alexios, but they needn’t; decanonising him defeats the
principle of choice. This focus has, unfortunately, reduced
the attention the historical setting deserves.

WARRING STATES

Plunging the player straight into the deep end, Odyssey
assumes prior familiarity with the period and unfortunately,
by neglecting to include the historical information pages
which many people enjoyed reading in the franchise’s
earlier instalments, doesn’t always effectively relate the
history to the player. The only informational aids are short
sentences about landmarks which appear if you fiddle
with the map.
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By pressing select buttons the player can read about historical
locations. This is barely prompted and the feature is easy to miss.

As a result, many may not be equipped with full
understanding of the game’s important historical events,
locations and figures.
In a world still recovering from the Persian War (when
Greeks had banded together against Persian invaders),
Athens injected itself with cultural steroids and came to
dominate the Delian League (an association of city-states
originally founded to continue fighting Persia) generating
tensions between it and Sparta’s Peloponnesian League.
The ensuing Peloponnesian War(s) erupted between
Sparta and Athens but roped in city-states across the entire
Greek world. As Sparta dominated on land, and Athens at
sea, this phase of the war was very much a stalemate.
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Odyssey invites players to participate in regional battles,
pledging allegiance to Athens or Sparta at each conflict,
but the war’s complexities are seldom expanded. Sparta,
whose women enjoyed greater freedoms, fought to rid the
world of tyranny yet they were themselves systemically
authoritarian and subjugated an entire peoples as slaves
(Helots) so that all Spartan males could be professional
soldiers. Athens, meanwhile, promoted free speech, yet
it had dominated the Delian League and appropriated its
treasury to fund its own grandiose monuments. There was
a fascinating ideological component to the war too: since
Athens preferred democracy and Sparta oligarchy, the two
poleis instilled civil war in other city-states promoting their
favoured factions. Both sides had flaws, but while hinted
at they are not consistently exposed to the player.

The Cult of Kosmos meets underneath the seat of the Pythia at
Delphi. As a consequence the actual power that the Pythia could
wield in historical Greece is conveniently usurped in Odyssey.

Instead, most ‘bad’ things in the world are consigned to
the influence of the Cult of Kosmos pulling the strings
in the shadows. A conspiracy angle is to be expected
for an Assassin’s Creed game, but it consequently
isolates the player from deeper engagement with the
Peloponnesian War itself. Equally, our Misthios is a
mercenary who plays both sides against each other for
drachmae, pleasure, or to hunt Cultists, and so is not
personally invested in the conflict. Consequentially, the
player may share this outlook.
Odyssey’s depiction of the plague of Athens (430 BC) includes

Pacing issues can be excused in the narrative of such
a titanic project but, consequently, might not provide
the player time for reflecting on its impact. Despite
the harrowing attention to detail afforded to Athens’
devastating plague (creating powerful, emotive scenes),
some players may not yet have spent sufficient time
there to ‘care’ organically for Athens, and its citizens
hardly display any signs of the catastrophe afterwards.
Likewise, minor tweaking could improve Odyssey’s
handling of Athens’ response to the Mytilenian Revolt
(428 BC). Historically the Athenian Assembly (influenced
by Kleon) voted to massacre all of the men of the rebelling
city of Mytilene and enslave all women and children, there
followed a remarkable moment when citizens realised
their harshness (in this game, persuaded by the player)
and hastily dispatched a second ship to catch up with the
initial ship and ‘cancel’ the order. This could have been
one of the most dramatic moments in the franchise had
the second ship been the Misthios' own Adrestia, sailing
desperately to Mytilene to prevent the massacre. The
game’s excellent naval mechanics might have suited
this wonderfully. Instead, it isn’t openly resolved after the
debate, and if the player later encounters the town (an
optional location) the connection might be overlooked.
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bodies piling up in the streets, body burning, lawlessness, and
symptom descriptions visualising the chaos of Thucydides’ account
(The Peloponnesian War:2.47-54).

SCULPTING CHARACTERS

Classical Greece provides a rich cast of characters, which
Odyssey uses to great effect. Featuring a combination
of cornerstone persons (such as Herodotos, ‘father
of history’, and Hippokrates, ‘father of medicine’), and
colourful eccentrics with the flamboyant Alkibiades (who
flirts his way through Greece, expressing innuendos
galore despite a raging war). Inevitably some important
figures are benched after only minimal exposure and
(without prior knowledge) may appear indistinguishable
from made-up, generic NPCs. The tragic poet Euripides,
for example, apparently spends the entire decade of the
game standing in Perikles’ house where he clearly enjoyed
the symposium. The game manages, however, to stage
many figures in fascinating ways.
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Populist Athenian statesman Kleon is cunningly utilised
to cast shade on United States President Donald Trump.
Not only does Kleon shout his promise "I will make Athens
great again!" but the comic poet Aristophanes creates
a parody of Kleon called the ‘Orange Ape’. In the works
of the historical Aristophanes, the ‘Paphlagonian’ (also
a caricature of Kleon) describes himself a ‘dog-headed
ape’ (The Knights: 416). Ubisoft slyly twists the
wording to synthesise a reference to America’s orange
President. Acquiring new contemporaneity, this fits with
Aristophanes’ representations of Kleon in his plays,
serving as a remarkable example of classical reception in
a video game context.

Sokrates (approximately 470-399 BC) will be arguably the most
recognisable historical figure to many players. His legacy remains a

Ubisoft pays homage to the works of the comic genius
Aristophanes, though his impressionism is emphasised.
Recognisable to any Aristophanes fan is his decision to
create a play about Sokrates (referring to The Clouds, where
the historical Aristophanes lampoons Sokrates), and the
invention of the ‘Sausage-Seller’ character. Presented
in-game onstage is a loose adaptation of a brief scene
from The Knights (lines 247–273) where ‘Kleon’ is attacked
by the ‘Sausage-Seller’, though it isn’t made explicit to
players that the scene is sourced from Aristophanic canon
as opposed to a play of Ubisoft’s own invention. That a
disgusted Kleon is sitting in the audience, witnessing
Aristophanes’ open mockery is historically accurate of
Old Comedy. Although Ubisoft haven’t given Aristophanes
space to appear at his best (there are funnier Aristophanic
works) their choice better suits Odyssey’s narrative.

model to many.

Kleon: "Nobody has more respect for the Demos than I do!" Screenshot
by ancientworldmagazine.com

UNBOUND: REINVENTING SOCIETY
Click to watch the play
Meeting Sokrates is a truly memorable moment. The
discourses with him are delightfully exhausting, befitting
his role as the social gadfly of Athens. It is with Sokrates
where the game’s dialogue option mechanics work best
as the teased player feels they are actively engaging
him in discussion. With Sokrates’ Silenus-like snub nose
Odyssey renders a fairly good likeness closely following
descriptions and statues of the philosopher's appearance.
A spotlight also shines on women of prominence (including
Aspasia’s influence over the Athenian statesman Perikles)
and creativity (like the poet Praxilla). Surviving fragments
of Praxilla’s Adonis poem adoring cucumbers are worked
into a hilarious sidequest.
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It is clear that Odyssey’s portrayal of ancient Greece can,
periodically, be a revisionist product of our times. Some
degree of this is expected considering Ubisoft’s company
values; after all striving for gender equality and inclusivity
in the real world is important, but there remains a debate
to be had about whether sugar-coating the darker aspects
of history is a good or bad thing. The women in historical
Greece had far fewer freedoms than Odyssey represents,
so the player learns less about societal issues. That said,
it takes minimal effort to suspend disbelief and enjoy the
liberal placement of women.
At Olympia, Ubisoft are able to use the Heraia (women's
athletic games honouring Hera) to show women training/
competing as well as men at the Olympics (which run
concurrently in Odyssey), so to the player it appears that
women were allowed in the Olympics (mistakenly). This
proves inconsistent. A mission replicates the historical
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incident when a woman (Kallipateira) snuck into the
Olympics to watch her son compete and, being caught,
risked capital punishment until she declared her heritage:
her father was the celebrated Olympic champion Diagoras,
and she had other accomplished family members
(Pausanias Description of Greece:5.6). Despite focusing
on this, women are otherwise seen watching male athletes
unopposed in the game world.
While Odyssey’s relationship system’s inclusion might
come from the right place (allowing the player the
chance to express whatever sexuality they desire), its
application suggests that relationships are shallow
and meaningless. The scripted ‘romances’ are only
one-night stands, possessing the cringe-worthy, albeit
entertaining, artificiality of adult films. Less time is spent
deeply exploring the social aspects of relationships
particular to Greece.

While men play Keretizein, a proto-hockey, women risk death to ogle
that ass.

A female athlete at Olympia. Depicting the Heraean games enables the
sexes to appear to share the sacred space of the sanctuary, sometimes.
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The Porch of the Caryatids at the Athenian acropolis. The six maidens

The Charioteer of Delphi gleaming under the rays of the sun-god Apollo

serving as columns at the Erechtheion temple today are pure white but

to which it was dedicated. Remains of this iconic bronze sculpture

once had splendid colours.

survive today (now green).

RESOURCEFUL RESURRECTION:
RECOGNISING GREECE

Enduring the clunky animations expected for AC games,
the franchise’s strongest lure continues to be exploring
and feeling immersed in the period. Although there are sad
omissions (such as Rhodes) what Odyssey successfully
accommodates is extraordinary.
The general atmosphere of Greece breathes through
(mostly) relevant fauna and flora. The sweet chirping
of cicadas crown the experience. Sailing the ‘wine-dark
sea’ is a thrill. Inhabitants sing to the lyre and aulos and
enjoy wine. While some monuments are missing, not
only are Greece’s familiar marble marvels present, but
also renderings of glistening bronze statues and the
oft-forgotten Archaic-era wooden temples. Importantly,
reintroducing paint to its marbles restores Classical
Greece’s colours.

The Alright Walls of Athens. In reality, the Long Walls were a lifeline
connecting Athens to the sea, enabling it to survive a siege via imports.

Some locations are rescaled. The impressive 6km Long
Walls connecting Athens to its port (Piraeus) appear
unremarkably indistinguishable from any other wall.
Similarly, various landmasses and islands are rearranged
or enlarged/shrunk relative to their neighbours, making
the scale inconsistent. This is a consequence of trying to
fit most of Greece onto a map this size; there had to be
some sacrifices to the god of necessity. This is a game, a
representation of Greece, not a scale model.
Likewise, as with all AC games, Odyssey recycles assets
in order to fill out the world to complete the overall picture,
repeating certain sculptures and paintings everywhere.
While this sometimes affects believability and Ubisoft’s
capacity to accurately recreate specific details, we have
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to surrender a bit of realism to be real-istic in our own
expectations of what could be achievable in a game
ambitiously covering nearly the entirety of Greece.
The two key warring powers appear convincing. Athens
retains its Parthenon and Erechtheion atop its acropolis, its
agora, democratic debates, and love of theatre (including
historically accurate original wooden seats for the Theatre
of Dionysos). Sparta has its agoge (boys’ military training),
its dual kingship system (along with inevitable divided
counsels), and region-specific adoration of the Dioskouroi,
Menelaus and Helen.

Dedications at Delphi: the Sphinx of Naxos (above) and the Epigoni of
Argos (below) demonstrate the sanctuary's pan-Hellenic importance.

The sacred atmosphere of important panhellenic
sanctuaries thrives: Delphi possesses many of its
recognisable treasuries and dedications, and its queues
to see the Oracle; Olympia has its games and monuments
(though, thankfully, Odyssey’s well-oiled athletes do not
compete nude!)
A remarkable detail is discovered at the healing sanctuary
of Asklepios at Epidauros. Here, sick supplicants sleep in
a sacred space awaiting god-sent curative dreams. This is
socially accurate, even the sanctuary’s unbelievable claims
about patients having their heads removed and magically
reattached by Asklepios reference the miraculous
testimonies displayed on stelai at the real-life sanctuary
as propaganda to encourage people into believing in their
‘temple magic’. Odyssey’s healing sanctuaries also depict
the terracotta anatomical votive offerings dedicated as
thanks for being cured. Although the player need not
spend very long there, being there is a dream come true.

Click here to see image
Anatomical votives, such as those discovered in real-life Korinth,
hint at the particular complaints and illnesses of the day. They
were hung from walls and ceilings in temples, dedicated as thanks
for being cured.
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THE HEROIC AGE

The inclusion of Minoan and Mycenaean remains (much
earlier Bronze Age civilisations) serving as Odyssey's ‘olderthan-present’ ruins are welcome. Ubisoft have laboured to
recreate the Minoan ‘palatial complexes’, along with the
‘cyclopean’ walls and tholos tombs of Mycenaean sites.
However, more survives above the surface than there
should be by the Classical period, at times Ubisoft include
made-up sites, while some famed ruins are neglected
(such as Akrotiri on Thera).
Minoan/Mycenaean frescoes are displayed beautifully, but
used interchangeably and copy-pasted with mixed results.
The most commonly used frescoes are from Mycenae’s
cult centre, yet at Mycenae itself said frescoes do not
appear in the room where they actually belong!
Anachronistically, on occasion the characters in the game
use our terminology for these civilisations (Minoan and
Mycenaean). These are scholarly conventions rather than
genuine autonyms, but they at least serve here to educate
the player. Besides, Classical Greeks would have interpreted
these remains as the towns and palaces of their mythical
heroes (something Odyssey often acknowledges).
The dramatic choice of prehistoric sites is seen at Thera/
Santorini. They really went to town with the ‘Volcano
Islands’ theming, in that they stripped all historical towns
from the island, transforming it into a tiny, scorched,
desolate wasteland. Instead, they put a well-preserved
Minoan settlement on the centre of the volcano’s crater
itself, which seemingly did not get incinerated during
the island’s cataclysmic volcanic eruption (16th-17th
Century BC). Odyssey’s modern day scenes don’t fare
any better: it looks exactly the same. Yet, looking back
at 2017’s Assassin’s Creed Origins, the brief excursion to
Thera here captured the island’s incredible beauty. As a
result, the AC universe appears less consistent, and this
is a regrettable loss.

The famous Lion Gate at the entrance of ‘well-built’ Mycenae (circa
1250 BC) is one of the only Mycenaean monuments known to have
survived exposed into the Classical period.
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Mycenae’s religious frescoes vibrantly fill spaces in Mycenaean sites
across the Greek world… just not in the precise archaeological context
they hail from.

MYTHOLOGISING GREECE

While shining a torch on Greek history is something to
be thankful for, Ubisoft still relies heavily on mythology
to sell their game.
The game’s very title recalls Homer’s epic poem detailing
Odysseus' perilous homeward voyage from the Trojan
War. ‘Odyssey’ is here used to mean an epic seafaring
journey. Whilst never intending to indicate to the player
that it is set during the time of ‘Homer’ (traditionally some
four-hundred years before the Classical period), nor the
mythical Age of Heroes, the Misthios’ personal search for
their family and overcoming obstacles shares parallels
with the poem to which it alludes.
Ubisoft’s Greece includes a number of impossible,
colossal sculptures carved out of mountains. If these
had ever existed, they would have been wonders of the
ancient world surpassing some of Greece’s genuinely
impressive engineering achievements (which the
game risks overshadowing). Thankfully these do not
completely litter the landscape and are mostly used as
synchronisation points and to market the game. They
serve to deliver the God of War-esque mythical landscape
package which people expect of Greece, but risk reducing
Greece into a Greek-themed caricature rather than an
historical simulation.
Ubisoft’s engagement with the recounting of myths in
Odyssey is excellent, exposing varied retellings typical
of myth. But sometimes mythology intrudes on ‘reality’.
Mythical monsters (including the Minotaur and Medusa)
appear as the game’s superbosses, but these are ‘explained’
within game lore as creations of ‘First Civilisation’
technology (a fictional, mysterious, technologicallyadvanced precursor civilisation) and have only a minimal
impact on the landscape.
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Inevitably, Odyssey does fall for the common temptations
for Greece in its inclusion of Atlantis as a First Civilisation
ruin. Despite popular contemporary obsessions, Atlantis
barely registered to the ancient Greeks. Conceived as an
allegory, Plato never intended it to be considered literally.
He didn’t even finish his main dialogue composed about
Atlantis (Critias)–interest only exploded later. Yet the
characters in Odyssey (pre-Plato) speak of it as a wellcirculated story. It does, however, conveniently work with
Assassin’s Creed lore.
The argument that historical accuracy doesn't matter in
video games (and that Assassin's Creed isn't consistently
factual anyway) does possess validity. The franchise
has always blended historical verisimilitude with crazy
conspiracy plotlines and playful anachronisms. The issue
remains that, despite this and gameplay mechanics
(including surviving impossible falls by landing in
haystacks), the Animus does pretend to offer a simulation
of history. The player is always attempting to ‘synchronise’
with history and is invited to imagine that they are tourists
peeking into particular periods. This gives Assassin’s
Creed a disadvantage in that we may become more
critical. Contrarily, franchises like Final Fantasy craft their
own universes, so any real-world references are warmly
applauded, even when inaccurate. We don’t care that the
two-headed dog which Herakles slew is reimagined in ffvi
as a talking purple octopus… It may be rewarding enough
to notice Ultros’ musclehead phobia and his buddying with
Typhon. We also don’t scrutinise franchises firmly set in
mythical environments rather than putting out pretenses
that they are delivering an historical setting; God of War is
only ever escapism.
Odyssey’s deep forays into Greek mythology risk
dislodging the game from its chronological context as it
metamorphoses into a fantasy world.

A rock carving of Tityos being feasted on by vultures in Phokis. Its
invasive existence should cause the Animus to desynchronise!

SYNCHRONISATION COMPLETED

Assassin’s Creed Odyssey shares the fate of many marble
sculpture remains: the paint may be lost, head/limbs
missing, but what survives still appears aesthetically
pure and pleasing.
Would people develop a greater understanding of Greece
after this game? With aid, yes. But Ubisoft hasn’t yet
facilitated the player’s engagement with the period. Some
details, while present, are lost in the sheer quantity of the
game’s scope–working through all sidequests proves
a Sisyphean effort. Odyssey becomes muddled by the
myths used by marketing to make Greece more palatable,
and struggles to capitalise on some of the most exciting
moments of the period. At the same time, it is better
to focus on what the game gets right than to let some
inaccuracies spoil its overall significance. Ubisoft have
definitely done a lot of research, even into various obscurer
aspects, and those initiated into classics and antiquity are
rewarded with esoteric allusions.
Despite its imperfections, Odyssey delivers the most
ambitious and wholesome portrayal of Greece in a
mainstream video game we will likely see for aeons.
As Homer’s Odysseus navigated narrow straits, he was
forced to choose to sail closer to the sea monster Scylla
rather than be swallowed outright by another monster,
Charybdis, on the opposite side. Ubisoft have faced a
similar dilemma: player expectation and mechanical
limitations on one side, historical accuracy on the other.
But which monster did Ubisoft choose to steer closer to
in their Odyssey?
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KINGDOM HEARTS 3
PROLOGUE
So here we are: Kingdom Hearts 3
has been released.

BY PADDY MCGEE

GAME REVIEW

To suggest that fans have been
waiting for this game is to suggest
that water is wet—that is how
passionate KH fans are. If the
gaming community had a Christmas
list, KH3 would always plant itself
as the elusive present that every kid
wants but never gets.
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To even call this game Kingdom
Hearts 3, however, isn’t exactly
correct; Kingdom Hearts is a series
where spin-offs and prequel games
are on equal platform with the
numeric main series (at this point,
the only real sign of a core game is
that Donald and Goofy are in your
party). This is the conclusion of a
saga which numbers over nine core
games, numerous remakes and
remasters.
Whether or not you care about
those spin-off titles, I think we can
all agree that Kingdom Hearts 3 has
been of one the most hyped and
expected titles that Square Enix has
ever attempted. The question is: did
the team at Square Enix match the
hype? Let’s take a look!
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HEY, IS THAT...

GAMEPLAY AND
CONTROLS
Kingdom Hearts has, since the
beginning, separated itself from the
rest of its JRPG brethren with its
gameplay and controls. At a time
when Square Enix was still deep
into turn-based gameplay with Final
Fantasy X, the first Kingdom Hearts
offered a refreshing, creative take on
the Action RPG.
The menu, the spells and the
summons from Final Fantasy
are present but gone are the ATB
gauges and awkward battle line-up
of your party. Instead, Sora, Donald
and Goofy (eternally the order) run,
jump, dodge roll and even glide their
way around the battlefield. It had
issues—Sora moved and jumped
like he had a bundle of rocks tied
to his feet—but it was a revelation
at the turn of the millennium, and
throughout the numerous sequels, it
was refined with each iteration.
Kingdom Hearts 3 utilises this
system in its most complex and
complete form—it’s an absolute
pleasure to play. The baseline of
Kingdom Hearts is present: Sora still
casts “Fire”, strikes with a keyblade
combo and dodges with the greatest
dodge roll in gaming history, but the
clumsiness of general movement
has been addressed superbly. The
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“Shotlock” functionality from Birth
by Sleep makes an appearance,
alongside two new abilities:
Keyblade Formchanges and
Attraction attacks.
Keyblade Formchanges are, to
simplify the concept, the children of
the command-deck special attacks
of Birth by Sleep and the Drive Form
functionality of Kingdom Hearts II.
While Sora fights and deals damage,
he builds up a meter. When filled,
this meter transforms into a special
attack which—through a spiffy
cutscene—morphs Sora’s current
keyblade (with exceptions) into a
theme-related weapon.
This completely changes how the
weapon works, what damage it does
and even how certain spells are
cast. The transformation is tied with
the keyblade which Sora is using:
The Toy Box keyblade turns into a
Hammer while the Monstropolis
keyblade transforms into a pair
of Yo-yos. To facilitate this, Sora
can carry three key-chains at any
one time, allowing for swapping
between combos.
Attraction attacks, meanwhile,
are special attacks, gained from
attacking the right enemy, which
allow Sora, Donald and Goofy to
pilot famous Disneyland theme
park rides. For a limited time, the
team pilots these rides to inflict
the maximum amount of damage
against the mob of enemies faced.

You spin me right round, baby, right round!

In a nutshell: Sora and Co. destroy
Heartless using your favourite
theme park rides.
Each ride inflicts damage in a
specific way: Blaster Blaze allows
the trio to fire lasers at enemies
in a mobile turret while the Magic
Carousel allows players to time
button presses to fire shockwaves
across the battlefield.

"

Sora still casts “Fire”, strikes
with a keyblade combo and
dodges with the greatest dodge
roll in gaming history, but the
clumsiness of general movement
has been addressed superbly.

C'mon baby, light my FIRE!
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As battle mechanics, these rides
help immensely—they offer
invulnerability and deal massive
amounts of damage without much
cost. However, the reliance on
cut-scenes for these attacks is a
pain. Each Attraction ride and final
Keyblade Formchange attack has a
rather long sequence to it; this was
an excitement the first time around
but swiftly became an irritant to me
throughout my playthrough. I would
(highly) recommend disabling the
feature in the settings.
These attacks also contribute to
one of the major issues I’ve had with
Kingdom Hearts 3: the difficulty. The
addition of these attacks—while
visually spectacular—contributed
to the reduction of skill required
for the game. The game almost
always provided a transformation,
grand spell or attraction ride at the
right time, allowing Sora to inflict
enormous damage while saving him
from harm; they work as the ultimate
get out of jail card.
The usage of Attractions and
Formchanges has next to no
consequences either—Drive
Forms were limited by a (rather
small) gauge and the loss of party
members while in effect. Keyblade

Formchanges, however, have
no such limitations outside of a
time limit (which can be extended
through abilities). This time limit
doesn’t matter very much either as
the game continues to line up more
special attacks for you even while
currently using one. This is a core
concept of the game: using your
main combo simply functions as
a chain to your next special move
rather than as a core damage dealer.
All of this makes the game rather
easy once you get the hang of it.
The difficulty peaked around midgame for me, with a sharp decline
throughout the final act of the game.
Without spoiling too much, Kingdom
Hearts 3 aims to conquer the player
through numbers rather than difficult
single bosses; you will not find a
main-story boss fight on the same
level as the KH II: Final Mix Roxas
boss fight or the Hollow Bastion Riku
fight from KH I. Any requirement
for an end-game grind has been
thoroughly removed since simplistic
patterns, a reliance on attacks which
give the player time to breathe and
the quirks of Sora’s special attacks
all add up to an experience even the
most casual gamer should be able
to conquer.

Part of KH3's uniqueness is how vivid and striking the world is.
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“THIS MIGHT BE A GOOD SPOT TO FIND SOME INGREDIENTS.”

NARRATIVE
The customisable building-block Gummiships are back, looking gorgeous, and with an entirely
revamped traversal system.

Between the main quest worlds,
Kingdom Hearts 3 also offers
numerous mini-games. The Gummi
ship system makes a return, while
many of the Disney worlds offer a
mini-game of sorts: Toy Box offers
a mecha shoot ‘em up mini-game
while 100 Acre Wood gives us a
high-def Candy Crush. Also available
is a cooking mini-game that allows
you to buff the party using food.
It’s a welcome distraction to main
game content and utilises a Disney
property in a subtle, yet enjoyable
way. It also provides the greatest
meme fodder: “THIS MIGHT BE
A GOOD SPOT TO FIND SOME
INGREDIENTS.”
Lastly, we have the average AAA
title’s new hotness: a camera
mode! This allows Sora take
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photos, even selfies, with ease. As
a cynic I hated the functionality
originally. However, it eventually
grew on me and I was snapping
away with the best of them.
As far as Kingdom Hearts games
come—Kingdom Hearts 3 was the
easiest of the lot. While there’s a
lot of content here with the main
story, secret boss, and mini games,
experienced players may want to
start their game on Proud mode
to get the most juice out of it.
The battle system never pushed
me to struggle in any way. I was
never looking for Dark Souls (the
classic, if not outdated, standard),
but Kingdom Hearts usually has
a moment or two when you really
sweat it out. Kingdom Hearts 3
dearly misses these moments.

The driving force behind Kingdom
Hearts has always been the narrative.
Enthusiasts fawn over the story with
the same passion as you might see
for Harry Potter, Twilight or—also
within the video game space—Metal
Gear Solid.
It’s such a pity, however, that the
narrative is the weakest point of
the game for me. Kingdom Hearts
3 starts off powerful and strong,
picking directly up from after the
2012 3DS installment Dream Drop
Distance: Yen Sid lets Sora, Donald
and Goofy go on a quest to regain
his lost strength. To do this, Sora
decides to venture to the world of
Olympus, where Hercules (from
Disney’s Hercules and past KH
games) resides. From there, Sora,
Donald and Goofy maintain pace
as they land on Disney world after
Disney world, helping the population
there like the guardian angels you
wish you had.
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For the first couple of worlds, this
works very well. At this point, the
Disney worlds shine; The Kingdom
of Corona was, in fact, my favourite
world while Olympus offers a
wonderful introduction. By the
time you reach the fourth world,
however, it’s clear that each Disney
scenario was written down using the
following formula:
1. Sora, Donald and Goofy land,
meet their guides in the world.
2. Everyone smiles and makes
jokes. The core issue is established:
the beginning of an original scenario
for the game (as in Toy Box and San
Fransokyo) or an important early
moment in the film (as in Arendelle
and Corona).
3. An Organisation XIII member
shows up a couple of times
throughout the level, says some
mean words to the party, makes
the vaguest statements about their
“plans” then disappears.
4. The gang wraps up the world’s
core issue, the Organisation
member(s) laughs about how it’s all
going to plan, and the name of the
world shows up on the screen.
This is how every Disney world
functions. The Disney characters
do not impact the overall narrative;
they’re kept in their respective
little boxes. The game, instead,
reminds us of its actual plot through
cutscenes featuring good guys
and bad guys making plays to set
up the final act. This isn’t as bad
as it sounds: the contextual shift
between the heavy main plot and
the Disney worlds would be a roller
coaster otherwise. It does, however,
mean that the game focuses on the
Disney worlds for most of the early
narrative, with mixed results.
On one hand, some of the worlds
lack much narrative at all—The
Caribbean essentially skips most
of the film it’s based on to make us
battle underwater and partake in
a naval system that feels like the
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Flynn Rider doesn’t want to get involved… Sora and company often act independently to the
plot of the Disney worlds

Vtech version of Assassin’s Creed:
Black Flag. I respect the effort to
create the system, but this was one
of the weaker worlds for plot.
On the other hand, other worlds
attempt to tell the story of the
movie they’re based on in such
detail that Sora, Donald and Goofy
exist simply to say, “continue the
story of the plot; we’ll just fight
some giant Heartless outside.” It
doesn’t feel like they really matter
in the game’s interpretation of the
story—the narrative has already
been established and put into play.
This can be distilled into one bizarre
moment: a famous, well known song
sequence is animated in full detail
and length while Sora, Donald and
Goofy simply watch. The result is
rather cringy and to top it off, the
sequence ends with a comment
from Sora: "Wow. I don't know what
we just saw but... wow." Perhaps
this was a tongue-in-cheek parody
of the scene from Square Enix, but I
cracked up nevertheless.

more like a legal requirement than
anything), the game’s final act
begins; we’re now into the original
story of Kingdom Hearts. Boy, does
it go downhill from here for me.
Do you remember when I mentioned
all those spin-off and side games?
Well, all those games—and their
characters—are mentioned and
are given equal weight with a
numbered game. To even attempt
to understand what’s going on, get
ready to study up on your Kingdom
Hearts lore and character bios. To
aid with this, the game, to its credit,
does add a set of summary films
that helps with clearing up character
and plot points. Nevertheless, be
prepared for character names to
sound completely different than
what you’d expect if you’ve used the
wiki. I will never look at the name
“Marluxia” the same again.

After we complete the list of the
Disney worlds (which, due to their
lack of overall importance, felt
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Image credit: Allgamers.com

BEING DOWN IN THE DOLDRUMS!

Each narrative beat sews itself
up using a boss battle and a
cutscene. For the most part, these
are awesome fan service moments
(there’s one sequence where the
game Deus-Ex-resets the teams to
allow one character to return). While
it’s certainly lovely to see characters
return from a fan perspective, the
overall cohesion of the plot suffers
immensely from these moments.
As I played through this act, I found
my feelings on the game shift in
tremendous fashion. I found myself
roasting the dialog, the characters
and their choices as I played!
Contrast to the early game where I
legitimately squealed in excitement
and happiness. The gameplay never
changes; it’s clear that the narrative
is where the game loses its heart.
To pour salt into the wound, at
this point the game’s storytelling
declines to the level of a PlayStation
2 era game. Stilted dialog, awkward
shooting angles and bizarre
character appearances all contribute
to the falter; this is most notably
clear during a time loop plot reset
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sequence that even the most
hardcore of fans would tut at. For me,
this decline was sharp and brutal.
This subpar final act, naturally,
does not build up to a world class
ending. Crazy moments seem
to just happen while the most
interesting and beautiful world
we’ve seen in Kingdom Hearts (to
date) is resigned to functioning as
a backdrop. The final fight—and

Master Xehanort offers a menacing hug.

its narrative significance—is rather
poor, impeded by the fact that the
big bad’s entire raison d'etre is so
poorly explained (as per the English
translation) that it’s hard to enjoy.
Overall, Kingdom Hearts 3 provides
a predictable, rather poor ending
that just barely serves the intended
purpose: to close out the story of
Xehanort. The fact that the game,
throughout and in the epilogue,
shoves hints that this isn’t the end of
the series into your face, jarred and
maimed my view of this game as a
conclusive piece of work.

The game’s finale felt like sledging down this slope, struggling to collect all the points.
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GRAPHICS,
SOUNDTRACK, AND ALL
THE REST
As for the rest of the aspects to
the game, they are, save a couple
fouls, at an utmost high standard.
The game is beautifully rendered
in Unreal Engine 4: colours pop
wonderfully, the worlds are fleshed
out and character animations flow
like they’ve never flowed before.
To say this is one of Square Enix’s
most beautiful products is an
understatement: as mentioned
before, the final game area is simply
breathtaking in its design. The
designers should take pride in it.
The soundtrack, composed by Yoko
Shimomura, provides the usual
Kingdom Hearts fanfare, cranked up
to eleven. The two(!) Utada Hikaru
tracks play us in (and lead us out)
of the game beautifully—there’s an
orchestral interpretation of Don’t
Think Twice that struck a chord with
me. The Toy Box world provides us
with an interpretation of You Got A
Friend in Me that I adored; you will
love it. Rounding out is, of course,
another mix of the classic Dearly
Beloved melody. For this review I
listened to the collection of Dearly
Beloved versions: The Kingdom
Hearts 3 version is easily my
favourite. It represents the ground
that Square Enix has covered over
the seventeen years that Kingdom
Hearts has been a part of our lives.
It’s magnificent.
The voice acting is, for the most
part, great. Haley Joel Osment
provides a lively Sora here; you can
feel the passion in his voice. This is
an actor who cares thoroughly for
the character.
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As we can see, the menu of KH3 is a cleaner, refined take on what we've seen in past games.

Quinton Flynn also provides a warm,
real character in Axel/Lea, who
effectively embodies the player's
confusion with memorising plot
details. Many of the actors from
the films the worlds are based on
make a welcome return: Genesis
Rodriguez as Honey Lemon from Big
Hero 6 was a favourite for me while
Wallace Shawn as Rex from Toy
Story was a welcome surprise!
There are performances that let
the team down, however, as if the
game was a contractual obligation
there rather than anything else
for some of the cast. The cast
they hired for the Pirates of the
Caribbean characters (Mister
Gibbs excluded) also left a lot
to be desired. Fortunately, the
subpar performances are generally
resigned to the supporting line-up
and aren’t present in many of the
major scenes.
Overall, the high quality of these
peripheral aspects of the game
help to provide the player with a top
notch experience: even the menu
design feels fluid and modern in
a game that, for me, had always
suffered with clunky menus. I would
only suggest that, in future, Square
Enix maps special move execution
and world interaction to separate
buttons; the number of times I
executed a special move instead of
opening a chest was way too high!

Scala Ad Caelum’s blinding white buildings,
cobblestone pavements and windmills recall
the spectacular Aegean islands.

Quinton Flynn's relatable performance as fan
favourite Axel steals the show.

“The voice acting is, for the
most part, great. Haley Joel
Osment provides a lively
Sora here; you can feel the
passion in his voice.”
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“The wholesomeness of the Disney worlds is such an escape
from the post-apocalyptic background of modern games.”

SUMMARY
With all said and done, Kingdom
Hearts 3 is the best new JRPG
product to come out of Square Enix
in recent times — it is leagues ahead
of the last three to four Final Fantasy
games from my perspective.
The core cast of characters are,
for the most part, loveable. The
wholesomeness of the Disney
worlds is such an escape from the
post-apocalyptic background of
modern games.

Buzz: “You are a sad, strange little party, and you have my pity.”

Sadly, the game stops just short of
falling flat with what it tries to do:
Kingdom Hearts 3 doesn’t execute
an ending very well, nor does it
execute setting seeds for the future
very well either.

but almost degrades into the trashy
variety of fanfiction towards the
end; the voice acting strikes high
notes with some actors and bum
notes with others. For each win—
and there are many—there is a loss.

For me, it’s a case of the game
clipping its own wings: gameplay is
fun, but the difficulty is simply not
there; the narrative begins strong

Even with all these issues, I still felt
the love and passion that went into
the project. There’s more love here
than in many modern games. I feel
like Square Enix is finally gaining
momentum again. With a screw
here and a twist there, Square Enix
could really make a go of things
again. I am hopeful for the future!

CHECK OUT THIS BEHIND-THE-SCENES DESIGN WITH MITSUKI
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An FFF Community
Feature

Chocobo
Companions
final fantasy xiv

Chocobos are truly the most consistent mascots in the Final Fantasy universe.
This remains true in Final Fantasy XIV, where players are encouraged to
customise and care for their birds. We’ve decided that the feathered friends who
bravely stand at each hero's side as their steadfast comrade have earned an
article dedicated entirely to them.
We asked their owners to complete a small kwehstionnaire in order to
showcase their choco-chum’s individual personalities and the unique nature of
their close relationships with them.
So here they stand, parading proudly with their plumage puffed up, warking
wonderfully like the non-nude, friendly dinosaurs that they are!
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He saved my life
plenty of times...

shivas
FFXIV Character Name
Nevyn Kreiss
Server
Lamia

Name Nero. I was replaying dmc4 when I first started playing ffxiv, haha!
Nicknames Chicken
Birth Location Gridania
Favourite Snacks Sylkis Bud
Favourite Barding Lakshmi Barding
Favourite Location Idyllshire
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Healer
Any Minion Friends Morpho or Midgardsormr
Ever molted to a different colour Salmon Red
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
He saved my life plenty of times, especially when I used to level my dps classes
from the start! So glad I started spending the sp points on the healer section first.
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jason tandro
FFXIV Character Name
Jason Tandro
Server
Louisoix

Name Enigma
Nicknames The Chocopope
Birth Location Twin Adder Barracks, Gridania
Favourite Snacks Mimett Gourd
Favourite Barding Red Mage
Favourite Location Dravanian Hinterlands
Most Hated Enemy/Monster Morbols
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Healer
Phobias/Fears Being ignored whenever a new mount comes on MogStation.
Any Minion Friends Panda Cub and Palico
Ever molted to a different colour Yellow to Sky Blue to White
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
Enigma routinely saves my life when I arrive in a new area in
which I haven’t attuned to the Aether Currents. He is looking
forward to doing it again when we head to the First Shard.

Being ignored
whenever a new
mount comes on
MogStation.
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There’s
definitely
been a few
close calls.

mitsuki
FFXIV Character Name
Mitsuki Calei
Server
Lamia
Name Starbucks
Nicknames Starbo
Birth Location Gridania
Favourite Snacks Organic chickpea puffs
Favourite Barding White Mage
Favourite Location Costa Del Sol
Most Hated Enemy/Monster Malboro
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Healer
Phobias/Fears Goblins because they come in packs!
Any Minion Friends Coeurl Kitten
Ever molted to a different colour Sky blue and Turquoise
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
Starbucks aided me plenty of times when he’s not goofing off, especially
in the beginning stages. There’s definitely been a few close calls.
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ross
FFXIV Character Name
Keira Welch
Server
Lamia
Name Serina. I named it after the AI in Halo Wars, haha. Great character!
Birth Location Gridania
Favourite Snacks Serina doesn’t believe in snacking. Clearly.
Favourite Barding Reveler’s Barding. Just look at that tail- phew!
Most Hated Enemy/Monster Those stupid things that give you a
billion debuffs when your toe is in the AoE. Screw those guys.
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Attacker
Phobias/Fears Having terrible logs.
Any Minion Friends Coeurl Kitten
Ever molted to a different colour
I think it was blue or something. Technically I stole the
required items from the Free Company before I joined.
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
I don’t think my chocobo has ever saved my life. Kinda useless
really. I mean I forget to summon it 99% of the time but still.

Serina doesn’t
believe in
snacking.
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Short story: It
never happened.

six
FFXIV Character Name
Seven Rivers
Server
Lamia
Name Sparx
Nicknames Duck
Birth Location Ul’dah
Favourite Snacks Good old Gysahl Greens
Favourite Barding None
Favourite Location The Dravanian Hinterlands
Most Hated Enemy/Monster Malboro, 100%
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Attacker/Free stance
Phobias/Fears S Rank hunts
Any Minion Friends Fledgling Dodo
Ever molted to a different colour
Lavender - ended up not liking that though, shocker. Midnight blue it is.
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
Short story: It never happened. Hmph.
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everything meaty.

miasma dragon
FFXIV Character Name
Yuyami Mogura
Server
Balmung
Name Destructor
Birth Location Coerthas
Favourite Snacks Everything meaty
Favourite Barding Sleipnir (head), Horde (body/feet)
Favourite Location Dravania-somewhere
Most Hated Enemy/Monster Rats
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Attacker
Any Minion Friends Midgardsormr
Ever molted to a different colour Not yet
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
Never. He’s lazy.
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layle
FFXIV Character Name
Felix Deimos
Server
Shiva

Name Swiftbeak
Birth Location Limsa Lominsa
Favourite Snacks Thavnairian Onion
Favourite Barding Black Mage, the hat keeps his neck from getting sunburnt.
Favourite Location Coerthas
Most Hated Enemy/Monster Morbols!
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Defender
Phobias/Fears Morbols!
Any Minion Friends He gets on well with the Ugly Duckling
Ever molted to a different colour NEVER
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
I save his life more than he saves mine…

I save his life
more than he
saves mine…
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...meaning
‘Herakles’
in warkish!

dionysos
FFXIV Character Name
Polyphemos Bromios
Server
Lamia

Name Hewarkles, meaning ‘Herakles’ in warkish!
Birth Location Limsa Lominsa, presumably
Favourite Snacks Screaming lalafell
Favourite Barding Abigail barding (recalling his service for Queen Omphale)
Favourite Location Aleport
Most Hated Enemy/Monster
Hydra, since Hewarkles’ quarry is protected in a dungeon.
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Healer Stance
Phobias/Fears Poisoned barding and pyres
Any Minion Friends
Enkidu (probably cultural appropriation, but Iolaus wasn’t available)
Ever molted to a different colour
Not since leaving his fledgling yellow. Now Lavender.
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
Polyphemos once forgot to equip his gear and his pecker saved him.
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It’s his job to
keep me alive.

gothicsyn
FFXIV Character Name
Aerian Elcarus
Server
Lamia

Name Tequila. Quite literally I was drunk when I named him!
Nicknames Quila
Birth Location Bentbranch Meadows
Favourite Snacks Gysahl Greens, perhaps Thavnairian Onions
Favourite Barding Red Mage
Favourite Location The Ruby Sea
Most Hated Enemy/Monster Coeurl
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Free Stance
Phobias/Fears Healing
Any Minion Friends Ugly Duckling
Ever molted to a different colour Some blend of purple
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
Well if it wasn’t for Quila’s healing, then I’d mess up way more
FATEs than I tend to. It’s his job to keep me alive.
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linnaete
FFXIV Character Name
Linnaete Mellemme
Server
Lamia

Name
Liebchen - my close companion, my stalwart, loyal
companion and my familiar. Liebchen means ‘Sweetheart’
in the sense this feisty lilac bird will always gallantly
swoop in to assist and defend his partner without a single
kweh of hesitation. Liebchen is love. Liebchen is life.
Nicknames Liebs
Birth Location
Born into some elicit underground Ul’dah Chocobo
racing ring largely financed in the shadows by members
of the Syndicate with particularly loose pursestrings
discipline. I was to rescue Liebchen from a gruelling,
punishing life of intense servitude as a racing Chocobo,
and we became lifelong buddies ever since.
Favourite Snacks
Organic Gysahl Greens of the Sea of Clouds
variety. Higher altitude Gysahl Greens are simply
far more appealing and nutritious for Liebs, along
with a side dish of poached Paissa salad.
Favourite Barding
Oh I don’t know. Liebchen likes to dress himself
and who am I to deny my loyal Chocobo companion
his wants and agency? The little pecker is currently
dressed up in the Bismarck Barding which makes
him look like a plump white whale on legs. Perhaps
this is just his way of wishing to look regal!
Favourite Location
The Sea of Clouds - Liebchen would like nothing more
than to gallivant across the high-altitude steppes of
the floating landmass and partake in casual island
hopping. The fresh air up there and the sensation of
exotic winds unlike anything witnessed at sea level
is enough to send any intrepid Chocobo aflutter.
Most Hated Enemy/Monster
Morbols. Just the absolute worst. They look
hideous, are hideous, smell hideous and do
hideous things to you if you just want to innocently
gallop your way through dense forests.

Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All)
Attacker - Liebchen’s partner is primarily a healer
and Liebchen’s idea of the best defence is to simply
launch the most effective offence. Said offence chiefly
consists of a volley of impressive acrobatic kicks.
Phobias/Fears
The new capitalist craze sweeping Eorzea
like a hurricane, attracting patrons in the tens
of thousands: Ul’dah Fried Chocobo.
Any Minion Friends
Heavy Hatchling - this chunky little fella is hilarious
and if we ever organise a two-act Chocobo comedy
show, it would star Liebchen and the Heavy Hatchling.
The opportunities for shenanigans are endless.
Ever molted to a different colour
Have I ever told you about that time he accidentally
turned into a Smurf? Thankfully that was soon
rectified and his rich plumes transformed from that
unnatural shade of azure blue to a gorgeous coat of
lilac pinky purple. But he’s now dressed as a plump
white whale so I don’t know what he wants anymore.
Short story of how your chocobo may have saved your life
I remember that day like it was yesterday. May my
appalling sense of direction be condemned to all
thirteen corners of Hydaelyn’s realms, because I was
hopelessly lost inside a nest of hyper-aggressive buglike Gnath creatures. Every corner I turned, a small
platoon of insatiably bloodthirsty giant beetles would
pursue me, aching to plunge their insectoid pincers
into my flesh and sample my blood. In my perilous
quest to find an exit, I plunged ever deeper into the
Gnath lair and was surrounded by hordes several
levels higher than I. Was it all over for me? Alas, no!
Liebchen swooped in, ready to throw his very life on
the line if necessary to protect his dearest partner. Had
he not intervened, I would have been bug food within
seconds. He bought us just enough time for Mitsuki and
her Chocobo (of all people) to locate us and provide
enough of a distraction to shepherd us to the exit.

liebchen is love.
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sly
FFXIV Character Name
Smooth Move
Server
Lamia

Name Zombie
Favourite Snacks Only eats bacon
Favourite Barding Race Barding
Preferred Stance (Defender, Attacker, Healer or All) Healer

Do you have a chocobo companion on FFXIV?
If so, tell us your stories!
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final fantasy

forums
free company <gaia>
lamia server
housing plot in the mist
ward 12, house 15

join the team!
or simply drop by
for a cup of tea!

see for yourself!
final fantasy forums
free company info  >
the company tea party  >
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INTERVIEW with

DIONYSOS

So we took the chance to get some free content and decided to interview
Dionysos- Administrator of Final Fantasy Forums and our very own Editorin-Chief! Dionysos has been a popular and prominent member over at Final
Fantasy Forums for a number of years and has always regaled us with his
wonderful inputs on all sorts of Ancient History—which you can experience
yourself in his Assassin's Creed: Odyssey article in this issue. Outside of
those pursuits, Dionysos—or Dan, as you may know him by—has run events
throughout the forum’s life and is, without doubt, one of the mascot members
of the website.
He’s also incredibly busy with his work on this magazine issue, but we
managed to dig out a couple of questions during a tea break (we totally didn’t
chain him to a seat…). Let’s see what he has to say!

Dionysos as a moogle, toasting FFF with wine. Original artwork by Roko Zaper.
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What made you say, "Oh, let's start a magazine" that one
fateful night?
I’m actually rather hazy on it. I don't think I was sleeping
very well and my mind was too active. A lot of ideas
for the future of the forums were spinning in my skull.
One of them was the idea of creating a seasonal digital
magazine for the forums where we could combine
in-depth, themed articles with promotion pages for
forum members and other Final Fantasy communities.
I'd already been enjoying writing articles for our forum
platform, so I figured a digital magazine would be an
ambitious, but rewarding, next step.
I made a few notes on the side without telling anyone
for a week or so. Then I proposed the idea during a staff
meeting. Many weren't sure at first what I had in mind,
but Adam (Paddy McGee) recognised my vision and
helped me voice it.
Never did I expect people to actually listen to me about
this! I'm full of crazy ideas and rarely do they escape
the asylum which is my brain. I am happy that this
project took off, and very grateful to all involved.

As editor-in-chief of Timber Maniacs, can you tell us
how the experience is so far? What’s the dynamic like
between writers and designers? Do you get to take a
break in-between issues?
Not much of a break! I’m with the project from the start
to the end because I don’t just do the writing, but a lot of
the correspondence, general input, proofreading, etc. If
things go wrong, I have to share much of the blame for
that! While writers and designers sometimes have mild
creative disagreements, we get on very well and continue
to learn about the challenges faced by the different
departments, while also valuing the different perspectives.
Your research work on Final Fantasy is mind blowing.
The Mythology Manual articles have received positive
reviews from many fans. Can you let us in on the
research work and how long it usually takes you to
complete one manual? How do you decide the next
manual project?
Thanks! Admittedly, I’ve been chaotically sporadic with
the Mythology Manual releases, though I do hope to work
out a healthy rhythm in the near future.
I decide the next project wherever my head and my heart
is at a particular time. When an idea strikes me I tend to
roll with it as far as I can go. There are many unfinished
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It has been a
privilege to be
able to share the
Mythology Manual
with an established
author like Mo
Gallagher for this
magazine issue. I
was delighted to
see him praise my
work on the series.

drafts (one very near completion) and I’m just waiting for
the opportunity to re-open them and get cracking.
As for how long it takes... that depends on what else
I have going on, and the subject of the piece itself. It
can take a month (often longer) to research a topic,
then the same for writing. Afterwards I like to check I
haven’t missed anything huge which might cause me
embarrassment further down the line. I usually punch
out the main things I think I want to say to give myself a
sturdy foundation, but then deciding on the right words
and details and refining everything can take time. It
has been a privilege to be able to share the Mythology
Manual with an established author like Mo Gallagher for
this magazine issue. I was delighted to see him praise
my work on the series.
To date, what's your favorite Mythology Manual article
so far?
My heart is always in Greece, so the Greek mythology
articles are my favourites: Ultros, Alexander or Ixion.
They haven’t made it to the magazine format yet but
I enjoyed writing them for the site. If I really have to
choose, probably Ixion. Outside of Greek mythology, the
Faris one…. I really like pirates and diving deeply into
pirate history and folklore was a lot of fun.
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The graphics department
(driver: MITSUKI CALEI)
(backseat: SALVAE CELERES
AND SEVEN RIVERS) takes the
editor-in-chief (POLYPHEMOS
BROMIOS) for a night drive!
See video clip here.

“I had to give up all of my hobbies to
create this magazine.”

What's your go-to playlist when you're churning out
articles?

Where do you get inspirations from besides Final
Fantasy?

Nothing! Strictly silence! As much as I adore music, I
need to think when I’m writing and music is too much of a
distraction. Not even ‘ethnic’ music that I find inspiration
in such as Dead Can Dance, as if I actually ended up
listening to the music then it would be a disaster. I can’t
have the television on for the same reason.

Anything! I like to say to myself that I have an interest
in all interesting things. I tend to combine my other
interests with Final Fantasy at some point. The Wild
West article in this issue, for example. My Granda loved
Westerns and I always had a soft spot for the themes...
Then Red Dead Redemption 2 was released and my mind
rode off in that direction!

Sometimes my mind wanders into its own world as it is,
requiring me to pull myself back to our reality from within.
With music and television involved, it is guaranteed to
take me into a different universe at the very moment
when I need to be entirely present within myself. In short:
I’m a chronic daydreamer. Help me!
Tell us a bit more about you as a writer in general. Why
do you have such intense passion for writing? Is there a
history behind this you’d like to share with us?

Other inspirations come from history, mythology (of
course!) as well as science fiction... I see connections
everywhere. Certain themes and experiences are fairly
universal and since humans are connected geographically
as well, ideas do jump about and get reimagined in unique
ways. I find this fascinating. Like the myths of old which
were continually redefined by consecutive generations and
cultures, literary and media concepts and tropes are also
adapted and transformed over the years. That’s something
I try to think about.

I've just fallen into this role without giving much thought
into identifying as a writer. I once wanted to be one at
school but my teacher said it was a silly idea…

Any other hobbies that you'd like to share with us
besides digging deep into Final Fantasy?

But I studied Ancient History at university and when I
moved into postgrad I got into the habit of researching/
writing and editing academic articles for the university
journal about history, archaeology and mythology. The
articles I write for FFF are intended to be a little less
heavy and lack the meaty bibliographies and footnotes
required in academia, but I hope that it is clear that the
research and respect I give the subject remains the same.

I had to give up all of my hobbies to create this magazine.
:( I kid... Or do I? I do sometimes still play video games,
though not as often as I would like. I like movies, TV
series, reading, etc. The various pastimes people like to
do for therapeutic escapism. I wish I could say that I’m
an established marble sculptor, a freediving record holder,
or a champion in horseback archery but, alas… I guess I
forgot to sign up for that stuff!
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FOUND AN OLD ISSUE OF [TIMBER MANIACS]!

CLICK TO READ!
ISSUE 2 RELEASED ON
DECEMBER 31, 2018—MERE MINUTES
BEFORE 2019! IT WAS A CRAZY DAY
FOR THE TIMBER MANIACS TEAM!

You've recently met some of the FFF members at
KupoCon—how was that? Any particular highlights?
Surreal. These are people I’ve only communicated with
online. Text chats, forum discussions, and the occasional
game of Tekken, Uncharted, etc. Then to be meeting
them, talking with them, drinking with them and having
breakfast with them, etc. It was very odd, but a really
great thing. I mean at the end of the day we are all people,
and we’ve known this, so it shouldn’t be odd. But they
were exactly who they said they were all of these years
rather than axe-murderers, so there is some hope for the
internet after all!
Highlights are difficult to pinpoint as the silliness never
stops! Wearing chocobo masks and enjoying the live
singing of Neo Liu and Maiko Horisawa alongside forum
members at Pomathon was quite an experience!
Controversy time: what's your most controversial
opinion on Final Fantasy?
Tricky... I don’t possess any truly controversial opinions
such as ‘Shinra did nothing wrong when it dropped the
plate!’ Final Fantasy V is a strong entry to the franchise
(and one of the most significant). Is that controversial?
It surely did have flaws and, at times, the story is fairly
simplistic and its characters needed to be fleshed out

a bit more, but its concepts are very strong. This game
gifted us some fan-favourites such as Gilgamesh, Faris
the pirate and Ghido (imagine Yoda and the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles combining into one sagely hermit).
The game helped to shape how moogles should behave
as a species, how a varied job system might look, and
provided some truly memorable musical compositions
which have continued to impact the franchise since.
You’ve been a part of Final Fantasy Forums for many
years now (a member since 2008 and a staff member
since 2011). What can you tell us about your experience
as a staff member? Did it change your life in any way?
It felt a bit like joining a very weird family. I have enjoyed
it. Particularly when I became Administrator in 2015
and had more freedom to implement new ideas and
create things and act more as a leader. It also gave
me fantastic opportunities to work in such a dedicated
team. I'm still learning, of course, but at least the hordes
of spambots and trolls are no longer at our doors so I
can relax more and focus on FFF-based projects rather
than have to spend my days swinging the ban-hammer
like a cyber-Thor!

We wonder what Dan has planned next...
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FASHION CRITIC
B
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Blank (Final Fantasy IX) is a talented actor of the Tantalus Theatre Troupe. A man of
culture, he’s played many roles: a daring pilot, a swashbuckling swordsman, a tangled
gardener. This rogue’s exciting life is a patchwork of noble and wayward deeds. Though
a thief, his heart is not made of stone (anymore); he is always willing to put himself in
harm’s way to save those in need.
It’s unfortunate that this thespian’s costume will have you in stitches!

Hairdo

Stitches

With hair fashioned like the troll doll
fad, some might argue this actor is
itching for a stylish part.

A threadbare jigsaw of mismatched
skin tones exhibit him as the
Frankenstein’s monster of grafters.

Eyewear
When asked to fasten his eyes on
the stage, this belt blindfold shows
he took it too literally.

Girdle

Waist

Hands

That moment when he remembered
his one functional belt, but left his
trousers at Lindblum!

Despite only wearing a subligar and
belts, he’d thoroughly shiver out his
stitches without his handy pair of
fur-cuffed gloves.

He’s thoroughly strapped for action
when even his belts have belts.

Footwear

Brace
A single kneepad, for under no
circumstances should he risk
grazing his favourite knee.

Being generally tight for clothing,
our miscreant spends all his hardstolen Gil on fancy boots with the
finest Yan-wool trimmings.

(Though we’ve given Blank a good belting here, we are indebted to his character designer: Toshiyuki Itahana)
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FFF hot TOPIC
Is Blank a living doll or monster?
Taking a look at Blank’s stitches and patchwork-skin, what do
you think his story is?
Is he a living doll (think Sally from The Nightmare Before
Christmas)? Or, like Frankenstein’s monster, was he created by
sewing together the various body parts of different corpses?
Alternatively, had he suffered a brutal accident and needed
serious repair?
What do you think happened to Blank?
If he was 'created' then that might explain an odd name like
Blank—a blank slate, perhaps. It would also fasten with the
theme of artificial life so prevalent in FFIX, exploring what
constitutes 'living' and how life can be valued and experienced
when a being hasn't been 'born' in a traditional sense.
If he was injured, maybe the patchwork look was a result of
severe burn wounds due to a fire, perhaps so traumatic that he
developed amnesia, becoming ‘Blank’.
What is your own headcanon?

DISCUSS WITH US! CLICK BLANK!
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VOL. I

PETPALS
featuring TIBERIUS
Final Fantasy Forums veteran Sly
is known for being many things: a
great detective (having twice been
crowned champion of FFF’s Moogle
Murder Mystery events), FFF’s Final
Fantasy XIV Free Company’s most
accomplished gardener, and for his
cunning minimalist entries in FFF’s
recipe competitions. He is not very
often thought of, however, as a
softy. This changed forever when
he met Tiberius at a shelter one
auspicious day.

Do you have a pet with a
name or story of relevance to
Final Fantasy? Let us know
and we can feature your
companion under Pet Pals.
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MISSING CAT!
Have you seen Herman?
Missing since October 2018
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"Emperor Tiberius Kittius Maximus...The first of his name,
Lord protector of his realm, destroyer of dots." -sly, 2019

As an interesting mix of a Russian
Blue and a Manx, possessing a
bluish dark-grey coat and no tail,
Tiberius inherits an attractive
demeanour. Apparently His Royal
Highness sometimes hops like a
bunny and, in like manner, hopped
into Sly’s warm embrace. It is often
said that cats behave like royalty;
Tiberius proves no exception. This is
why Sly named him after the second
Roman emperor, Tiberius (reigning
14-37 AD). Though this kitty is a long
way from the Tiber, he channels the
imperious essence of his namesake.
Now rehoused in his own personal
palace, Tiberius’ manservant, Sly,

slaves tirelessly to entertain his
feline overlord with laser dots, string
and snacks.
Finding the Purrfect name:
Before pouncing on his regnal name
of Emperor Tiberius, Sly’s master
was in desperate need of a new title.
Sly established a thread on FFF to
gather ideas, followed swiftly by a poll
for voting. One popular contender
was the name Kimahri (after Yuna’s
hornless Ronso guardian in Final
Fantasy X) on account of the bluish
tinge to his grey fur. Kimahri would
have been a mere whisker away from
winning had Sly not slyly manipulated

the results. Despite characteristically
overruling popular forum choices,
Sly has since confirmed to us that
Kimahri can be Tiberius’ online
forum alter-ego and that Kimahri is
his spirit animal. On all levels except
physical, Tiberius is a Ronso! Tiberius
is a sincerely photogenic cat with a
permanent cartoon face, which would
melt even Shiva’s icy heart. Sly is very
smitten with him, and so is the whole
community. Unsurprisingly, it didn’t
take very long for Tiberius to become
an ‘Instagram Cat’.
You can follow Tiberius' reign on
instagram! Pounce the icon below.

imperatortiberius
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A runner-up during Birthweek
2018’s recipe contest, this
devilishly delicious dessert is a
moogle delicacy!

CHEF NOTES

“You are what you
eat, kupo! This recipe
is actually how I got
my stripes!”
(Artemicion in a Mognet
mail letter to Ilyena)

I've Come Up With
A New Recipe
Ilyena’s ‘Artemicion Moogle Mousse Jars’!
INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy Cream
Cream Cheese
White Chocolate Chips
Sugar
Vanilla Extract
Purple and blue food colouring (to imitate Artemicion’s iconic stripes)
Dots Gummy Candy (pom poms)

RECIPE
Whip up the mousse and separate it into two bowls. Add purple food
colouring to one mixture and blue to the other. Neatly layer the mixtures as
you portion the mousse into appropriately sized jars. Push sturdy toothpicks
into the candy pom poms and then stand them in!
Do a moogle dance before eating to enhance the flavour!
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FUN FACTS
• The idea that moogles only eat kupo
nuts is a common myth...They also
eat Artemicion Moogle Mousse!
• Ilyena had blue food colouring on her
hands for three days after preparing
her mousse. Not even Leviathan’s
Tsunami could cleanse them!
• While heavenly, this is a very heavy
dessert and is something only the
bravest, most ambitious moogles
could eat often!

It’s a moogle
secret, kupo!
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III

T I M E
COMPRESSION
RELIVE CLASSIC FFF MOMENTS

MOGSHOP MADNESS!

Contrary to popular belief, Moogles can do a lot more than
hoard kupo nuts and organise your post. Here at Final
Fantasy Forums our entrepreneurial moogles are always
thinking up new ways of reinventing FFF’s on-site store, the
MogShop Network. This platform has served an important
function over our community’s thirteen year history.
Let’s reminisce on some of our highlights, as well as our
darkest moments…

Currencies

We’re civilised people at FFF, having long abandoned the
crude bartering system of trading kupo nuts for goods.
We operate on a triple currency system, the Cerberus of
Coinage, which combines Gil, Community Tokens (CT)
and Gold Points (GP). But please don't contort your face in
shocked bewilderment like Final Fantasy XIV’s Hildibrand
Mandervile–you can trust us!

Gold Points are a special type of currency that are much
harder to acquire due to the real-life monetary value
attached to them. GP can purchase gift cards, games and,
occasionally, physical items.
Community Tokens are awarded for community efforts. CT
is earned by participating in forum events held throughout
the year.

Do you remember? Gil Hyperinflation!

One of the reasons for changing the forum’s currency was
because the former focus on Gil led to a broken system.
The forum previously possessed a bank feature with which
users could deposit Gil and collect interest.

Like the Warring Triad statues, these currencies remain in
place out of necessity to retain balance.

A smart idea… Inevitably, over time, we had some members
amassing over 500,000 Gil! We realised that members were
so rich they had enough coin to make even the Ul’Dahn
Syndicate appear as beggars! They could have easily bought
out the entirety of our MogShop. While we first attempted
a simple Gil cap at 50,000 Gil in 2015, the hyperinflation
proved to be a persistent problem for the forum.

Gil is our standard currency. In addition to event
participation, you can acquire Gil simply by registering,
logging in, posting, creating a thread, voting, or having
your posts ‘liked’ by others. This is by far the easiest to
obtain, like picking up copper coins from the floor.

In 2016, to fix our currency conundrum, we did what
every level-headed person would do in a financial crisis:
we closed the bank! The measures were extreme, though
necessary to restore the relevancy of the currency.
Compensation was offered, of course.
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The Moogle Shops

Our Moogle Shops are divided into a variety of stores serving distinct purposes.
Their names and functions have all evolved to suit the forum’s varied needs.
The General Store offers a space for members to purchase various account
privileges and upgrades. People have perks such as coloured threads and
usernames, and the right to host their own livestreams on our site.
Our MogShop’s current focus leans towards creativity.
The Ancient Forest houses Galadin’s collectible Final Fantasy character sprites
for you to purchase for your inventory, while Dio’s Mascot Market (introduced in
2016 ) allows members to buy sprite versions of the various monster mascots
which have been featured in FFF special events.

Become Immortal

In 2016 we invited members to transfer themselves into a two-dimensional
world by introducing the Build-A-Member Workshop. 20 CT allows members to
purchase sprite likenesses of themselves or their online personas. Each sprite
commissioned is designed by Dionysos in communication with the buyer and
is released in two forms as smileys on the forum: a base/‘naked’ form and an
accessorised form (if the user spends Gil on items).
Interestingly, many people seized the opportunity to immortalise their Final
Fantasy XIV characters. So far only Mitsuki ordered her real-life alter ego, The
Notebook Warrior! Impatient moogles are whistling and singing as they bang
their hammers, chisels, and paintbrushes on their work desks. They await
their next customer. Will it be you?

Warking on eggshells

The Community Centre serves as a nest for the Chocobo Eggs (or Ceglings).
The Ceglings truly characterise the weird side of FFF. Introduced in 2016,
we offer people the chance to partner-up to fertilise mysterious eggs! (In a
laboratory setting, of course–what else were you thinking?!)
Every egg needs two parents, and so two members must purchase the
Chocobo Egg item for 10 CT in the MogShop for the mystery creature within to
develop (otherwise it'll just end up as part of someone's breakfast). Once both
parents have been assigned, the egg shall then be incubated (while our genetic
interferences determine the morphology of the growing creature).
When hatched, the creature (or Cegling) will take its first steps in the world as
a smiley on FFF! We often use these creatures in forum events (offering their
parents a chance to win extra CT) so do not miss out on making a living from
selling your offspring into slavery!
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FFVII Remake Part One

The Gold Outlet is where you can
spend Gold Points to buy items with
real-world monetary value! This is
the perfect shop for us to offer up
special items to our members. If
you’ve carefully hoarded your Gold
Points like a griffin then the first part
of the Final Fantasy VII Remake is on
sale here and can be yours as soon
as it releases on the 3rd March 2020!
What we’ve seen of the first part of
the remake promises to be an indepth retelling of the opening Midgar
section of the original game. Not only
does it look breath-taking, it shall also
be expanding on the dark, corporate
dystopian themes of one of the
franchise’s most original and iconic
cities, as well as teasing the morally
grey activities of the AVALANCHE
terrorist cell.

Promoting your projects

We hope to utilise the MogShop as
a platform to allow our members
to show off their own projects. For
several years we have offered a
platform for streamers. Revamped
in 2018, we have provided a Stream
feature where you can your submit
channels to our Streams mod. We
are also on the lookout for ways we
can work with artists, musicians and
other creatives. A digital copy of
Roko Zaper’s original graphic novel
Lost Dreams of the Unicorn: Volume 1
can be purchased for 15 GP.
We hope to use this system more
in the future. If you have something
you think would go well with our
MogShop, do get in contact with us!
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HOROSCOPES

ATHENAEUM ASTROLOGICUM

2019

Timber Maniacs recognizes that the old star signs are wrong. Follow our corrected star signs (using a Final
Fantasy-based astrology system approved by Dr. Tot) and learn what the stars say about you!

CAPRICORN: SEIFER ALMASY
DEC. 22–JAN 19
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: VIRGO AND
TAURUS
FFF MEMBERS: SIX, GALADIN, COFU,
SOULCORRUPTOR, SHAISSA

AQUARIUS: IGNIS SCIENTIA
JAN 20–FEB 18
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: LIBRA AND
GEMINI
FFF MEMBERS: DIONYSOS,
PADDY MCGEE

PISCES: ZELL DINCHT
FEB 19–MAR 20
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: CANCER AND
SCORPIO
FFF MEMBERS: AURONX,
DAGGERTRIBAL

You have ambitious dreams but also
consider yourself to be realistically
grounded. This might frustrate you on
some days. A determined individual
like yourself should have no problem
achieving practical goals since you
are very stubborn and often times
difficult by nature.

Many are drawn to your intelligence
and ability to speak bluntly without
being harsh. There’s something
unique in the way you handle yourself,
regardless of audience. You are also
exceptionally skilled and creative in
the kitchen. People want a taste of
your life!

Your energy is unmatched—people
struggle to keep up with your pace.
You can’t seem to settle down in one
area for too long and will sometimes
look for creative ways to express
your emotions. In turn, you can be a
bit careless in your demeanor. Keep
your wits about you. Chicken wuss.

ARIES: BEATRIX
MAR 21–APR 19
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: LEO AND
SAGITTARIUS
FFF MEMBERS: BANDOKANON

TAURUS: TIFA LOCKHART
APR 20–MAY 20
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: VIRGO AND
CAPRICORN
FFF MEMBERS: CLOUDY_BAE, JIGOKUU

GEMINI: CID DEL NORTE MARQUEZ
MAY 21–JUN 20
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: LIBRA AND
AQUARIUS
FFF MEMBERS: HARLEQUIN

Loyal and strong-willed, you are a
force to be reckoned with. People
don’t mess around with you. You can
be feisty and quick-tempered, but
this has helped you remain active
in anything you do. You can be a
very passionate individual, but this
depends on whether you find the
right person to love.

Kind and dependable, many are
attracted to your sweet personality.
However, there’s more to you than
meets the eye, and you don’t often
show an aggressive side unless it’s
absolutely necessary. You’re one hell
of a fighter through and through, and
when you love, you do so deeply with
no regrets.

You're quite expressive and bold.
You love hearing yourself talk, even
if no one’s listening. You let your
mind wander and get lost in your
own thoughts. At times you can be
an open book; other times it's hard
for people to read you. The twin sign
has two faces after all, but we're not
suggesting anything here…
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CANCER: SELPHIE TILMITT
JUN 21–JUL 22
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: SCORPIO AND
PISCES
FFF MEMBERS: ILYENA, ESPURR, ISMIFF,
ADDLEBOY

LEO: CLOUD STRIFE
JUL 23–AUG 22
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: SAGITTARIUS AND
ARIES
FFF MEMBERS: ROSS, STRAY ARROWS,
SHIVAS, REY

VIRGO: LUNAFREYA NOX FLEURET
AUG 23–SEP 22
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: TAURUS AND
ARIES
FFF MEMBERS: SHU, SPROUT,
CHARMY

Your happy-go-lucky personality
is a breath of fresh air, and your
energy is out of this world. You are
very addicted to work and tend to
have multiple projects going on
simultaneously, so you might want
to relax and spend some time with
friends. Do you even have friends?

Your opinionated roar can be heard
from miles away. Appreciation for
the finer things in life is something
that stands out for you. In general,
you like to avoid confrontations.
Although you can get quite moody,
you don’t like to waste time and are a
definite go-getter. Let’s mosey!

Determination and seriousness are
off the charts. When you’re faced
with adversity, you show no fear and
will meet this head on. Be careful not
to overexert yourself, or you’ll regret
it. You are wise beyond your years
and because of this you have a hard
time being sociable.

LIBRA: QUISTIS TREPE
SEP 23–OCT 22
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: GEMINI AND
AQUARIUS
FFF MEMBERS: SLY, DUHEMSOUNDS,
NEROTRINITYX

SCORPIO: KEFKA PALAZZO
OCT 23–NOV 21
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: PISCES AND
CANCER
FFF MEMBERS: LINNAETE, MITSUKI,
HAYABUSA

SAGITTARIUS: BARRET WALLACE
NOV 22–DEC 21
MOST COMPATIBLE WITH: LEO AND
ARIES
FFF MEMBERS: BELAZOR, BAMBI
CHARLIEPANAYI

Fair-minded and diplomatic. You
have a hard time relaxing because
you’re often too focused on everyone
else around you. Sticking to a plan
once created is something you strive
for, but your indecisive nature can
give you a hard time. Despite it all,
people can always count on you once
you’ve committed.

People sometimes wonder if
you’re a little loony, but that’s what
makes you unique. Insanity and
fleeting delusions shall be your
only companions. Your charisma is
unlike any others, and you don’t just
blurt out what’s on your mind. You’re
cunning and secretive… what could
you be plotting?

You're a bit rough around the edges.
You might want to try speaking
tactfully and perhaps make this
a priority on your to-do list. You
definitely have a ‘get to the point’
attitude, and you make this known.
No time for nonsense! Despite that,
you try and look at the positive things
life has to offer.

FOUND AN OLD ISSUE OF [TIMBER MANIACS]!

CLICK TO READ!
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TURTLE’S PARADISE
ADVERTISEMENTS

No. 3
FFF MEMBER PROMOTION
WINKSGAMING12

Check out winksgaming's exclusive interview with Dionysos
which was released on June 21, 2019!

GET FEATURED
YOUR AD HERE
CONTACT THE TIMBER MANIACS STAFF AT:
TIMBERMANIACSMOGAZINE@GMAIL.COM

FINAL FANTASY FANFIC
Ever fancied writing a Final Fantasy fan fiction? Submit a
fanfic to us and you could be featured in our next issue!
Word limit: 1,500 words
As part of our annual Birthweek event, we welcome you to
check out Fanfic Frenzy (2019) at Final Fantasy Forums!

SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS SPOTLIGHT
Check out some of our treasured followers!

WhiteMageWonder
twitter.com/whitemagewonder

Big congrats to fff moderator,
shivas, for Kingdom Hearts 3
platinum achievement! Sora and
Mickey couldn't help but take a
selfie with this beauty!

Haseoo
instagram.com/haseoo

ThatFinalFantasyKid

instagram.com/thatfinalfantasykid
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SIREN’S SONG
Featuring a few of our most beloved musicians!
Thank you for your support! Click on PLAY to find
out more about these talents.

FFPIANOMUSIC
Passionate Pianist

JOHNNY NORRIS JR.
Fighter McWarrior

PIXEL MIXERS

Final Fantasy IX: Beyond the Mist

SIX

Final Fantasy XIV parodies

DUHEMSOUNDS
Opera Mysdia
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Listen to his own arrangements of Final Fantasy tracks on
the piano! His YouTube channel is pure gold! It certainly
makes us want to Shuffle and Boogie. You can also make a
request, and he'll make it happen!

Writing and performing his own music, Johnny is an
extremely talented Alternative musician ready for his big
break. We think he rocks! You can find his album How ‘i’
Lost the War on iTunes.

A Pixel Mixers project has recently released in the form of a
new tribute album! Divided into five parts and with a bonus
disc, this highly anticipated compilation includes covers by a
varied cast of musicians. Download it for free!

Over the years Six has written and performed a number of
Final Fantasy parodies, introducing clever Final Fantasy
XIV-themed twists to the lyrics of popular hit songs. Listen to
Six the Spoofer here!

For his third anniversary (June 6th), Duhemsounds released
a special medley which blends cleverly Court Jesters (Final
Fantasy IX), Country of Mysidia (Final Fantasy IV), Mog’s
Theme (Final Fantasy V) and Spinach Rag (Final Fantasy VI)
into one narrative thread.
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Final Fantasy VIII is very often
overshadowed as a Final Fantasy
entry, so it is refreshing to see
it receiving attention in Micah
Rodney’s unofficial novelization of
the game.
The idea for this novelization has
been germinating for some time.
Now, with this ongoing project
offering nourishment, Micah is
providing the sunlight that this
game dearly deserves in order to
bloom again both in written format
and in our imaginations.
The plot’s essence is retained
faithfully, but Micah also breaks
new ground with additional
content expanding on the
characters’ motivations and
inner-thoughts. All of this being
arranged for a new display for all
fans to enjoy and appreciate!

FOLLOW MICAH’S
PROJECTS
The Story on Fanfiction.net
ff8fannovel
@fan_ff8
FF8 Fan Novel

Support the Final Fantasy VIII
Unofficial Novelization on Patreon:
» Micah Rodney:
patreon.com/micahrodney

This is a project undergoing
transformation.
Look out for exciting news
coming soon!
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About the creator

Micah Rodney (also known as Jason Tandro on online forums) is an
experienced writer with over 120 stories in his portfolio. In addition to original
material (including a compilation of short horror stories I’m Under Your Bed)
his work includes fan fiction for franchises such as Final Fantasy, Kingdom
Hearts and Pokémon, among others.
Micah’s attention has now turned to a full novelization of Final Fantasy VIII,
divided into four books.
Micah also runs a YouTube series suitable for anybody interested in the Final
Fantasy fan community. In this he compares M.J. Gallagher’s Final Fantasy VII
Novelisation with that of Mr. Ite’s The Jenova Project.

A New Junction

Like the SeeDs of Balamb Garden at the centre of the plot, Micah has
junctioned a Guardian Force of his own in the form of M.J. Gallagher as lead
editor of the project.
M.J. Gallagher is the highly praised author of an unofficial novelisation of
Final Fantasy VII, in addition to The Nibelheim Incident novella, and Axtelera
Ray™: The Chronicles of Astrone. Mo Gallagher has also embarked on a series
examining references to mythology in Final Fantasy.
Mo has spent many hours with Micah’s Final Fantasy VIII project, offering
constructive feedback and amendments, nurturing the novel into its current form.
The entirety of Book 1 is currently undergoing the editing process, but online
an updated edition has been released up to Chapter 17: Garden Twilight
(which details the day prior to Squall’s leaving Garden for the Timber mission).
The partnership seems to be working! For the the most up-to-date excerpts
of the novelization, which will be the closest to the finished product, you can
read them on Patreon: Micah Rodney and M.J. Gallagher.

Book One: Seeds

The first book pertains to the story of the first disk of the game. Called Seeds,
it at once suitably references the militaristic branch of the Garden school
system (SeeDs) while also acknowledging the early growth of the characters
in the beginning of the plot.
Recently announced, an exclusive preview will be launching at KupoCon’s
London event, Pomex, on 21st September. The book will be titled SeeD: The
Beginning, with cover art by Fiveonthe and interior illustrations by Kayley
Henderson. All creators will be in attendance.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

YOU FINISHED READING [TIMBER MANIACS ISSUE 3]!

Greetings, readers!
When we finished off the second issue of Timber Maniacs the first thing we
did was… take a break! We recharged the batteries, took time to ourselves
before we launched into building articles for this issue. The importance
of downtime should never be dismissed. After a nice break in January we
launched into research and writing issue three!
We had some different avenues to venture down this time around: Kingdom
Hearts 3 was released, so we definitely had to review it; we uncovered
something of a history jackpot with our “Wild, Wild West” piece and we dived
deep into motherhood (or rather, the absence of it) throughout Final Fantasy.
What is it with heroes and their mothers?

ABOUT US
Timber Maniacs is a free digital
magazine initiated by Dionysos (Editorin-Chief) in early 2018, which turned
into a huge collaborative project with
Mitsuki (Creative Director) and a few
others as they embarked on a long,
treacherous journey to unknown
territories. Since then, the team
officially increased their party after the
release of Issue 1.
The relatively 'simple' idea of a
free digital magazine, to showcase
community talent and explore the varied
themes of the shared franchise, has
grown exponentially.
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Some of the greatest highlights from this issue have to be the submissions
from our guest writers. We had a couple of fantastic articles from long time
FFF members—such as Cali and Lucas—as well a deep dive into the Nordic
with established Final Fantasy community writer Mo Gallagher. Along with our
guest articles, we had brilliant interviews: Roko Zaper, the talented graphic
novelist who’s made a home on FFF; the Susan Calloway, whom you might
recall from any of the Distant Worlds concerts you’ve attended. Here’s hoping
that we continue to receive submissions from talented writers in the future!
While we’re content with enjoying the fruits of our labour for a brief time,
here at Timber Maniacs we’re always looking to the future. We all hold a
love and enthusiasm for video games and the communities which build up
around them. It’s why we created Timber Maniacs in the first place! This
project also gives all of the team members a chance to refine our existing
skills and build new ones.
We hope you thoroughly enjoyed reading these articles—we certainly enjoyed
writing them. We are humbled by the praise we have received, and we are
excited to see what the future holds. If you’d be interested in submitting some
content to the magazine in future articles, please check out the following
Project Information.
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PROJECT
INFORMATION
Interested in the project or would like to contribute in any way? Here’s some info that you might find useful.

Difference between Magazine Staff and Guest Writers
The Timber Maniacs staff are deeply involved in the
planning process. They work behind-the-scenes with the
project leaders. Guest writers and contributors provide
information and content on topics of interest to them.
Guest writers add their own unique tone and style to the
editorial team.

Deadlines
It is very crucial that we meet deadlines, so please
plan accordingly. If you are contributing as a guest
writer or submitting interview material, communicate
your schedules and availability to Dionysos or Mitsuki,
especially if there’s any conflicting schedules so that we
can make adjustments if necessary. We will allow short
extensions if an article is considered late but preferably
no more than that. While we would like to remain
flexible with people's schedules and extend deadlines
until we receive the content, we do have our own strict
schedule system setup with the rest of the team, so
unfortunately we cannot allow too many extensions. If
you cannot meet a deadline despite extensions, it's not
the end! We can always push the content for next Issue,
and we will make sure to follow up with you for any
updates and changes.

Word Count
Word count is necessary so that we have room to include
all kinds of creative contents in our magazine. For all
writers, please aim for up to 2500-3000 words. If you
think your article might exceed this word limit, be sure to
discuss this with the Timber Maniacs team.

Images
Ideally, writers should provide the best quality images
to be included with their article, or we can find them for
you. If the quality is relatively poor but considered to
be essential to the writing, it will go through an editing
process in Photoshop.
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Designers Note
If you are sourcing your own images, please try to leave
notes somewhere on your document regarding image
placement. It’s not mandatory, but it will help designers
plan the design layout with clarity. It helps to know when
a particular image should be placed on a specific page,
next to a body paragraph or a piece of writing. It can save
us time from figuring out the pieces of a puzzle together
so that they remain coherent and relevant. If you find any
images you wish to be used in an article make sure you
provide links or sources for where they came from. We
will need to check each image in case we need to credit
them in our acknowledgements section, or ask the owner
of the image for permission.

Captions
Do images require captions? Feel free to include some in
your notes. Captions are not mandatory.

Letter of Agreement to Guest Writers & Contributors
Timber Maniacs magazine is a voluntary project from the
staff, so while we would love to compensate the guest
writers and all kinds of content contributors, it simply
isn't realistic at this point in time. However, any content
provided for magazine use will be appropriately credited.
We would also like to express our deepest gratitude for
all the support so far!
In the near future we may set up a Patreon page to
accommodate the strict schedules, hard work, and
deadlines from our staff team in order to make this
magazine happen. Until we can gain some stability in
revenue (if we ever get there) all work from staff and
guest contributors remain voluntary.
For all guest writers, we will reward 5 GP to your forum
account as a small token of appreciation!
For further inquiries, please contact Dionysos and Mitsuki.
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e d i t o r i a l -s t a f f- w o r k s p a c e

Dionysos (England)

Mitsuki (California)

Paddy McGee (Ireland)

Galadín (Ireland)

Linnaete (England)
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Six (Netherlands)

Ilyena (Rhode Island)
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We are incredibly grateful to the following for providing content for us to cover:

Susan Calloway: interview and photographs.

Layle: FFXIV screenshots and information.

Benyamin Nuss: album information and album cover.

Linnaete: FFXIV screenshots and information.

M.J. Gallagher: contributing writer of ‘Mythology Manual: Odin’,

Ilyena: recipe.

information on Micah Rodney’s FFVIII Novelization.

Vivi-Gamer: comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’

Luke Chasteen / AuronX: contributing writer of ‘Kiss me goodbye’,

ZaXo Ken’Ichi: comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’

lyrics.

PeaceLoveArt: comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’

Cali: contributing writer of ‘This guy are sick’.

Setzer Gabbiani: comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’

Alex Maine, KupoCon’s lead organizer: KupoCon consent.

Rey: comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’

Micah Rodney: FFVIII Novelization information, KupoCon write-up and

charmy: comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’

photographs, FFXIV screenshots and information.

JigoKuu: letter to the editors.

Roko Zaper: interview, images and Dionysos Moogle artwork,

DaggerTribal: letter to the editors.

comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’.
The Real Red XIII: comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’ and
photograph.
Kelly/Bambi: KupoCon write-up and photographs.
Bandokanon: art, information, and theory about ‘Blank’, comments in

U S E O F F I N A L FA N TA S Y C O N T E N T:

‘FFF Choice: Locations’.
Ringo / Abstract Debauchery: information on his ancestor, Johnny
Ringo.

Final Fantasy Forums does not make a profit from this magazine,

Galadín: front cover artwork.

nor does it aspire to. The magazine is also not affiliated with or

Mitsuki: photographs, FFXIV screenshots, graphics, lyrics, information

supported by Square Enix in any way. All Final Fantasy-related

and comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’

images, names, and other information are copyright to Square Enix

Kayley Henderson: original artwork of Odin used in ‘Mythology

Co., Ltd.

Manual: Odin’.
White Mage Wonders Cosplay: KupoCon photographs.

We believe our use of Final Fantasy images (and some images related

Duhemsounds: information for ‘Siren’s Song’ advertisement,

to other properties) fall under fair use, used only to illustrate the

comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’.

information provided in the text of our free digital magazine.

Sly: photographs and information about his cat, FFXIV screenshots
and information.

Additionally, we would like to credit the following:

Dionysos: sprites, screenshots and information.
GothicSyn: FFXIV screenshot, information, comments in ‘FFF Choice:

Manuel Chillagano: Benyamin Nuss photographs.

Locations’

Tony Hitchinson (Toneagraphy): KupoCon photographs.

Paddy McGee: screenshots, comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’

Alroy Jovi: title artwork used for Micah Rodney’s FFVIII Novelization.

Shivas: FFXIV screenshots and information, photograph.

Wavechan / Wave’s Arts Stuff: KupoCon artwork.

Six: GFX art, comments in ‘FFF Choice: Locations’, FFXIV screenshots

Johnny Norris Jr.: musician covered in our ‘Siren’s Song’ ad.

and information.

Hashel, Pixel Mixers: musican covered in our ‘Siren’s Song’ ad.

Ross: FFXIV screenshots and information.

FFPianoMusic: musician covered in our ‘Siren’s Song’ ad.

Miasma Dragon: FFXIV screenshots and information.

Winks Gaming: gaming blog covered in our ad.
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ThatFinalFantasyKid: FF collector covered in our ad.

Durante: GeDoSaTo fixes of FFXIII via image by Floflo81 used in ‘Kiss

Norse-Mythology.org: Tjängvide image stone detail, photograph used

Me Goodbye’.

in ‘Mythology Manual: Odin’.

Stickpng: curved white feather image used in ‘Siren’s Song’.

Micha L. Rieser: Ragnarok carving detail from the stave church at

Hian: translations of the Final Fantasy 30th Exhibition Panel used in

Urnes, photograph used in ‘Mythology Manual: Odin’.

‘This Guy Are Sick’.

Friedrich Wilhelm Heine: Battle of the Doomed Gods (1882),

LinguaJunkie.com: translations used in ‘This Guy Are Sick’.

illustration used in ‘Mythology Manual: Odin’.

Dictionary.goo.ne.jp: translations used in ‘This Guy Are Sick’.

Mabel Dorothy Hardy: Odin and Fenris (1909), illustration used in

Weblio.jp: translations used in ‘This Guy Are Sick’.

‘Mythology Manual: Odin’.

Tristanio97 and Candasaurus: Sora selfie template used in ‘Turtle

Mårten Eskil Winge: Thor's Fight with the Giants (1872), illustration

Paradise’ advertisement.

used in ‘Mythology Manual: Odin’.

AllGamers: Kingdom Hearts 3 screenshot, used in ‘Kingdom Hearts 3

Georg von Rosen: Odin the Wanderer (1886), illustration used in

Review’.

‘Mythology Manual: Odin’.

Creative Uncut: Sora render, used in ‘Kingdom Hearts 3 Review’,

William T. Maud: The Ride of the Valkyries (1890), illustration used in

Mandragora render used in Acknowledgements.

‘Mythology Manual: Odin’.

Nintendo Co., Ltd.: own the rights to the Super Smash Bros. franchise,

Ben Wittick: photograph of Billy the Kid used in ‘Wild West in Final

Cloud artwork by Tetsuya Nomura used in ‘This Guy Are Sick’.

Fantasy’.

The Walt Disney Company: own the rights to all Disney content

Chris Eveland (at Find A Grave): photograph of Johnny Ringo used in

featured in ‘Kingdom Hearts 3 Review’.

‘Wild West in Final Fantasy’.

Ubisoft Entertainment SA: own the rights to Assassin’s Creed,

Legends of America: image of a female gunfighter used in ‘Wild West

screenshots used in ‘Assassin’s Creed Odyssey Review’.

in Final Fantasy’.

Santa Monica Studio, LLC: own the rights to God of War, screenshots

HolyLandPhotos: photographs of anatomical votives used in

used in ‘The Sad Plight of Mothers...’.

'Assassin's Creed Odyssey Review'.

The Pokémon Company: own the rights to Pokémon, screenshot used

AncientWorldMagazine.com: screenshot of Kleon used in 'Assassin's

in ‘The Sad Plight of Mothers…’

Creed Odyssey Review'.

Atlus Co., Ltd.: own the rights to Persona 5, screenshot used in ‘The

VGboxart: renders of Alexios and Kassandra.

Sad Plight of Mothers…’

Pumpkin (at Eyes on FF): image of Brahne from an FFIX Let’s Play

BioWare: own the rights to Mass Effect, screenshot used in ‘The Sad

used in ‘The Sad Plight of Mothers…’

Plight of Mothers…’

Padawanmage71: Matriarch Benezia image from Mass Effect HD

Dontnod Entertainment: developers of Life is Strange, screenshot

used in ‘The Sad Plight of Mothers…’

used in ‘The Sad Plight of Mothers…’

SYFY Wire: Joyce Price image from Life is Strange used in ‘The Sad

Kusanagi Studio: concept artwork of Lindblum used in ‘FFF Choice:

Plight of Mothers…’

Locations’

Frederik Questier: SGI workstation image used in ‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

Nvidia Corporation: ChameleonMark tech demo screenshot used in

Muband: N64DD image used in ‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

Jonathan Castillo (via Polygon.com): photograph of games published

PC Game 80 Chronicles: scans accessed via Internet Archive used in

under the Square EA deal, used in ‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

Evan-Amos: PlayStation 2 network adaptor image used in ‘Kiss Me

EasyGameStation: own the rights to Recettear: An Item Shop's Tale,

Goodbye’.

screenshot used in ‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

Hawelo92: FFIV DS Demon Wall image used in ‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

Valve Corporation: Steam logo used in ‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

The-Blacklisted: FFXI render used in ‘Kiss Me Goodbye’.

Tiberius the cat: for allowing his human servant to snap photographs.
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